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Letter from the Editor

1

Dear AppNotes Readers:

Welcome to the August 2002 issue of Novell AppNotes! As many of you have let us know, you like our 
new cover look and the sports-oriented pictures we’ve been using for the past several months. This month 
we’re excited to feature on the cover Rachel Liebing, daughter of our Senior Editor Ed Liebing. (The 
photograph is courtesy of Julie Seal of the Utah Valley Sport Fencing organization.) Rachel is an 
accomplished fencer who has competed at the national and international level in her quest to make the 
U.S. Olympic Team. I am always happy to support young people and encourage you all to support the 
youth in your area in any of their worthwhile activities. Please feel free to support the youth fencing 
movement if you like.

As far as articles go, this month our spotlight is on DirXML. We have three AppNote feature articles and 
three developer-oriented articles.

First up we have “DirXML and the Reporting & Notification Service (RNS)” by Steven Weitzeil. Next, 
Patrice Clement checks in with “How to Perform a Health Check of Novell Account Management 2.1 for 
Windows NT.” The ever-popular BorderManager is highlighted in “Monitoring Proxy Information on 
Novell BorderManager” by Manisha Malla. 

For developers this month, we start off with the second in a series on DirXML titled “Advanced Features 
of DirXML, Part 2: Channel Write-Back” by Israel Forst, Hicham Mourad, and Garth Williamson. We also 
have Jeff Hanson with another in his series of J2EE articles, “How to Build J2EE Applications Using 
Novell Technologies: Part 4.” And finally, we finish off our developer section this month with another 
contribution from Russell Bateman, “How to Write Start-up Code for NLMs.”

Of course we have the regular sections in the back. I know how much you look forward to reading them 
each month, as so many of you have told me.

I want to once again make you aware that we have changed our vendor that handles our printing, shipping, 
and customer service. This means we have a new phone number and e-mail address for you to use for all 
customer service issues. The new phone number is 1-800-395-7135, and the new e-mail address is 
subscriptions@novell.com.

As always, I want to hear your feedback on how we are doing and how AppNotes can be improved. 
Contact me by e-mail at gherbon@novell.com. If you have comments for anyone else on our staff, send 
them to me and I will make sure they get them!

Until next time,

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief

August 2002
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Feature Article
NOVELL APPNOTES

DirXML and the Reporting & 
Notification Service (RNS)

Steven L. Weitzeil
Director of Engineering, DirXML
Novell Inc.
sweitzeil@novell.com

This AppNote introduces the Reporting & Notification Service (RNS) included in 
Novell’s DirXML 1.1a product. RNS allows network administrators to be 
notified, by whatever means are best stuied to their specific environment, in the 
event of system errors, warnings, retries, and successes.

Contents:

• Introduction
• The Reporting & Notification Service (RNS)
• Using Crystal Reports to Format RNS Output
• Conclusion

Topics DirXML, Reporting & Notification Service (RNS), applica-
tion integration, directory-enabled applications

Products DirXML 1.1a

Audience network administrators

Level intermediate

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with database reporting tools

Operating System n/a

Tools Crystal Reports

Sample Code no
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Introduction

Large corporations typically use a wide variety of applications, each representing 
isolated sets of data. It is very likely that a significant amount of data on those 
applications is duplicated. Every employee’s name is likely stored in the Human 
Resources system, the corporate directory, the e-mail system, the payroll system, 
and so on. Phone numbers, addresses, and identification numbers are additional 
examples of potentially duplicated data.

When a new employee is hired, how does that employee’s information get entered 
into each of the corporate applications that need it? Typically, the information is 
manually entered into each system. This duplication of effort increases the 
potential for human error and faulty data. Since all of the systems are not updated 
simultaneously, there are periods of time where the corporate systems are out of 
synchronization.

Similar problems exist when an employee leaves the company. If an employee is 
not removed from all applications in a timely manner, it leaves the corporation 
open to security risk. Former employees can potentially access systems for a time, 
even though the company no longer employs them.

Administrators of corporate systems tend to be very protective of their 
environments. This makes it difficult to coordinate data sharing efforts within an 
enterprise. Getting permission to interface one application with another can be a 
real challenge. Suppose you hire a programmer to write a new corporate 
application. How many systems will that engineer need to access to get the 
required information? How many APIs will the engineer need to deal with to 
access the information on those systems? Every time a source application 
changes, the programmer will need to modify this new application.

The Solution: DirXML

Novell’s DirXML is a bidirectional data sharing service designed to solve these 
types of corporate nightmares. Acting as a central data store, DirXML enables 
corporations to define policies that control how data is shared throughout the 
enterprise. The good news is that DirXML enables this sharing to occur without 
making changes to your existing applications. It communicates with the 
applications using their existing APIs, change logs, and so on.

DirXML enables administrators of each system to define what data is shared. This 
helps ensure that corporate data is only accessible to those employees authorized 
to see it. The administrators also determine which system is the authoritative 
source for each data attribute. In other words, the administrators may want to 
specify that the HR system is the authoritative source for all employee names. If 
the HR system receives a new employee name, then all other applications that 
want to receive the name will receive it. If a new employee is added to the e-mail 
system, no other application will receive it because it is not the authoritative 
source.
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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Once these types of policies are established, the data is then shared between the 
applications in real-time. When new employees are hired, the approved data is 
disseminated to the other applications immediately and accurately. When an 
employee leaves the company, the employee is removed from all of the 
applications instantly.

DirXML provides a secure central data store (Novell eDirectory) for all data 
shared between applications. This means that programmers only need to write to 
the eDirectory interface to access the information they need. This greatly 
simplifies their work by reducing the number of applications to be interfaced. If 
you already have an existing directory, don’t worry. DirXML does not require you 
to replace your existing directory. DirXML enables the sharing of data with the 
most common directories on the market today.

Components of DirXML

The DirXML architecture consists of the three basic components: the DirXML 
engine, DirXML Drivers, and the Remote Loader.

• The DirXML Engine (also referred to as the Join Engine) is responsible for the 
application of corporate policies, data storage, and data dissemination from 
the common data store (eDirectory). These policies are communicated to the 
engine via XML documents called Rules and Stylesheets.

• The DirXML Drivers are responsible for communication with each 
application that wants to publish or subscribe data to or from the data store. 
Novell and third party vendors offer drivers that connect with many of the 
most common applications.

• The Remote Loader enables DirXML to provide its data sharing capabilities 
to applications that are running on remote systems. This data is passed over an 
IP connection using SSL, making the transfer of the data secure.

The Reporting & Notification Service (RNS)

With DirXML acting as the central hub for data sharing within a corporation, it is 
critical that all DirXML components function properly. When important events 
occur, it is imperative that system administrators be notified immediately, by 
whatever means are best suited to their specific environment. This need has driven 
the development of the RNS.

RNS allows the administrator to configure the system to provide notifications 
concerning: fatal errors, errors, warnings, retries, and successes. It also records 
additional information such as the channel, driver, and objects involved with that 
event. RNS is not limited to supporting DirXML. Other applications may utilize 
this service as well. Any application can pass the RNS XML documents 
containing any type of information that they want to record. RNS messages may 
also be generated from within DirXML stylesheets.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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DirXML 1.1 delivered the first phase of the RNS. In version 1.1, the requested 
messages were written to just the local driver set object, and the publisher and 
subscriber objects. This enabled administrators to easily locate all information 
associated with a specific object. While this approach is an improvement over 
previous versions of DirXML, it did not offer all the flexibility needed by 
administrators. As an example, to locate DirXML message information, the 
administrator must see the error on the trace screen or open each driver object in 
ConsoleOne and check for errors.

DirXML 1.1a will provide administrators with the second phase of the RNS. In 
addition to the functionality offered in DirXML 1.1, this update will allow 
information messages to be optionally recorded to an XML file, or to an LDAP 
directory.  If desired, RNS can also generate e-mail messages or SNMP traps. 
This gives administrators full flexibility to receive notifications how and where 
they want. Also, by providing the option to export notifications in an XML file, it 
opens up opportunities to format the data with third-party reporting tools (see 
“Using Crystal Reports to Format RNS Output” later in this AppNote).

How Is RNS Information Stored?

DirXML information received by the RNS is recorded in the DirXML Driver-Set 
object, the Publisher object, and the Subscriber object. The Driver-Set object 
contains an attribute called DirXML-DriverTraceLevel. This attribute determines 
the type of information sent to the trace file and to the Publisher and Subscriber 
objects. The Publisher and Subscriber objects have three attributes used for 
storing RNS information:

• DirXML-LastLogTime records the last time that and error or warning was 
logged.

• DirXML-StatusLog contains the actual error/warning message and object 
names.

• DirXML-LogLimit defines the minimum and maximum number of events that 
can be stored for this object.

The number of messages stored in each of these objects is fully configurable. If 
there are multiple instances of a driver running, then each instance will have its 
own RNS information.

How Is the RNS Administered?

DirXML 1.1a is being released at the same time as eDirectory 8.7. This new 
release of eDirectory contains iManager, Novell’s new role-based management 
console. DirXML 1.1.a delivers a number of iManager-based plug-ins that enable 
the management of DirXML over the Web. One such plug-in provides the user 
with the ability to configure the Reporting & Notification Service.

When launched, the iManager Web interface lists the available roles in the menu 
on the left side of the screen (see Figure 1). 
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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Figure 1: List of roles and tasks displayed in the Novell iManager utility.

Before configuring the RNS, you must first identify which server will perform the 
log file operations. To do this, select the Log File option under the eDirectory 
Maintenance Utilities role. You are then asked to select a server connection from 
the cached list, select the server object in eDirectory, or specify the server’s DNS 
name (or IP address) and the eMBox port. This defines which Server object will 
contain the configuration information. This only needs to be done once.

Now that you have specified the Server object to be used, you are ready to 
configure the RNS.  Select the Modify Object link under the eDirectory 
Administration role on the iManager menu. Enter the name of the Server object 
used by the RNS.  If you are not sure what to enter, click the Object Selector icon 
next to the Object Name field. This control will allow you to browse for the name 
of the server object. Once you have properly entered the server object name in the 
Object Name field, click the OK button.

iManager will now display the Modify Object Web interface. Click the Report & 
Notification tab (notice that on the tab menu you are given the option of 
displaying the current configuration view or directly editing the XML file that 
contains the configuration information). The view shown in Figure 2 is displayed.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Figure 2: The Modify Object “Global Configuration” view in iManager.

The Global Configuration view enables the administrator to define the default 
methods for the handling of RNS information. Notice that the default is for “All 
Messages” to be logged to a log file called STATUSLG.LOG. You can specify 
the maximum size of the file, whether time stamps are recorded, and how often 
the messages are cached and refreshed.

The RNS supports a number of logging devices: e-mail Messages, DS Events, or 
an LDAP Directory. Messages going to the specified device can be optionally 
filtered based upon the type of message: Remote Loader, Application (General, 
Authentication, or Connection), Driver (General or Status), Password Set 
Operations, or messages of Unspecified Type.

If you don’t want to use the default configuration, the RNS allows the creation of 
Module Configurations that define object- or service-specific exceptions to the 
Global Configuration settings (see Figure 3).
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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Figure 3: The Module Configuration settings in iManager.

As you can see, in the Module Configuration view (visible by scrolling further 
down the Web page), I have specified that fatal messages from the application or 
the Remote Loader should be e-mailed to the administrator. You can see the 
power and flexibility that this offers network administrators.

Using Crystal Reports to Format RNS Output

Crystal Reports 8.5 provides the CR XML ODBC driver. This driver uses ODBC 
to extract data from an XML document and then formats it inside of Crystal 
Reports. Since the Reporting & Notification Service saves its log files in XML 
format, this makes an easy way for Crystal Reports owners to format the data into 
a report format that is much easier to review than pure XML.

To show how easy this is, let’s walk through the steps to configure the driver for 
use with RNS XML output. Here is some sample XML output from the RNS.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<status-log>
<status level="error">

<application>DirXML</application>
<module>DirXML_DSet</module>
<component>engine</component>
<description>Multiple Subscriber objects per Driver Set

are not allowed</description>
<code>-611</code>
<object-dn>.cn=DirXMLDriver.O=Novell.</object-dn>

</status>

<status level="success" type="driver-status">
<application>DirXML</application>
<module>DirXML_DSet</module>
<component>engine</component>
<description>Driver state changed to Running</description>
<object-dn>.cn=DirXMLDriver.O=Novell.</object-dn>

</status>

<status level="warning" type="driver-status">
<application>DirXML</application>
<module>DirXML_DSet</module>
<component>engine</component>
<description>Driver state changed to Stopped</description>
<object-dn>.cn=DirXMLDriver.O=Novell.</object-dn>

</status>

<status level="error">
<application>DirXML</application>
<module>DirXMLDriver</module>
<component>Publisher</component>
<server>.cn=NCPServer.OU=Servers.O=Novell</server>
<description>removeEntry: -629 ERR_ENTRY_IS_NOT_LEAF</description>

<object-dn>.OU=Employees.O=Novell.</object-dn>
</status>

<status level="error">
<application>DirXML</application>
<module>DirXMLDriver</module>
<component>Publisher</component>
<server>.cn=NCPServer.OU=Servers.O=Novell</server>
<description>createEntry: -611 ERR_ILLEGAL_CONTAINMENT</description>
<object-dn>\User1</object-dn>

</status>

<status level="error">
<application>DirXML</application>
<module>DirXMLDriver</module>
<component>Publisher</component>
<server>.cn=NCPServer.OU=Servers.O=Novell</server>
<description>createEntry: -646 ERR_BAD_NAMING_ATTRIBUTES</description>
<object-dn>\User2 (\T=Tree_Name\O=Organization)</object-dn>

</status>

<status level="warning">
<module>DirXMLDriver</module>
<application>DirXML</application>
<component>Subscriber</component>
<server>.cn=NCPServer.OU=Servers.O=Novell</server>
<description>nameToID: -601 ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY</description>
<object-dn>\Novell\User3</object-dn>

</status>
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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This log file has been saved with the filename STATUSLOG.XML. To use the 
Crystal Reports CR XML ODBC driver to read this file, you must first configure 
an ODBC Data Source so the driver will know where to find the file.

Configuring the ODBC Data Source

To set up an ODBC Data Source, follow these steps.

1. Make a copy of your RNS log file and save it with an .XML extension (when 
you configure the RNS you can specify that the file always be saved with an 
“XML” extension). I saved my log file with the name STATUSLOG.XML.

2. Open the ODBC Data Source Administrator (see Figure 4). This utility is 
found in the Windows Control Panel or in the Administrator Tools folder in 
the Control Panel.

Figure 4: ODBC Data Source Administrator utility main screen.

3. Create a new data source by clicking the Add button. You will be shown a 
list of the available ODBC drivers, as shown in Figure 5. Select the CR XML 
v3.6 driver and then click Finish. 
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Figure 5: Selecting the driver for the new data source.

4. The ODBC XML Driver Setup dialog is displayed (see Figure 6). On the 
General tab, enter the name that you want to give this data. Since I named my 
file STATUSLOG.XML, I enter “statuslog” in the Data Source Name field. 
Enter any descriptive text you want in the Description field. In the Location 
field, enter the directory path where your XML file is located (for example, 
c:\xml\logfiles).

Figure 6: The ODBC XML Driver Setup dialog.

5. Next click the Advanced tab. In the resulting dialog (see Figure 7), make 
sure the Validate Schema and Resolve External References check boxes are 
checked. Uncheck the Require User Id / Password check box. All other 
options should be left in their default positions.
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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Figure 7: The ODBC XML Driver Setup dialog.

6. Click the OK button. You will now see your new Data Source Name appear 
in the User Data Sources list box, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: The new driver appears in the list of User Data Sources.

Generating the Report

To generate the report in Crystal Reports, follow these steps.

1. If you have not done so already, open the Crystal Reports application. At 
startup, Crystal Reports should display the Welcome to Crystal Reports 
dialog. If the dialog is not displayed, select “New” from the File menu.  
Select “Using the Report Expert” (see Figure 9) and click OK.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Figure 9: Selecting the option to use the Report Expert in Crystal Reports.

2. The Crystal Report Gallery dialog is displayed (see Figure 10). Make sure 
the Standard expert is selected, and then click OK.

Figure 10: Selecting the Standard expert in Crystal Reports.

3. The Standard Report Expert dialog shown in Figure 11 is displayed. Click 
the Database button.
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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Figure 11: Selecting a Database report in Crystal Reports.

4. The Data Explorer dialog shown in Figure 12 is displayed. Click the “+” sign 
next to the ODBC folder to expand its contents.

Figure 12: The Data Explorer dialog in Crystal Reports.

Scroll down the list until you see the Data Source Name that you created. 
Click the “+” sign next to the Data Source Name. The list will now display 
all of the XML files in the directory referenced by your Data Source Name. 
Select the file you want to use (the files are displayed in XML.<filename> 
format) and click Add. Then click Close.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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5. The filename will now appear in the Tables list box of the Standard Report 
Expert dialog (see Figure 13). Click the Next>> button.

Figure 13: The Standard Report Expert dialog in Crystal Reports.

6. The Fields tab is now displayed, as shown in Figure 14. Click the Add All-> 
button to move all of the Available Fields into the Fields to Display list box.  
Click Finish.

Figure 14: The Fields tab in the Standard Report Expert dialog.
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The report that is displayed is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15: Sample report displayed by Crystal Reports.

You probably noticed that the Description and Object-dn fields are truncated. This 
is easily corrected by making formatting changes within Crystal Reports.

Conclusion

To summarize, the critical role that DirXML plays in an enterprise requires that 
administrators be kept aware of the status of the system. The Reporting & 
Notification Service gives administrators great flexibility regarding how errors, 
warnings, and other critical messages are received and recorded. Since the RNS 
log file is saved in XML format, it provides an easy method for generating 
well-formatted reports using tools such as Crystal Reports.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
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How-To Article
NOVELL APPNOTES

How to Perform a Health Check 
of Novell Account Management 
2.1 for Windows NT

Patrice Clement
Major Account Support Engineer
Novell Technical Support
pclement@novell.com

Because it integrates two completely different architectures from two different 
manufacturers (Microsoft’s NT Domains and Novell’s eDirectory), Novell 
Account Management (NAM) 2.1 for Windows NT can prove challenging to 
troubleshoot.  However, the way NAM 2.1 for Windows NT works (redirection) 
is very simple. Once you understand its basic principles, the steps needed to 
perform a health check become logical and easy to understand. These steps are 
detailed in this AppNote.

Contents:

• Introduction
• Understanding the Components of NAM for Windows NT
• Performing a Health Check
• Conclusion

Topics eDirectory, user account management, NT Domains

Products Novell Account Management 2.1 for Windows NT

Audience network administrators, support technicians

Level intermediate

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with eDirectory, NT Domains, and NAM 2.1

Operating System Windows NT 4.0

Tools NDS4NT Toolbox

Sample Code no
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Introduction

One of the main challenges when troubleshooting Novell Account Management 
(NAM) 2.1 for Windows NT is to avoid confusion arising from the interaction of 
its different components.  When some users complain about slow login to the NT 
Domain, how do you know whether the problem is coming from the redirection 
component, eDirectory, or the NT Domain itself? How do you know where to 
look for relevant information about the problem? The best approach is to use a 
checklist to verify point-by-point that everything is configured properly.  Several 
years of experience doing technical support for Novell Account Management for 
Windows NT revealed that, in the vast majority of cases, checking a few things 
made it possible to find out what was wrong and to solve the problem.

This AppNote lists the main checkpoints to look at when troubleshooting NAM 
for Windows NT.  For each of these checkpoints, an explanation will be given on 
why it is important, how you can check it, what are the likely symptoms that you 
will see in case of a problem related to that checkpoint, and, in that case, how you 
can resolve it.

This AppNote focuses on version 2.1 of Novell Account Management for 
Windows NT. However, most of the procedures detailed herein can also be 
used for previous versions of the product (NDS Corporate Edition and NDS for 
NT 2.0x).

Understanding the Components of NAM for Windows NT

Before starting a health check of NAM for Windows NT, it is very important to 
understand the role of its different components. There are mainly two separate 
components within NAM for Windows NT:

•  SAMSRV.DLL, which provides redirection of the NT Domain into 
eDirectory

• DHOST.EXE, which is the eDirectory replica on the NT Server

Although these two components are included with NAM for Windows NT, they 
are actually independent from each other. This means that, depending on your 
environment, you will have one of three possible configurations:

• Redirection only

• eDirectory replica only

• Redirection and eDirectory replica
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Typically, you will have the first configuration (redirection only) when you have 
an NT Domain Controller located on the same LAN segment as the NetWare 
servers holding a replica of the partition where the NT Domain object is located. 
On the other hand, if the NT Domain Controller is separated from the NetWare 
servers by a WAN connection, or if there are no NetWare servers in your 
environment, you will typically be using the third configuration (redirection and 
eDirectory replica). Lastly, you might want to add eDirectory replicas on some 
NT servers for additional fault tolerance (Novell recommends a minimum of three 
replicas of each partition).

This AppNote will focus on troubleshooting the redirection component of NAM 
for Windows NT. As for eDirectory itself, the health check procedures are pretty 
much independent of the platform on which eDirectory is located. For more 
information on how to perform such a health check for eDirectory, see “Health 
Check Procedures for NDS eDirectory on Supported Platforms” in the May 2001 
issue of Novell AppNotes (located online at http://developer.novell.com/research/ 
appnotes/2001/may/03/a010503.htm).

Performing a Health Check

In order to perform a full health check of Novell Account Management for 
Windows NT, the following checks must be performed:

• Checking the SAMSRV.DLL

• Checking the Novell Client versions

• Checking the name resolution configuration

• Checking the eDirectory versions

• Checking the eDirectory synchronization

• Checking the Revision Count attributes

• Checking the rights of the Domain object

• Checking the Built-In Administrator

• Checking for duplicates

A number of these health check procedures rely on the NDS4NT Toolbox utility. 
This utility provides a convenient way of accessing most of the relevant 
information needed when performing a health check of NAM for Windows NT. 
You can download this utility from the Novell Support Web site. To find it, go to 
http://support.novell.com/filefinder and do a search on the NDS4NTTB.EXE 
filename in the Product Update section. This will allow you to find the most 
recent version of the utility. As of this writing, the current version is 1.3c. The 
Toolbox is a Windows application that you run on the NT Domain Controllers.
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Checking the SAMSRV.DLL

This is one of the easiest, yet most important, things to check when assessing the 
health of NAM for Windows NT. You need to verify that you are running the 
most recent version of SAMSRV.DLL. You also need to make sure you are 
running the same version of SAMSRV.DLL on all the Domain Controllers of the 
Domain being redirected. Last but not least, you need to check that all the Domain 
Controllers (of the Domain being redirected) are running the Novell 
SAMSRV.DLL and not the Microsoft SAMSRV.DLL. This can easily be checked 
by looking at the properties of the SAMSRV.DLL file located in the SYSTEM32 
directory (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Checking the version and manufacturer of SAMSRV.DLL.

If you still have some Domain Controllers running the Microsoft SAMSRV.DLL, 
you will need to first install NAM for Windows NT on those Domain Controllers 
and then update the Novell SAMSRV.DLL to the most current version.

To find the most current version of SAMSRV.DLL, go to the Novell Support Web 
site’s Product Update section and search for the SAMSRV.DLL file. As of this 
writing, the most current version of SAMSRV.DLL for NAM 2.1 for Windows 
NT can be found in the AM210PT2.EXE patch.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Symptoms of problems caused by incorrect versions of SAMSRV.DLL can range 
from performance issues to domain synchronization issues to inconsistency 
problems (for example, sometimes a user can log in and other times the same user 
cannot log in). This simple check is easily the most important check to do and can 
solve a wide range of problems.

Checking the Novell Client Versions

Another simple check to do is to verify the version of the Novell Client running on 
the Domain Controllers. For NAM 2.1 for Windows NT, the recommended 
version is Novell Client 4.81 for Windows NT (or higher).  Also make sure that 
you are running the same client version on all the Domain Controllers.

Some symptoms of problems caused by an outdated client version are that 
Domain Controllers might “freeze”. Due to some memory leak problems in older 
clients that are now fixed, it could happen that with older client versions the 
Domain Controllers would hang after a few days of operation.

Checking the Name Resolution Configuration

For NAM for Windows NT to function properly, it is important for 
SAMSRV.DLL to be able to quickly locate a server hosting a real copy of the 
Domain object. This process is mainly controlled by the name resolution 
configuration of the Novell Client running on the Domain Controllers. In an IPX 
environment, this is not really an issue since the Novell Client uses the Service 
Advertising Protocol (SAP) to quickly locate a server with a copy of the Domain 
object. In an IP environment however, the fastest name resolution method is DNS.

By default, the Novell Client will first try DNS when locating a service before 
trying other methods such as Service Location Protocol (SLP) and Novell 
Directory Services (NDS). This is why, in an IP environment, it is recommended 
to provide DNS name resolution for the Novell Clients running on the Domain 
Controllers. This can be done by configuring a DNS server with the tree name and 
the IP address of a server hosting a real copy of the Domain object. The other 
possibility is to use the HOSTS file of the Domain Controllers. While this is more 
difficult to maintain, it allows a finer level of control. For example, making sure 
that the tree name entry in the host file is pointing to a server with a copy of the 
Domain object which is local to the Domain Controllers will avoid unnecessary 
traffic over WAN links.

A typical symptom of a problem that can occur when name resolution is not 
working is Event 5 being generated by NWSAM in the System Log (see 
Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Event 5 error generated by NWSAM in the system log.

This error occurs when SAMSRV.DLL is unable to locate a server hosting a 
replica of the partition where the Domain object is located. Figure 3 shows the 
Event Detail window for this error.

Figure 3: Event Detail information for Event 5 error.

Checking the eDirectory Versions

Make sure that your NDS/eDirectory versions are up-to-date. Also make sure that 
you are not mixing different versions of the same NDS/eDirectory “generation.” 
In other words, make sure you are running the same 6.x, 7.x, 8.x, or 85.x versions 
of NDS/eDirectory everywhere. Do not mix different versions of an NDS/ 
eDirectory generation. For example, do not mix several versions of eDirectory 8.5 
(for example, 85.12a, 85.20c, and 85.23) in the same tree. Make sure that all your 
eDirectory 8.5 servers are running the same up-to-date version of eDirectory 8.5.  
It is okay to have different generations of NDS/eDirectory in the same tree as long 
as you are running up-to-date versions of each generation.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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A typical problem that can occur when running outdated versions of NDS/ 
eDirectory is out of synch Revision Counts. See the section “Checking the 
Revision Count Attributes” for more information about this problem.

Checking the eDirectory Synchronization

As Novell Account Management relies heavily on eDirectory, it is important to 
ensure that eDirectory is healthy and synchronizing properly. A discussion of 
eDirectory health check procedures is beyond the scope of this AppNote. For 
in-depth information, refer to “Health Check Procedures for NDS eDirectory on 
Supported Platforms” in the May 2001 issue of AppNotes.

In addition to that, the NDS4NT ToolBox can allow you to quickly verify that all 
replicas of the partition where the Domain object is residing contain the same 
number of domain members. While such a check does not replace a normal 
eDirectory health check, finding out a difference there would clearly indicate a 
problem. From the NDS4NT ToolBox, select the “NDS Tools” option and then 
“IWS:Member”. This will open a window in which the number of members of the 
Domain is calculated on each replica (see Figure 4). These numbers must be the 
same on each replica.

Figure 4: Checking that IWS:Member numbers are the same for all replicas.

If you find differences, apply standard eDirectory troubleshooting procedures. 
Such a problem would be an eDirectory-related problem, not a Novell Account 
Management problem.

A typical symptom of an eDirectory synchronization problem would be that a user 
can sometimes log in without a problem but other times cannot log in at all, 
depending on which replica the SAMSRV.DLL is contacting.
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Checking the Revision Count Attributes

The Revision Count is an attribute of every object in the NDS database. This 
attribute is incremented whenever the object is modified. NAM for Windows NT 
uses the Revision Count attribute of the Domain object and the Domain Users 
object to determine whether the domain information which has been cached 
locally is still accurate or not. For this process to work properly, it is critical that 
the Revision Count attributes be in synch on all replicas of the partition where the 
Domain object is located. You can easily check this by running the NDS4NT 
Toolbox utility and choosing the “NDS Tools” and “Revision” options (see 
Figure 5).

Figure 5: Checking the Revision Count attributes for all replicas.

Note: If you see only a small difference between the Revision Counts, it could be due to 
the fact that NDS/eDirectory has not yet synchronized the latest modifications to 
all the replicas. In that case, wait a few minutes and check again to see whether 
the Revision Counts are then in synch.

If the two revision counts (Domain and Domain Users) listed by the NDS4NT 
Toolbox utility are not in synch, you can try to remove the replica where it is not 
in synch and then add it back (allow enough time between the two operations for 
NDS/eDirectory to synchronize). 

If it is not practical to remove and replace the replica to solve this problem (for 
example, when the Revision Count attributes are out of synch on all the replicas), 
you will have to open a support incident with Novell Technical Support to have a 
Novell engineer dial in to your tree to fix the problem. Before opening such an 
incident, make sure that you have checked all the other points listed in this 
AppNote (especially the ones in the “Checking the SAMSRV.DLL”, “Checking 
the Novell Client Versions”, and “Checking the eDirectory Versions” sections). 
Failure to do so could cause the Revision Counts to go out of synch again after the 
dial-in fix.

A typical symptom of a problem caused by out of synch Revision Counts is a very 
slow NT Domain: for example, the login to the NT Domain is very slow or it takes 
an unusually long time for the “User Manager for Domains” utility to display the 
list of users.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Checking the Rights of the Domain Object

The SAMSRV.DLL logs in to the eDirectory tree as the Domain object. This 
means that the Domain object must have enough NDS rights to allow the 
modification, creation, and deletion of various objects (such as users, local 
groups, global groups, and computers). During the installation, the Domain object 
is by default made a trustee (with Supervisor rights) of the Organizational Unit 
(OU) where it is located, as well as the OU you selected as being the OU where 
new users would be created by default. This “Default User Creation Context” 
parameter can be seen (and changed) on the properties page of the Domain object, 
as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Checking the “Default User Creation Context” parameter for a Domain object.

It is important to verify that those rights have been assigned properly and that they 
have not been removed. An easy way to check this is to use the NDS4NT 
ToolBox utility and select “NDS Tools”, “Users”, and then “Rights”. This option 
will verify that the Domain object has enough rights to all the related User objects 
(see Figure 7).

Figure 7: Message verifying that the Domain object has sufficient rights.
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In case you get an error, make sure the Domain object is a trustee with Supervisor 
rights of its own OU as well as the “Default User Creation Context” OU.

A typical symptom of a problem caused by insufficient rights is the impossibility 
for the SAMSRV.DLL to synchronize accounts created or modified in the “User 
Manager for Domains” utility with eDirectory.

Checking the Built-In Administrator

In an NT Domain, the Administrator account is special.  Some operations require 
this special account; without it, the operation will fail. That’s why the “User 
Manager for Domains” utility will not allow you to delete the Built-In 
Administrator and Guest accounts. If you attempt it, you’ll see the 
message shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Error received when attempting to delete user Administrator.

On the other hand, once the Domain is redirected in eDirectory, nothing prevents 
you from deleting such a built-in account from ConsoleOne (since, from 
eDirectory’s point of view, nothing distinguishes these “built-in” accounts from 
the other accounts). If you do accidentally delete the Built-In Administrator and 
need it back, just recreating an account in the NT Domain with the name 
Administrator and the necessary privileges will not be enough. What sets apart 
built-in accounts from “normal” accounts is their corresponding RID number.  
Indeed, the Built-In Administrator account always has an RID of 1F4, while the 
Built-In Guest account always has an RID of 1F5.

With the NDS4NT ToolBox, you can easily verify that the Built-In Administrator 
account has not been deleted. To do this, select the “NT Tools” and “Built-in 
Admin” options. This will check whether there is still a user member of the NT 
Domain whose RID is 1F4.  If it cannot find one, you will get the warning 
message shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Warning message if built-in Administrator is not found.
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To solve this problem, you will first need to create a new account (the name does 
not have to be “Administrator”, but to avoid confusion, it might be better to name 
it that) and make that account member of the Domain Admins group.  Make sure 
you set the “Primary Group” as being the Domain Admins group.  Then, go into 
the NDS4NT ToolBox utility.  Choose the “NDS Tools” and “Users” options.  
There, select the user you just created and click on the “restore Admin” button. 
This will change the RID of that account to the Built-In Administrator RID of 
0x000001F4 (see Figure 10).

Figure 10: Message confirming successful creation of a new built-in Administrator.

Keep in mind that file access rights under NT are linked to the RID and not to the 
account name. That’s why you should create a new account to restore the Built-In 
Administrator instead of using an existing account. Indeed, if you use an existing 
account, you might lose access to some files or directories because the RID has 
been changed.

A typical symptom of problems caused by a missing Built-In Administrator 
account is that some operations will fail with an error message that you do not 
have sufficient rights, even you are member of the Administrator group. For 
example, adding a new Backup Domain Controller to the Domain requires you to 
log in as the Built-In Administrator of that Domain.

Checking for Duplicates

The NT Domain is flat database; there cannot be two users with the same name 
within the Domain. On the other hand, eDirectory is a hierarchical database. It is 
possible for two users with the same name to exist in the same tree as long as they 
are located in different contexts. Furthermore, eDirectory is a “multi-master” 
database (meaning that any server can make changes to the database), while the 
NT Domain is a “master-slave” database (meaning that only the Primary Domain 
Controller can make changes to the database). Redirecting a NT Domain into 
eDirectory transforms it into a multi-master database. It is then also possible to 
make changes through the Backup Domain Controllers.
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With the earlier versions of NAM, the creation of a duplicate user name was 
allowed in the NT Domain. This issue has been addressed in version 2.1 of Novell 
Account Management for Windows NT. To check if you have duplicates within 
the NT Domain, you can use the NDS4NT ToolBox utility.  Choose the “NT 
Tools”, then “Duplicates” option. This will verify whether or not there are 
duplicates in the NT Domain. If not, you’ll see the message shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Message verifying there are no duplicates in a Domain.

Conclusion

Following the checklist in this AppNote to perform a regular health check of your 
NT Domains redirected into eDirectory through Novell Account Management for 
Windows NT will allow you to avoid most, if not all, of the potential problems 
related to the use of this product. In addition, these health check procedures will 
also ensure that NAM for Windows NT is configured for optimum performance.

Performing these health check procedures does not mean that you should overlook 
the standard NT Domain health check procedures. For example, you should check 
the Event Log of the Domain Controllers on a regular basis to verify that no errors 
occurred during the booting of the server or that no errors related to the Domain 
are happening.

Following these procedures will allow you to be much more proactive and address 
potential problems before they become critical, or even before they start affecting 
your users.
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The Novell BorderManager (NBM) Proxy facilitates faster and safer access to the 
Internet. The NBM Proxy screens help monitor the status of the Proxy and other 
related services on NBM. This AppNote attempts to explain some of the major 
Proxy screens and the information contained in them. It also discusses typical 
usage scenarios for some of the important fields. 

Contents:

• Introduction
• Proxy Cache Activity
• HTTP Proxy Statistics
• FTP Proxy Statistics
• Transparent Proxy
• ICP Statistics
• DNS Statistics
• Proxy Memory Usage and Connection Statistics
• Conclusion

Topics Novell BorderManager (NBM), TCP/IP, HTTP, FTP, DNS, ICP, 
proxy server, cache, network monitoring tools

Products Novell BorderManager

Audience network administrators

Level intermediate

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with Internet protocols and proxy servers

Operating System n/a

Tools Proxy console

Sample Code no
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Introduction

Novell BorderManager (NBM) Proxy Services can help improve performance by 
locally caching frequently requested Internet information. Proxy Services store 
copies of frequently requested Web information closer to the user, thereby 
reducing the number of times the same information is accessed over an Internet 
connection, the download time, and the load on the remote server.

Proxy Services issue Access Controls to applications to forward and filter 
connections for such services as HTTP and FTP. The host running Proxy Services 
is known as the gateway. In general, Proxy Services allow services only for which 
there are proxies. For example, if a gateway has proxies for FTP, then only FTP 
can be requested; requests for all other services are ignored.

With gateways, you can hide the names and addresses of internal systems—the 
gateway is the only hostname known outside the system. Also, traffic can be 
logged before it reaches the internal hosts. Proxy Services improves security by 
hiding private network domain names and addresses and sending all requests 
through a single gateway.

The NBM Proxy Console provides a number of screens to monitor the status of 
the Proxy and other related services. This AppNote attempts to explain some of 
the major screens and the information contained in them. It also discusses typical 
usage scenarios for some of the important fields. 

Note: In this AppNote, the captions for the Proxy screen shots indicate the order in 
which they appear on the Proxy console.

Glossary of Terms
Here is a glossary of terms you may encounter in working with the NBM Proxy.

ACL (Access Control List): An ordered list of access rules that control access to 
the Internet and its services.

Cache: A repositary of frequently requested information.

Cache Node: An entity that represents a cached Web object and holds the 
reference to the associated cache file. The cache file for a web object holds the 
following kinds of data: entity data, HTTP headers and meta-data. Meta-data is 
the persistent information about the cached data that is stored in the cache file.

Cold Node: When the data in a node is not accessed for some time, it is written to 
the disk drive and becomes a cold node.

DNS (Domain Name System): The method by which Internet addresses in 
mnemonic form (such as www.novell.com) are converted into the equivalent 
numeric IP address (such as 192.233.80.5). To the user and application process, 
this translation is a service provided either by the local host or from a remote host 
via the Internet. The DNS server may communicate with other Internet DNS 
servers if it cannot translate the address itself.

ECB (Event Control Block): A general purpose access control block used to 
transmit and receive events in Open Data Link interfaces.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Hot Node: When cached data is in the RAM of the server. This implies that a 
browser recently accessed the data. The cache file associated with a hot node is 
open. A hot node has more of a cached Web object’s meta-data than a cold node.

ICP (Internet Cache Protocol): A UDP-based message format used for 
communication among proxy caches. It is used in a cache mesh to locate cached 
Web objects in neighboring caches. Caches exchange ICP queries and replies to 
select the best location from which to retrieve an object. Once the location is 
determined, the object is retrieved using HTTP proxy. When a query is received, 
the cache first checks its local cache, then sends ICP queries to its neighbors. The 
neighbors return ICP replies indicating a hit or miss. Depending on the replies, the 
proxy might access the parent neighbor to retrieve the object from the origin 
server. NBM is not set up to send queries through a Web hierarchy by default.

Non-Persistant Connection: A connection which is not reused for sending more 
than one request through the same connection.

Origin Server: The source of requested data. For example, if you enter the URL 
http://www.novell.com/index.html in your browser, the browser sends a request 
for the page named index.html to the server whose domain name is novell.com. In 
this case, novell.com is the origin server for the Web object index.html.

Persistant Connection: A connection in which more than one request/response 
can be sent/received using the same connection. The connection between the 
origin server and the Proxy remains active, even if there is no data flow.

Proxy Client: The component of the Proxy which talks to the origin servers for 
information on behalf of the Proxy users.

Proxy Server: The component of the Proxy which receives requests and sends 
back replies to the Proxy users.

TTL (Time to Live): When an object is retrieved from the Web and put in cache, a 
TTL value is associated with the object. Requests are filled from the cache for that 
object until the time expires. When the TTL expires, the Web server is contacted 
for a newer version, the update is stored in the cache, and a new TTL is calculated.

Web Object: Any Web resource hosted by a Web server.

For more information about Novell BorderManager, refer to the online 
documentation at http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/bmee37/index.html.

Proxy Cache Activity
The NBM Proxy Cache Activity screens help to monitor and diagnose the Proxy 
Cache status. The first two screens under Proxy Cache Activity provide the 
following statistics: Current Cache, Proxy Connection, and Data Transfer (both 
from Proxy Cache to browsers and from origin servers to Proxy Cache). The last 
two screens provide the Lists of Origin Hosts sorted in order of data transmitted 
either from cache to browsers or from origin server to cache. Hence, these screens 
help in monitoring the current Proxy Cache health, as well as the transfer of data 
to browsers either directly from cache or from origin servers via the cache.
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NBM FastCache Current Activity Screen

This screen (see Figure 1) shows a summary of the NBM Proxy Cache activity 
and the Proxy connections.

Figure 1: Proxy Console Screen 1: Novell BorderManager FastCache Current Activity.

Some of the important fields that help in monitoring the Proxy connection status, 
the Cache Activity, and the Data Transfer are described below.

• Connections in use.  This field shows the number of currently active 
connections that are set up between the browsers and the Proxy. The screen 
shows the number of browsers that have an established connection with the 
Proxy and are receiving data through these active connections.

• Connections awaiting tear down.  This field shows the connections that are 
waiting to be closed—either from the browser or due to timeout. No data is 
being sent through these connections.

• Client connections.  This field shows the number of connections currently 
established between the Proxy Client and origin servers. An origin server is 
the source of requested data. 

For example, if you enter the URL “http://www.novell.com/index.html” in 
your browser, the browser sends a request for the page named index.html to the 
server whose domain name is novell.com. In this case, novell.com is the origin 
server for the Web object index.html. The number of connections between the 
Proxy server and the browsers need not be same as the number of connections 
between the Proxy Client and the origin servers. (For more information on 
Proxy Client and Proxy Server, see the “HTTP Proxy” section of this 
AppNote.) 

Usage: If this field is not being incremented while the Server Connections field 
is increasing, it could mean that the network connectivity is lost between the 
Proxy and the Internet. It could also mean that all the browser requests are 
being serviced from the Proxy Cache (the browsers are hitting already-cached 
sites).
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• Idle (Client Connections).  This field shows the Proxy Client connections on 
which there are no pending requests. No data transfer is currently going on 
through these connections, but these connections are still alive.

• Server connections.  This field shows the number of connections currently 
established between the browsers and the Proxy Server. This need not be 
same as the number of connections between the Proxy Client and the origin 
servers. (For more information on Proxy Client and Proxy Server, see the 
“HTTP Proxy” section of this AppNote.)

Usage: If this field is not getting incremented for NBM Proxy even after 
browser requests are made, it indicates that there is a communication problem 
between the NBM Proxy and the browser. This could mean that either the 
NBM Proxy is not configured as the Proxy server in the browser’s 
configuration, or that there is a loss of connectivity between the browser and 
the Proxy.

• Idle (Server Connections).  This field shows the server connections on which 
there are no pending requests. No data transfer is currently going on through 
these connections, but these connections are still alive.

• Client Connect Attempts.  This field shows the total number of connect 
attempts to origin server by the Proxy Client after a successful DNS Lookup 
for the origin server. This field shows the total number of connect requests the 
Proxy Client has sent to the origin servers from the time it was loaded. This 
field is different from the “Client Connections” field in that it shows the 
cumulative Proxy Client connection statistics right from Proxy load time, 
while the latter gets updated only for current Proxy Client connections.

• Failed.  This field shows the total number of Proxy Client connect attempts to 
origin server that have failed since Proxy load time. 

• In Progress.  This field shows the number of pending Proxy Client connect 
attempts to the origin host server. 

The “Client Connect Attempts”, “Failed”, and “In Progress” fields help in 
determining the general trend of Proxy Client connect requests to the origin 
servers beginning from the time Proxy was loaded. If the number of failed 
connect attempts is high, it may imply that network connectivity to the Internet 
is lost.

• Total HTTP Fills.  This field shows the number of HTTP cache fill requests 
made by the HTTP Client. If the request for HTTP cache fill succeeds, the 
HTTP Client fills the cache with the requested URL. A request to fill the 
cache with a Web object is made only if there has been a cache miss in the 
Proxy Cache for this object. So, the “Number of cache misses” field should 
also get incremented accordingly.

• Filled From Origin.  This field shows the number of requests for filling the 
cache directly from the origin host. On receiving the response to these 
requests, the HTTP Client fills data into Proxy Cache.

• Thru A Proxy.  This field shows the number of cache fills with data from 
parent or peer Proxy (via ICP). 
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• Fills In Progress.  This is the number of cache fills by the HTTP Client 
currently in progress. It is equal to the number of active HTTP Client requests 
either to the origin host or to a neighbor Proxy (for this, the Cache Hierarchy 
Client should be enabled).

Usage: The Total HTTP Fills, Filled From Origin, Thru A Proxy, and Fills In 
Progress fields give the connection information and current data transfer 
activity between the HTTP Proxy and the origin servers. If your HTTP Fills are 
high (somewhere close to the Total HTTP Requests field of this screen), it 
implies that the cache misses are high.

If the Cache Hierarchy Client is enabled in NWAdmin and yet the Filled From 
Origin field is higher than the Thru A Proxy field, it could imply that the ICP 
peers/parents are failing to provide cached data via ICP. This could be due to 
loss of connectivity or wrong ICP configuration. To ensure that the ICP 
configuration on your NBM Proxy is correct, go to NWAdmin | HTTP Proxy 
Details | Cache Hierarchy Client. Ensure that Enable Cache Hierarchy Client 
is checked. Also, make sure the neighbors configured have the correct 
hostname, HTTP Proxy port, and ICP Port fields.

• Data Filled. This field shows the total number of bytes received by HTTP 
Client from origin hosts. This data is filled in the Proxy Cache.

• Total HTTP Requests.  This field shows the total requests received by the 
HTTP Server from the browsers. This is a cumulative count of the number of 
requests from browser to HTTP Server beginning from the Proxy load time.

• Requests In Progress.  This field shows the number of requests to HTTP 
Server from browsers being processed currently.

• Data Transmitted.  This field shows the total bytes transferred from HTTP 
Server to browsers. This field shows both the header and the data transferred 
from HTTP Server to browsers. The requested data could be transmitted 
straight from the Proxy Cache or after contacting the origin server (this is 
done by the HTTP Client).

• Transmitted This Second.  This field shows the total bytes transmitted this 
second from the HTTP Server to browsers. 

The Number of cache nodes, Hot and Cold fields are explained in the “Cache 
Statistics” section of this AppNote, which deals explicitly with caching. The 
remaining fields in this screen are:

• Pending DNS Lookups (TCP/UDP).  This field shows the TCP/UDP DNS 
queries made by the Proxy which have not got a reply from the DNS Server.

• Total DNS Lookups (TCP/UDP).  This field shows the total number of 
TCP/UDP DNS request made by the Proxy to the DNS Server.

• Cached.  This field shows the number of DNS replies that are cached by the 
Proxy.
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• Fills.  This field shows the number of Read Ahead Misses from Cache. Since 
these are cache misses, they will be equal to the number of Read Ahead Cache 
Fills from the origin host.

• Cache Hits, Hot and Cold.  The Cache Hits field shows a percentage of the 
number of times a requested Web object is found in the cache (cache hits). 
The “Hot” field refers to Hot Cache Hits, which is the number of times a 
requested object is found in the cache as a hot node. The “Cold” field refers to 
Cold Cache Hits, which is the number of times a requested object is found in 
the cache as a cold node. (For usage notes regarding these fields, see the 
“Cache Statistics” section of this AppNote.)

• Processor Utilization.  This field shows the CPU utilization as a percentage.

• Receive Buffer.  This field shows the number of packets received by the 
Proxy, as well as the maximum number of receive buffers that have been 
allocated for the Proxy. In the sample screen, the maximum number of receive 
buffers allocated is 500. In cases where the network traffic is high, the 
maximum number of receive buffers can be set to a higher value. (For more 
information on this, see TID #10018669 at http://support.novell.com.)

Cache Statistics Screen

This screen (see Figure 2) shows the cache statistics for the NBM server.

Figure 2: Proxy Console Screen 5: Cache Statistics.

Below is an explanation of some of the more important fields on this screen.

• Number of nodes.  This field shows the total number of nodes (hot and cold) 
in the Proxy Cache. A node is an entity that represents a cached Web object 
and holds the reference to the associated cache file. The cache file for a Web 
object holds the following kinds of data: entity data, HTTP headers, and 
meta-data. Meta-data is the persistent information about the cached data that 
is stored in the cache file.
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• Hot nodes.  This field shows the total number of hot nodes in Proxy Cache. 
When the node is “hot,” it means that the cached data is in the RAM of the 
server. This implies that a browser recently accessed the data. The cache file 
associated with a hot node is open. Also a hot node has more of a cached Web 
object’s meta-data than the cold node. A hot node uses more system resources 
to represent a cached Web object than a cold node.

• Cold nodes.  This field shows the total number of cold nodes in object cache. 
When the data in a node is not accessed for some time, it is written to the disk 
drive and becomes a cold node. When the data is next accessed, it is read from 
the disk to the RAM and becomes a hot node again. A cold node uses fewer 
system resources to represent a cached Web object than a hot node.

Usage: A high number of hot nodes indicates that frequent references are being 
made to cached Web objects. As a result of this, these cache nodes are 
maintained as hot nodes. On the other hand, a high number of cold nodes 
means that a large number of cached objects have not been accessed lately.

• Cache misses.  This field shows the number of requested objects that were not 
found in cache (as either a hot node or a cold node). A cache miss results in 
the object being brought into the cache as a hot node. It also means that the 
Proxy Client contacts the origin server for the requested object.

• Hot cache hits.  This field shows the count of how many times an object 
requested for is found in the cache as a hot node.

• Cold cache hits.  This field shows the count of how many times an object 
requested for is found in the cache as a cold node.

Usage: A high number of hot cache hits means that frequent requests are being 
made to the same cached Web objects. A cold cache hit implies that though the 
request resulted in a cache hit, the cached object had not been referenced for 
some time. As a result of this, the cold node will first have to be made a hot 
node. More memory has to be allocated for a hot node before returning the 
cached object to the requestor. (For more information on hot and cold nodes, 
refer to the explanation of the “Hot Nodes” and “Cold Nodes” fields above.)

• Writes in progress.  This field shows the count of the number of cache writes 
being done currently. The write could be for the creation of a new object in 
the cache (a new cache entry being created) after a request from a browser 
resulted in a cache miss. Or the write could be for an update to an existing 
cache object since the cache object has become stale. Cached data becomes 
stale when it is no longer same as the Web object in the origin server. 

• Reads in progress.  This field shows the number of current cache reads.

• Requests being serviced.  This field shows the number of browser requests 
currently being serviced by the cache.

• Cache updates in progress.  This field shows the number of cache objects 
being updated currently. Update of cached objects could be due to expiration 
of TTL (Time To Live) of the cached object. The freshness of a cached object 
is determined by the time for which the data is consistent with the data 
available on the origin server. This time frame is called TTL of the cached 
data object.
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• Threads waiting on hash lock.  This field shows the number of threads 
waiting on a lock for accessing a cache object. This field shows the number of 
requests from browsers that are trying to get the same cached Web object.

• Number of cache freshness checks.  This field shows the number of times 
checks are made for freshness of a hot node. Freshness of a hot node is 
checked every time a request for a cache object is made (provided the hot 
node has not just been created). If the hot node turns out to be stale, an update 
is made to the cached object before satisfying the request for this object.

• Number of browser no cache allowed pages.  This field shows the number of 
browser requests that specify the data should be reloaded from origin server 
instead of the cache. So, the cache entry for the object is discarded. The next 
request for the same data will result in a cache miss.

• Number of browser no cache allowed pages with if modified since.  This field 
shows the number of browser requests that specify that the data should be 
reloaded from origin server if the object requested for was modified. So, the 
cache entry for the object is modified. 

• Number of do not cache replies.  This field shows the number of replies (from 
origin server to HTTP Client) for which caching of content will not be done. 

Usage: A typical scenario would be that the browser makes a request that either 
results in a cache miss or in the cached data being stale. The Proxy Client sends 
a request for the object to the origin server and the origin server sends a reply 
with the “do not cache” flag set. The Proxy sends the reply to the browser 
without caching the reply.

• Disk blocks available for cache.  This field shows the number of disk blocks 
that are currently available for the data cached by NBM Proxy. A cached Web 
object is written to the disk when it is not accessed frequently (the node 
corresponding to this Web object becomes cold). If no more disk blocks are 
available, the least used data on the disk is removed. The Proxy maintains the 
disk space internally.

Hosts Sorted by Data Transmitted from Cache Screen

This screen (see Figure 3) lists origin hosts in descending order of the amount of 
data transmitted from the cache.

Figure 3: Proxy Console Screen 14: Hosts sorted by data transmitted from cache.
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This screen shows a list of origin hosts in order of cache bytes transmitted on 
behalf of the origin hosts. It takes the number of hosts to be sorted as input, and 
displays hosts and bytes transmitted from cache for each host in decreasing order 
of data transferred. The number of DNS cache entries in the NBM Proxy limits 
the maximum number of hosts that can be listed on this screen. If the number of 
hosts to be sorted (given as an input to this screen) is greater that the actual entries 
in the DNS cache, you may see information about fewer hosts than you requested.

Hosts Sorted by Data Received by Cache Screen

This screen (see Figure 4) lists origin hosts in descending order of the amount of 
data received by the cache.

Figure 4: Proxy Console Screen 15: Hosts sorted by data received by cache.

This screen shows a list of origin hosts sorted in decreasing order of most bytes 
received by the cache from origin server. It takes the number of hosts to be sorted 
as input, and displays hosts and bytes received by cache for each host in 
decreasing order of data received. The number of DNS cache entries in the NBM 
Proxy limits the maximum number of hosts that can be listed on this screen. If the 
number of hosts to be sorted (given as an input to this screen) is greater that the 
actual entries in the DNS cache, you may see information about fewer hosts than 
you requested.

Usage: You can use the above two screens to monitor Internet usage on your 
network. These screens give a listing of sites in order of data transferred to 
browsers (either from cache or origin servers). You can use this information to see 
from which sites the browsers are getting the most data. One example would be to 
use this information as an input to the “batch download” feature, which would 
help save time for your users. For instance, if you find that the highest data 
transfer is from www.novell.com, you could plan to download the data from this 
site before office hours every day, or once a week. This would then reduce access 
time for users who want to access the site’s data during office hours.
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HTTP Proxy Statistics

The HTTP Proxy Statistics screens help you monitor the NBM HTTP Proxy 
activity. The two screens described below show the statistics for the HTTP Server 
and the HTTP Client. The HTTP Server listens for browser requests and sends 
replies to the browsers. The HTTP Client, on the other hand, sends requests to the 
origin servers. The Proxy Cache provides the communication between the two 
components. 

When a request for a Web object arrives from a browser, the HTTP Server asks 
the Proxy Cache for the object. If the object is present in the cache, the HTTP 
Server is called which sends the cached object back to the browser. If the 
requested object is not present in the cache (or is stale), the cache invokes the 
HTTP Client which forms and sends a request to the origin server. These screens 
also show a brief summary of the Proxy Cache (for both HTTP and FTP Proxies).

HTTP Server Statistics Screen

This screen (see Figure 5) shows a summary of HTTP Server statistics and cache 
statistics for both HTTP Server and FTP Server.

Figure 5: Screen 7 on the Proxy console: HTTP Server Statistics.

Below are explanations of some of the more important fields in this screen.

• Total server connections. This field shows the total number of connections 
established between the browsers and the Proxy Server. This is different from 
the Server Connections field of the FastCache Activity screen. This field 
refers to the total number of connections made between the browsers and the 
Proxy server from Proxy load time, while the other field shows the current 
(active) connections.

Usage: If this field is not getting incremented for NBM Proxy even when 
browser requests are made, it indicates that there is a communication problem 
between the Proxy and the browser. 
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• Number of HTTP server requests.  This field shows the total number of 
requests received by the HTTP Server from the browsers. At a given point in 
time there can be more than one request to the HTTP Server from a single 
browser connection. Therefore, the number shown in this field will be usually 
higher than the total number of server connections.

• Requests that switched connection to persistent.  This field shows the number 
of connections that have been changed to become persistent. A persistent 
connection is where more than one request/response can be sent/received 
using the same connection. For example, suppose a browser sends a request to 
a host such as www.cnn.com and the response is received. If the connection is 
persistent, it would not be terminated after this response arrives. The 
connection between the origin server and the Proxy would remain active, even 
if there is no data flow. In fact, it will be reused for requests from other hosts.

• Requests that switched connection to non-persistent.  This field shows the 
number of connections that have been changed to non-persistent. In a 
non-persistent connection, the connection does not get reused for sending 
more than one request through the same connection.

• Number of active server requests.  This field shows the number of requests to 
HTTP Proxy/FTP Proxy being processed currently. The field shows the 
current activity of the Proxy server. If the field remains zero for quite some 
time, it means the Proxy server is not receiving any requests from the 
browsers. This could be due to wrong configuration of the browser’s Proxy or 
to loss of connectivity.

• Number of errors returned.  This field shows the number of times an HTTP 
error is returned to the browsers by the HTTP Server. Some of the reasons for 
HTTP Server error could be a bad request from the browser, authentication 
failure, internal server error, forbidden site (this could be stored in the Proxy 
cache or DNS cache), or failure to connect to neighbor Proxy (if the Proxy is 
configured to forward only through ICP).

• Number of not modified replies returned.  This field shows the number of 
times the Proxy received “Not modified” replies as a response to Proxy’s 
“conditional GET” request. A Proxy may send a “conditional GET” request to 
the origin servers where it can tell the origin server to resend the data to the 
Proxy if the data was modified since the last time it was accessed by the 
Proxy. If the data is not modified, the origin host replies with a “Not 
modified” reply, indicating that the data held by the Proxy is still valid. 

• Number of header data transmitted from cache.  This field shows the header 
data transmitted from Proxy cache to browsers in bytes.

• Number of entity data transmitted from cache.  This field shows the entity 
data transmitted from Proxy cache to browsers in bytes. (For more details on 
Proxy Cache, see the “Proxy Cache Activity” section of this AppNote.)
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HTTP Client Statistics Screen

This screen (see Figure 6) shows a summary of HTTP Client statistics.

Figure 6: Proxy Console Screen 8: HTTP Client Statistics.

Below are descriptions of the more important fields on this screen.

• Total client connections.  This field shows the total number of connections 
established between the Proxy Client and the origin servers. This is different 
from the Client Connections field of the FastCache Activity screen in that this 
field refers to the total number of connections made between the Proxy Client 
and the origin server for Proxy up-time. The other field shows the current 
(active) connections.

• Number of HTTP client cache fill requests.  This field shows the number of 
HTTP cache fill requests made by the HTTP Client. The HTTP Client will 
make a cache fill request only when it does not find a requested Web object in 
the cache (cache miss), or the object is cached but is stale. If the request to the 
origin server succeeds, HTTP Client fills the cache with the requested Web 
object. This field increments every time the cache miss field increments.

• Data Filled.  This field shows the total number of bytes received by HTTP 
Client from Origin hosts. This data is filled in the cache.

• Replies that switched connection to persistent.  This field shows the number 
of HTTP replies from origin server to Proxy that want the connection to be 
maintained as a persistent connection. 

• Replies that switched connection to non-persistent.  This field shows the 
number of HTTP replies from origin server to Proxy that want the connection 
to be maintained as a non-persistent connection. (For more information on 
persistent and non-persistent connections, see the “HTTP Server Statistics” 
section of this AppNote.)
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• Number of active client fill requests.  This field shows the number of cache 
fills by HTTP Client currently in progress. Since a client fill can occur only 
after the Proxy Client makes a request for a Web object, this field is equal to 
the number of active client requests either to the origin host or to a neighbor 
Proxy (if Cache Hierarchy Client is enabled).

• Number of HTTP client requests in retry mode.  This field shows the number 
of active retry requests sent by the HTTP Client to the origin server. A request 
sent from the HTTP Client is in retry mode after the initial request(s) return 
HTTP errors.

• Number of HTTP client retries.  This field shows the total number of retry 
requests sent by HTTP Client to origin hosts. The previous field refers only to 
the active HTTP Client retry requests, while this field shows the total number 
of retry requests that the Proxy sent to the origin servers during entire Proxy 
up-time.

• Number of HTTP client errors returned.  This field shows the total number of 
errors returned by the HTTP Client due to connection error, or bad reply from 
origin host, or Proxy cache error, or failure to connect to a neighbor Proxy (if 
ICP is configured).

• Number of HTTP client reply headers processed.  This field shows the 
number of HTTP reply headers received from the origin server and processed 
by the HTTP Client.

• Number of revalidate cached data requests processed.  This field shows the 
number of requests made by HTTP Client to origin host for validating if an 
existing cache object is modified since the last modified time stored in the 
cache.

• Number of cached data not modified replies.  This field shows the number of 
replies from origin host to HTTP Client indicating that an existing cached 
object is not modified since a specified date. The HTTP Client may send a 
“conditional GET” request to the origin servers where it can tell the origin 
server to resend the data to the Proxy if the data was modified since the last 
time it was accessed by the Proxy. If the data is not modified, the origin host 
replies with a “Not modified” reply indicating that the data held by the Proxy 
is still valid. This field refers to the number of such replies from the origin 
servers.

• Successful HTTP fills - From A Proxy.  This field shows the cache fill by data 
from a parent or a peer Proxy set up as an ICP neighbor of this Proxy. This 
field increments if Client Hierarchy is enabled and configured through 
NWAdmin. In case this field is not incremented, it may imply that the ICP 
configuration is incorrect, or that connectivity to parent or peer proxies has 
been lost.

From The Origin.  This field shows the number of requests made for filling the 
cache by data directly from origin server. The HTTP Client fills data into cache 
directly after sending requests to origin hosts. (For more information on ICP, 
see the “ICP Statistics” section of this AppNote.)
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FTP Proxy Statistics
The FTP Proxy Statistics screen helps you monitor both Forward FTP Proxy and 
Reverse FTP Proxy (FTP Accelerator) statistics. The Forward FTP Proxy helps in 
controlling access to FTP sites. It can also be used to cache FTP data for 
anonymous users, thus enabling faster downloads. The Reverse FTP Proxy helps 
in accelerating FTP transfers from the Internet or intranet to the local FTP server. 
You can use the statistics screen described in this section to monitor the behavior 
of Forward and Reverse FTP Proxy.

FTP Proxy and Accelerator Statistics Screen
This screen (see Figure 7) shows both Forward FTP Proxy and Reverse FTP 
Proxy (Accelerator) statistics.

Figure 7: Proxy Console Screen 19 > 2: FTP Proxy and Accelerator Statistics.

Below are explanations of some of the more important fields in this screen.

• Number of active requests.  This field shows the number of requests to 
Forward FTP Proxy and/or Reverse FTP Proxy that are being currently 
processed. For a Forward FTP Proxy, these are FTP requests that are sent 
from the intranet to an FTP site on the Internet. For a Reverse FTP Proxy, 
these are requests coming to the FTP server that the Proxy is accelerating.

• Number of FTP proxy requests.  This field shows the number of requests 
made by the Forward FTP Proxy to the origin FTP Server. 

• Number of acceleration requests.  This field shows the number of requests 
made by the FTP Accelerator to the FTP server that the FTP Accelerator is 
accelerating.

• Number of cache fill requests.  This field shows the number of requests made 
to the Proxy Cache for caching an FTP object. The FTP data is cached only 
for anonymous users for faster downloads.

• Number of successful downloads.  This field shows the number of times a 
requested data transfer goes through successfully either from Proxy Cache to 
the FTP client (in case of a cache hit) or directly from origin FTP server to the 
FTP client (in case of a cache miss).
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• Number of Cache hits.  This field shows the number of times a requested data 
transfer is carried out from cache. In case of Forward FTP Proxy, the Proxy 
cache is contacted only for anonymous users. For the rest of the users, the 
requests are satisfied by directly contacting the origin FTP server.

• Number of Cache misses.  This field shows the number of times the origin 
FTP server is contacted for a data transfer since the object requested for is not 
present in the cache or the data is present in the cache but is stale. 

• Number of anonymous user logins.  This field shows the number of 
anonymous users that have logged in to the origin FTP servers. There are two 
logins when a FTP client tries to request for FTP data through an NBM FTP 
Proxy. An example of a user login would be:

xxx.novell$anonymous$ftp.novell.com

where xxx.novell is the fully distinguished name of the user in eDirectory 
(required only if  Proxy authentication is enabled as clear text in NWAdmin), 
anonymous is the FTP username (username at ftp.novell.com), and 
ftp.novell.com is the FTP hostname.

This field shows the total anonymous logins made to the origin FTP host 
(ftp.novell.com in this example).

• Number of requests rejected by ACL.  This field shows the number of FTP 
data transfers rejected by the FTP Proxy because of a corresponding deny 
Access Control Rule in the Access Control List (ACL) of the NBM server. An 
ACL is an ordered list of access rules that control access to the Internet and its 
services. As an example, the NBM Server may have an Access Control Rule 
in its ACL that says: “Deny host 164.99.146.5 access to the ftp.novell.com 
site.” In such a case, this field will increment if client 164.99.146.5 requests a 
FTP data transfer from this site.

• Number of FTP login failures.  This field shows the number of login failures 
to the FTP Proxy server (this would apply only if authentication is enabled on 
the FTP Proxy server). This field only shows the total number of login failures 
to the FTP Proxy; it does not include login failure to the origin FTP server. So 
if the first field of the username/password command (xxx.novell username in 
the example) is incorrect, this field will increment.

• Number of connection failures.  This field shows the number of FTP failures 
due to TCP connection failure.

• Number of Name resolution failures.  This field shows the number of FTP 
failures due to error in DNS Lookup for the origin FTP server.

• Number of cache errors.  This field shows the number of errors while writing 
FTP header or entity data to cache.

• Number of connection aborts.  The field shows the number of connections 
aborted during FTP data transfers from origin FTP server to Proxy cache.
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Transparent Proxy

The HTTP Transparent Proxy enables you to use an NBM server as the HTTP 
Proxy Server without having to specifically configure each user’s browser to point 
to the Proxy Server. This feature can be used if each browser need not be 
reconfigured to point to the Proxy Server. It also helps in enforcing network 
security by ensuring that all HTTP requests pass through the Proxy. The screen 
described in this section helps you monitor Transparent Proxy activity.

Transparent Proxy Statistics Screen

This screen (see Figure 8) shows the Transparent Proxy statistics. It is updated 
only if the NBM Proxy is configured as a Transparent Proxy through NWAdmin.

Figure 8: Proxy Console Screen 20: Transparent Proxy Statistics.

Below are explanations of the fields in this screen.

• Local IP addresses.  This field shows a list of all local IP addresses within the 
network for which one can choose to disable redirection. This can be done to 
ensure that HTTP packets coming from these IP addresses will not be 
redirected to the NBM HTTP Proxy. This is the list of IP addresses that have 
been added as Exception IP Addresses while configuring the Proxy as an 
HTTP transparent Proxy in NWAdmin.

• Number of Transparent Proxy requests received.  This field shows the total 
number of HTTP requests received by the Transparent Proxy from the 
browsers since Proxy load time.

• Number of Active Transparent Proxy requests received.  This field shows the 
number of HTTP requests currently being processed by the Transparent 
Proxy.

Usage: If the above two fields are not getting updated even after the HTTP 
Proxy is configured as Transparent, check to see if IP Forwarding is enabled 
on the NBM server (check this in INETCFG.NLM). If IP Forwarding is 
enabled on the Proxy Server and the Transparent Proxy configuration is 
correct, ensure that the client machines are using the Proxy’s private IP address 
as the TCP/IP gateway address.
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ICP Statistics
The screen described in this section helps you monitor Internet Cache Protocol 
(ICP) activity. The screen is updated only if the Proxy Server is configured as a 
Cache Hierarchy Client in NWAdmin. This is valid for all fields except “Total 
Cache Fill Requests” and “Fill From Origin.” These two fields get updated even if 
ICP is not configured.

ICP Statistics Screen
This screen (see Figure 9) shows ICP statistics.

Figure 9: Proxy Console Screen 3: ICP Statistics.

Below are explanations of the fields in this screen.

• Total cache fill requests.  This field shows the number of times data (HTTP or 
FTP) is filled into Proxy Cache after a cache miss or if the cached object is 
found to be stale. This field gets incremented if data filled in the cache is 
either received from a neighbor Proxy (through ICP) or directly from the 
origin server.

• Fill from - Origin / CERN / ICP.  The “Origin” portion of this field shows the 
number of times HTTP or FTP data is received directly from the origin server 
and not from cache (which gets updated even if ICP is not configured since 
this data is not related to ICP). The “CERN” portion shows the number of 
times HTTP or FTP data is fetched from the most preferred CERN Proxy. The 
“ICP” portion shows the number of times HTTP or FTP data is fetched from a 
neighbor (parent or peer) Proxy (through ICP). The object requested can be 
received from parent cache or peer cache, or it can be fetched by the parent 
from its neighbor (using ICP) or from the origin server.

• ICP fills - Parent hits / Parent misses / Peer hits. The “Parent hits” field 
shows the number of times an object requested by this Proxy to the parent 
Proxy (using ICP) is found in the parent’s cache.

The “Parent misses” field shows shows the number of times an object 
requested by this Proxy to the parent Proxy (using ICP) is not found in the 
parent’s cache. Parent misses will result in data fetches from the origin server 
by the parent Proxy. 

The “Peer hits” field shows the number of times an object requested by this 
Proxy to the peer Proxy (using ICP) is found in the peer’s cache.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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• ICP client queries sent.  This field shows the number of queries sent by the 
ICP client (if Cache Hierarchy Client is enabled on the Proxy Server) to a 
configured parent or peer configured as an ICP Server.

• Failovers to - Origin server / CERN / ICP.  The “Origin server” field shows 
the number of times HTTP Client fetches data from origin server after failing 
to get data using ICP. Failure of ICP can be due to requested data not being 
present in any of the parent caches, or if the cache hierarchy configuration is 
changed while retries are made to get data from parent or peer proxies. If this 
field has a high value, check to see if the ICP configuration is correct.

The “CERN” field shows the number of times the HTTP Client contacts a 
CERN neighbor for data after connection to a Proxy parent has failed.

The “ICP” field shows the number of times the HTTP Client contacts an ICP 
neighbor for data after connection to a Proxy parent has failed.

Usage: These fields are incremented if the HTTP Client’s connection with an 
ICP neighbor fails and the Proxy needs to find an alternate host (either another 
neighbor Proxy or the origin server) to which the HTTP request can be sent.

• ICP server queries processed - Hits / Misses.  The “Hits” field shows the 
number of times ICP Server finds data requested by ICP requestor either in its 
cache or in ICP hierarchy (from peer or parent Proxy). The “Misses” field 
shows the number of times ICP Server cannot find data requested by ICP 
requestor either in its cache or in ICP hierarchy (from peer or parent Proxy).

Usage: These two fields are updated only if the Proxy server is configured as 
an ICP Server.

DNS Statistics

The Domain Name System (DNS) screens help you monitor the DNS Lookup 
activity of the NBM Proxy. The three screens described in this section give a 
summary of the DNS Lookup statistics, the detailed information about a host as is 
stored in the DNS cache, and a listing of hostnames sorted in decreasing order of 
DNS lookups performed. You can use these screens to obtain the following, along 
with other useful information:

• The number of times a host is being hit by browsers
• The state of a host entry in the DNS cache
• The current status of the DNS cache

DNS Statistics Screen

This screen (see Figure 10) shows DNS statistics. Depending on whether DNS is 
using UDP or TCP (which is mentioned in the title of the screen), some fields on 
this screen may get updated, while others may not.
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Figure 10: Proxy Console Screen 4: DNS Statistics.

Below are explanations of the fields in this screen.

• DNS Hosts Cached.  This field shows the number of hosts that have a DNS 
cache entry in the Proxy.

• Expired.  This field shows the number of DNS cache entries that have become 
stale. A stale DNS cached entry will be included in the expired count only if a 
lookup is done for this particular host.

• Cached Hits.  This field shows the number of times an entry for a host is 
found in the DNS cache. In case of a cache hit, the Proxy gets the DNS 
information directly from the cache and the number of references to the 
cached DNS entry for this host also gets incremented.

• Negative Cached Hits.  This field shows the number of hits to the 
unsuccessful DNS lookup results. A DNS query can result in either 
successfully finding the DNS node or an unsuccessful look up. The Proxy 
caches both successful and unsuccessful DNS lookup results.

• Cached Misses.  This field shows the number of times a DNS entry for a host 
is not found in the DNS cache. A DNS cache miss results in a query to a name 
server to resolve the host name. Once the response to this query is obtained 
the corresponding host entry is added to the DNS cache.

• DNS Tunnel Requests.  This field shows the number of lookup requests 
directly sent to the name server bypassing the DNS cache. These requests 
form another path directly to the DNS server instead of going through the 
DNS cache. 

• DNS Tunnel Failures.  This field shows the number of direct lookup requests 
to name server (bypassing the DNS cache) that were unsuccessful.

• Connect To Host Calls.  This field shows the number of TCP connects to the 
origin hosts. A connection is made to an origin host only when the DNS 
lookup was successful and the DNS entry for the host is present in the DNS 
cache before a request for connect to the origin server is made. So if the 
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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connection has been successfully established between the Proxy and the 
origin server (this field increments), there should either be an increase in the 
DNS Cached Hits, or both the Cached Misses and the DNS Hosts Cached 
should increment.

• Connect Reset Retries.  This field shows the number of connection retries to 
the origin host by the Proxy after TCP connection is refused by the origin 
server.

• Addresses Marked Unreachable.  This field shows the number of addresses 
stored in DNS Cache that were marked unreachable by the Proxy. An address 
in the DNS Cache could be marked unreachable due to any of the following 
reasons: a connection reset sent by the origin server, a connection time-out, or 
a failure during connection initialization (setup).

• DNS Name Server(s) Status.  This field shows the addresses and status of all 
configured DNS Name Servers.

• DNS TCP/UDP Requests.  This field shows the total number of TCP/UDP 
requests for DNS Lookups. It includes both tunneled requests sent directly to 
the name server and requests for which the DNS cache is contacted before 
sending a request to the name server.

• DNS TCP/UDP Replies.  This field shows the total number of TCP/UDP 
replies sent by the name server to the Proxy in response to a DNS query.

• Aborted.  This field shows the number of aborted TCP Connections between 
the Proxy and the name server. After a TCP connection is aborted, the Proxy 
tries to establish a connection with the name server again and resends the 
DNS query.

• Time Outs.  This field shows the total number of UDP requests that timed out 
before a reply was received from the name server.

Usage: For the above fields, either the TCP or the UDP fields get incremented 
depending on whether DNS is configured to use TCP or UDP (see the title of 
the screen to find this out).

DNS Cache Entry Information Screen

This screen (see Figure 11) shows information stored in the DNS cache entry 
for a host.

Figure 11: Proxy Console Screen 14: DNS cache entry information.
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Below are explanations of the fields on this screen.

• Name.  This field shows the name of the host whose DNS cache information 
is displayed on the screen.

• State.  This field shows the cache entry state of the host. It can be one of the 
following: Cached Entry, Negative Cached Entry, or DNS Resolution In 
Progress.

• Type.  This field shows how the DNS resolution of this host was done before 
caching the entry.

Usage: The host entry can be in either the SYS:/ETC/HOSTS or  
SYS:/ETC/PROXY/PXYHOSTS file on the server, or it can be resolved 
through a DNS Name Server. If the host entry is found in one of the above two 
files, then the DNS cache is updated to reflect the same and the type of the 
cache entry is maintained. Any change in either or both of these files is 
reflected to the DNS cache.

• Time Created.  This field shows the time of creation of the cache entry for this 
host.

• TTL In Seconds.  This field shows the Time To Live—the amount of time in 
seconds for which the DNS Cache entry for this host will be valid.

• Number Of Lookups.  This field shows the number of times this host has been 
looked up (while it was in cache).

• Cache Bytes Transmitted.  This field shows the total number of bytes 
transmitted from the origin host to HTTP or FTP Proxy. Every time transfer 
of data is done from an origin host that has its DNS entry in the DNS cache, 
this field gets incremented by the number of bytes transmitted.

• Bytes Physically Received From This Host.  This field shows the total number 
of bytes transmitted from the host. These bytes could have either originated 
from this host (this host is the origin server) or have been transmitted from the 
ICP cache of this host (this host is configured as the ICP neighbor of our 
Proxy).

• Bytes Received Originating At This Host.  This field shows the total number 
of bytes transmitted from the host that have originated from this host (this 
host is an origin server for our Proxy).

Usage: This screen also displays the IP address(es) for the host. For each 
address, port(s), number of requests made to each port, and the status of each 
connection are also displayed (provided the Type of the DNS cache entry is 
“Resolved through a DNS Name Server”).

Hosts Sorted by Most DNS Lookup Requests Screen

This screen (see Figure 12) shows a list of origin hosts sorted in decreasing order 
of number of lookup requests made to the origin hosts.
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Figure 12: Proxy Console Screen 13: Hosts sorted by most DNS lookup requests.

The screen takes the number of hosts to be sorted as input and displays the hosts 
and the number of lookup references made for each host. The number of DNS 
cache entries in the NBM Proxy limits the maximum number of hosts that can be 
listed on this screen. If the number of hosts to be sorted (given as an input to this 
screen) is greater that the actual entries in the DNS cache, you may see 
information about fewer hosts than you requested.

Usage: You can use the data in this screen to draw inferences about the Internet 
usage on the network. For example, if the usage is high during a particular week, 
you can refer to this screen to see which sites were accessed the most. This 
information can also be used in tracking unwanted browsing in the workplace that 
should be reduced. For example, if the site playboy.com appears in this list, it 
would indicate unwanted usage. This screen can also show how often such sites 
are being hit from the network.

Proxy Memory Usage and Connection Statistics

The Proxy memory usage and connection statistics screens help you track the 
system resources that NBM is allocated. The two screens described in this section 
show a breakdown of the memory and connections used by the various 
components of the Proxy. In scenarios where there is a high usage of system 
resources by the NBM Proxy, this can help you determine which component of 
the Proxy is causing the high usage.

Proxy Memory Usage Statistics Screen

This screen (see Figure 13) shows total memory usage and a breakdown of the 
memory usage.
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Figure 13: Proxy Console Screen 2: Proxy Memory Usage Statistics.

Below are explanations of the fields in this screen.

• Request Processing.  This field shows the total memory (in bytes) allocated 
for request blocks of the NBM Proxy.

• Connections.  This field shows the total memory (in bytes) allocated for 
connection blocks of the NBM Proxy.

• DNS Cache.  This field shows the total memory (in bytes) allocated for DNS 
Cache.

• Object Cache.  This field shows the total memory (in bytes) allocated for 
Proxy Object Cache.

• ICP Client and Server.  This field shows the total memory (in bytes) allocated 
for ICP Client and ICP Server. This field will not be incremented if the Proxy 
server is not configured either as an ICP Client or as an ICP Server.

• Other.  This field shows the total memory (in bytes) allocation for other Proxy 
activities like logging, debug messages, console messages, local data 
allocation, and fast memory.

• Total Allocated Memory.  This field shows the total memory (in bytes) 
allocated for the Proxy. This is a sum of all the above memory allocations.

Connection Statistics Screen

This screen (see Figure 14) shows connection statistics for the NBM Proxy.

Figure 14: Screen 9 on the Proxy console: Connection Statistics.
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Below are explanations of the fields on this screen.

• Total allocated connections.  This field shows the total number of connection 
blocks allocated currently for the Proxy.

• Number of connections in use.  This field shows the number of connections 
blocks currently being used by the Proxy (both on Proxy Server and Proxy 
Client).

• Idle client persistent connections.  This field shows the total number of Proxy 
Client persistent connections that are currently idle.

• Idle server persistent connections.  This field shows the total number of 
server persistent connections that are currently idle.

For more information on persistent and non-persistent connections, see the 
“HTTP Server Statistics” section of this AppNote.

• Total allocated send ECBs.  This field shows the number of Event Control 
Block (ECB) allocated to the Proxy for sending data.

• Total allocated send fragments.  This field shows the number of send 
fragments allocated to the Proxy. Packets are divided into fragments when 
they exceed the minimum transmission unit (MTU) size.

• Total allocated request blocks.  This field shows the number of request blocks 
currently allocated for the Proxy.

• Number of receive ECBs in use.  This field shows the number of receive 
buffers allocated by Proxy that are currently in use.

• Number of ICP UDP ECBs in use.  This field shows the number of UDP 
ECBs that are currently being sent out by the ICP server to reply to an ICP 
requestor.

• Number of DNS UDP ECBs in use.  This field shows the number of UDP 
ECBs that are currently being sent out by the Proxy Client as a DNS query to 
a DNS Name Server.

Conclusion

This AppNote has attempted to explain some of the major Proxy screens and the 
information contained in them. The facts and figures provided herein are strictly 
from test scenarios; there can be deviations from these figures in real-world 
scenarios. Novell recommends that you verify the field information on a 
simulated test network before you use them to get results directly in a production 
environment.
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One of the more advanced features of Novell’s DirXML is the Channel Write- 
Back feature, which enables you to send commands from a rule to either 
eDirectory or an application connected to DirXML, regardless of whether the 
Subscriber or Publisher Channel is used. This AppNote takes you through the 
basics of performing Channel Write-Back from a stylesheet.

Contents:

• Introduction
• Overview of Channel Write-Back
• Two Types of Channel Write-Back
• XSLT Channel Write-Back In-Depth
• Using Channel Write-Back with Queries
• Conclusion

Topics DirXML, XSLT stylesheets, directory-enabled applications

Products DirXML 1.1

Audience application developers

Level intermediate

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with XML and XSLT stylesheets

Operating System n/a

Tools none

Sample Code yes
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Introduction

Many people have been introduced to DirXML and implemented it in some 
fashion. However, some have not been exposed to many of the advanced features 
of DirXML. This AppNote is the second in a series that will describe some of 
these advanced features in depth. The focus of this series is on DirXML 1.1, as 
many enhancements have been introduced in that version. However, we will also 
reference DirXML 1.0 when appropriate.

The first AppNote in this series discussed queries. This AppNote will focus on the 
Channel Write-Back feature of DirXML. This feature is used to send commands 
from a rule on either the Subscriber or Publisher Channel to eDirectory or to the 
application connected to DirXML. We will refer to an application connected to 
DirXML as the remote datastore.

Overview of Channel Write-Back

One of the challenges of DirXML 1.0 was the inability to affect changes on the 
datastore that generated an event. Typically, if an event is generated by 
eDirectory, DirXML will take that event and send it to the remote datastore along 
the Subscriber Channel. Various rules and stylesheets can be applied to that event 
to transform it as required by the business logic. However, the event that was 
generated by eDirectory cannot trigger changes in eDirectory since the Subscriber 
Channel is used exclusively for events directed to the remote datastore. Channel 
Write-Back provides the ability to make changes to any datastore, regardless of 
which channel triggered the event.

Here’s a simple example of when Channel Write-Back may be used. Suppose you  
are synchronizing an eDirectory tree with an Active Directory Domain and your 
business logic requires that each User object in eDirectory list the Distinguished 
Name (DN) of the corresponding object in Active Directory. When a user is 
created in eDirectory, an event will be generated and processed by the Subscriber 
Channel. The Subscriber Channel placement rule will determine the proper 
placement in Active Directory. 

Once the placement rule is executed and proper placement is determined, the 
“dest-dn” attribute will contain the DN of the user in Active Directory. You would 
then need to capture the DN generated by the placement rule and write it back to 
eDirectory. Using DirXML 1.0, this is not a simple task because DirXML 1.0 
provides no mechanism to write information back to the source datastore. But 
with DirXML 1.1, this can be easily accomplished using the Channel Write-Back 
feature. You can instruct the Placement Rule to write the DN back to eDirectory 
before submitting the new user to Active Directory for creation.

The Channel Write-Back feature was introduced in DirXML 1.1 and is not 
available in DirXML 1.0.
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Two Types of Channel Write-Back

There are two types of Channel Write-Back: the type that can be used in a 
Simplified Create Rule, and the type that can be used in any stylesheet that 
uses XSLT.

Note: While you cannot use Channel Write-Back in Simplified Rules other than the 
Create Rule, you can use Rule Chaining to call an XSLT stylesheet to perform 
Channel Write-Back after a Simplified Rule is executed. Rule Chaining will be 
discussed in a later AppNote.

Create Rule Channel Write-Back

As you may already know, a Simplified Create Rule can assign default values to 
attributes that have no values (see http://developer.novell.com/ndk/doc/dirxml/ 
dirxmlbk/api/ndsdtd/required-attr.html for details). In DirXML 1.0, a default 
value can be written to the destination datastore. However, that default value was 
never updated in the source datastore, leaving the datastores out of sync. With 
DirXML 1.1, you can configure the Simplified Create Rule to update the source 
datastore with the default value using Channel Write-Back.

Any existing Create Rule can be modified to support Channel Write-Back by 
simply adding a write-back=“true” attribute to the <required-attr> element. For 
example, the following Create Rule will assign a default value of “Employee” to 
the EmpType attribute, if there is no value present:

<required-attr attr-name="EmpType">
<value>Employee</value>

</required-attr>

To instruct the Create Rule to update the source datastore with the default value, 
simply modify the create rule as follows:

<required-attr attr-name="EmpType" write-back="true">
<value>Employee</value>

</required-attr>

With this modification, the Create Rule will update the source datastore any time 
it applies a default value to the EmpType attribute.

XSLT Channel Write-Back

Using the eDirectory/Active Directory example mentioned above, let’s illustrate 
how this DN synchronization can be accomplished. We will take a standard 
Placement stylesheet and modify it to support Channel Write-Back. (You should 
recognize many of the changes as being similar to those made to support queries.)

The first changes you need to make to the stylesheet (or add to a new stylesheet if 
one does not already exist) are to declare the Command Name Space, and to 
declare two parameters (these items will be explained in detail later on). 
Typically, the <xsl:stylesheet> element will look something like this:

<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"  xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
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To use Channel Write-Back in a stylesheet, the <xsl:stylesheet> element’s start 
tag should look like this:

<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"  xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
xmlns:cmd="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/com.novell.nds.dirxml.driver.
XdsCommandProcessor" >

The following “stylesheet parameter” declarations should also be added:

<xsl:param name="srcCommandProcessor"/>
<xsl:param name="destCommandProcessor"/>

Once these changes are in place, you can now construct your <xsl:template>. 
Since you want to write back information every time a user is added, start your 
<xsl:template> with the following line, which will match on every Add event to 
User objects:

<xsl:template match="add[@class-name='User']">

Since this is a Placement stylesheet, you must determine the correct User 
Placement. This is done in three steps. 

First, extract the user’s CN from the DN string using the template named 
get-cn-from-dn and store the CN in an <xsl:variable> called $user-cn. Here’s 
how to do that:

<xsl:variable name="user-cn">
<xsl:call-template name="get-cn-from-dn">

<xsl:with-param name="src-dn" select="@src-dn"/>
</xsl:call-template>

</xsl:variable>

This code calls the following template to extract the CN from the CN:

<xsl:template name="get-cn-from-dn" xmlns:jstring="http://www.novell.com/
nxsl/java/java.lang.String">

<xsl:param name="src-dn"/>
<xsl:variable name="dn" select="jstring:new($src-dn)"/>
<xsl:variable name="index" select="jstring:lastIndexOf($dn,'\')"/>
<xsl:if test="$index != -1">

<xsl:value-of select="jstring:substring($dn,$index + 1)"/>
</xsl:if>

</xsl:template>

Next, determine where to place the user by using some simple logic based on the 
source container. Store the placement information in an <xsl:variable> named 
$dest-dn for use later in the stylesheet. Here’s how to do this step:

<xsl:variable name="dest-dn">
<xsl:choose>

<xsl:when test="starts-with(@src-dn,'\ACME-TREE\ACME\US\')">
<xsl:value-of select="concat('CN=', $user-cn, ',OU=USA,DC=AD,DC=ACME,

DC=COM')"/>
</xsl:when>
<xsl:when test="starts-with(@src-dn,'\ACME-TREE\ACME\CA\')">

<xsl:value-of select="concat('CN=', $user-cn, ',OU=CAN,DC=AD,DC=ACME,
DC=COM')"/>

</xsl:when>
</xsl:choose>

</xsl:variable>
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Lastly, copy the Add element to the result tree and insert a new attribute called 
dest-dn which indicates where the user should be placed in Active Directory:

<xsl:copy>
<xsl:attribute name="dest-dn">

<xsl:value-of select="$dest-dn"/>
</xsl:attribute>
<xsl:apply-templates select="@*|node()"/>

</xsl:copy>

At this point, the placement portion of your stylesheet is complete. Now you can 
focus on the Channel Write-Back portion.

First, you must generate an XDS fragment that contains the modification you 
want to apply to eDirectory. Store that XDS fragment in an <xsl:variable> named 
$cmd-update:

<xsl:variable name="cmd-update">
<modify class-name="User" dest-dn="{@src-dn}">

<modify-attr attr-name="description">
<add-value>

<xsl:value-of select="concat('The DN in Active Directory is ', $dest-dn)"/>
</add-value>

</modify-attr>
</modify>

</xsl:variable>

Once the XDS fragment document is generated, it is sent to the Command 
Processor using the following command (this command will be explained in detail 
later in this AppNote):

<xsl:variable name="results" select="cmd:execute($srcCommandProcessor, 
$cmd-update)"/>

Here is the stylesheet in its entirety:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"  xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
xmlns:cmd="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/com.novell.nds.dirxml.driver.XdsCommandProcessor">

<!--These are the two parameters that are needed for Channel Write-Back -->
<xsl:param name="srcCommandProcessor"/>
<xsl:param name="destCommandProcessor"/>

<!-- This is the identity template that copies otherwise unmatched items to the result -->
<xsl:template match="node()|@*">

<xsl:copy>
<xsl:apply-templates select="@*|node()"/>

</xsl:copy>
</xsl:template>

<!-- This template matches on all User Adds and writes the Dest-DN to the user in the Source Tree -->
<xsl:template match="add[@class-name='User']">

<!-- Here you call a template to extract the User CN from the Source DN -->
<xsl:variable name="user-cn">

<xsl:call-template name="get-cn-from-dn">
<xsl:with-param name="src-dn" select="@src-dn"/>

</xsl:call-template>
</xsl:variable>
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<!-- Here you peform some simple placement logic to generate the Dest-DN and
store it in a variable -->
<xsl:variable name="dest-dn">

<xsl:choose>
<xsl:when test="starts-with(@src-dn,'\ACME-TREE\ACME\US\')">

<!-- Place US Users in the USA Container -->
<xsl:value-of select="concat('CN=', $user-cn, ',OU=USA,DC=AD,DC=ACME,DC=COM')"/>

</xsl:when>
<xsl:when test="starts-with(@src-dn,'\ACME-TREE\ACME\CA\')">
<!-- Place CA Users in the CAN Container -->
<xsl:value-of select="concat('CN=', $user-cn, ',OU=CAN,DC=AD,DC=ACME,

DC=COM')"/>
</xsl:when>

</xsl:choose>
</xsl:variable>

<!--Here you take the dest-dn variable and copy it to the dest-dn attribute of the Add element -->
<xsl:copy>

<xsl:attribute name="dest-dn">
<xsl:value-of select="$dest-dn"/>

</xsl:attribute>
<!-- Here you copy the rest of the Add element -->
<xsl:apply-templates select="@*|node()"/>

</xsl:copy>

<!--Now you write the dest-dn variable back to the description field in the Source Datastore -->
<!-- First generate the XDS fragment with the modification -->
<xsl:variable name="cmd-update">

<modify class-name="User" dest-dn="{@src-dn}">
<modify-attr attr-name="description">

<add-value>
<xsl:value-of select="concat('The DN in Active Directory is ', $dest-dn)"/>

</add-value>
</modify-attr>

</modify>
</xsl:variable>

<!-- Now send the XDS fragment generated above to the Src Directory  -->
<xsl:variable name="results" select="cmd:execute($srcCommandProcessor, $cmd-update)"/> 

</xsl:template>

<!--This Template is used to extract the CN from a DN-->
<xsl:template name="get-cn-from-dn" xmlns:jstring="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/java.lang.

String">
<xsl:param name="src-dn"/>
<!-- use java string stuff to make this much easier -->
<xsl:variable name="dn" select="jstring:new($src-dn)"/>
<xsl:variable name="index" select="jstring:lastIndexOf($dn,'\')"/>
<xsl:if test="$index != -1">

<xsl:value-of select="jstring:substring($dn,$index + 1)"/>
</xsl:if>

</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
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XSLT Channel Write-Back In-Depth

Now that you’ve seen a simple example of XSLT Channel Write-Back, let’s dig 
in deeper and understand how it all works. There are four items that Channel 
Write-Back uses in any stylesheet:

• Name Space Declarations
• Parameter Declarations
• XDS Fragment Document
• Channel Write-Back Execution

Name Space Declaration

The first item you need to add is a name space declaration that instructs Novell’s 
XSLT processor to bind the prefix “cmd” to a Java class that implements the 
Channel Write-Back functionality. Note that the use of Java functions in a 
stylesheet is not part of the standard XSLT specification. We won’t discuss the 
details of how it works in this AppNote; suffice it to say that the following line 
accomplishes what is needed:

xmlns:cmd="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/com.novell.nds.dirxml.driver.
XdsCommandProcessor"

Typically, the <xsl:stylesheet> element’s start tag will look something like this:

<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"  xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">

To enable Channel Write-Back in a stylesheet, the <xsl:stylesheet> element’s start 
tag should look like this:

<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"  xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"
xmlns:cmd="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/com.novell.nds.dirxml.driver.
XdsCommandProcessor" >

Note that in terms of DirXML, the <xsl:stylesheet> and <xsl:transform> are 
identical and can be used interchangeably.

Parameter Declaration

In addition to adding the name space declaration, two stylesheet parameters must 
be declared:

• srcCommandProcessor
• destCommandyProcessor

These two parameters are passed by the DirXML engine to the stylesheet. They 
are used to allow the stylesheet to specify which datastore should be written back 
to (modified). The terms “source” and “destination” are used in context of the 
origin of the event. In other words, if you need to query the datastore that 
generated the event, you send the XDS Fragment query to the srcCommand- 
Processor. If you need to modify the datastore that will be receiving the event, you 
send the XDS Fragment to the destCommandProcessor.
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Here’s a hint that might help you. Since the Publisher Channel is always used for 
events coming into eDirectory, the destination datastore will always be 
eDirectory. Therefore, the destCommandProcessor is used to modify eDirectory 
on the Publisher Channel. Conversely, since the Subscriber Channel is always 
used for events coming from eDirectory, the source datastore will always be 
eDirectory so the srcCommandProcessor is used to modify eDirectory. 

These two parameters should be declared towards the top of your stylesheet, after 
the <xsl:stylesheet> element. While it is only necessary to declare the parameters 
that are actually used, it’s good practice to declare them both:

<xsl:param name="srcCommandProcessor"/>
<xsl:param name="destCommandProcessor"/>

The XDS Fragment Document

Now that you’ve properly prepared your stylesheet for Channel Write-Back, you 
can now delve into the actual Channel Write-Back itself. The structure of the XDS 
Fragment document is the same as any XDS document. This means it must 
comply with the NDS.DTD. The full details of the XDS Document structure can 
be found in the NDS.DTD file located at http://developer.novell.com/ndk/ 
doc/dirxml/dirxmlbk/api/ndsdtd/query.html.

Once the XDS Fragment Document is constructed, it is typically stored in an 
<xsl:variable> so that it can be passed to the Command Processor for execution.

Sample XDS Fragment Documents

Below are some sample XDS Fragment Documents to better illustrate how to 
properly construct such a document.

Sample 1. This is a document to modify a user’s Description attribute.

<modify class-name="User" dest-dn="\AMCE\Users\Sam">
<association>{BC3E7155-CDF9-d311-9846}</association>
<modify-attr attr-name="Description">

<remove-all-values/>
<add-value>

<value>This is a new Description</value>
</add-value>

</modify-attr>
</modify>

Sample 2. This is a document to remove an object’s association.

<remove-association>{BC3E7155-CDF9-d311-9846}</remove-association>
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Sample 3. This is a document to add an Alias to an object.

<add class-name="Alias" dest-dn="\ACME\Aliases\Sam">
<add-attr attr-name="Aliased Object Name">

<value type="dn">
<xsl:value-of select="\ACME\Users\Sam"/>

</value>
</add-attr>

</add>

Sample 4. This is a document to delete an object.

<delete class-name="User" src-dn="\ACME\Users\Sam">
<association>{BC3E7155-CDF9-d311-9846}</association>

</delete>

The Channel Write-Back Execution

Once you’ve properly constructed your XDS Fragment Document and stored it in 
an <xsl:variable> called $cmd-Update, you need to submit it to the Command 
Processor for execution. There are a few components to the execution:

• The name of the variable that will contain the results (unlike with queries, the 
result variable is never used after execution; it is used to execute the 
command)

• The cmd: prefix to indicate that this command will be handled by the 
Command Processor as declared in the Name Space Declaration

• A reference to either the srcCommandProcessor or the destCommand- 
Processor to instruct the DirXML engine as to which datastore the XDS 
Fragment should be applied to

• A reference to the variable in which the XDS Fragment Document is stored

When you put these elements together, you get the following command:

<xsl:variable name="result" select="cmd:execute($srcCommandProcessor, 

$cmd-Update)"/>

$result is the <xsl:variable> you will store the Channel Write-Back results in. 
This variable has no function once the command is executed.

Using Channel Write-Back with Queries

While Channel Write-Back is a powerful feature in its own right, combining it 
with queries provides extremely powerful functionality. To illustrate this point, 
let’s describe a typical problem encountered when trying to enforce Data 
Authority with DirXML. Data Authority is when one datastore “owns” a 
particular attribute or set of attributes. 
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A simple example is connecting an eDirectory tree to an e-mail system. The 
e-mail system should own the e-mail addresses. If an e-mail address is updated in 
eDirectory, that change should not be replicated to the e-mail system. This is 
typically enforced by removing “Email Address” from the Subscriber Channel 
filter, which would prevent eDirectory from sending any modifications to the 
Email Address down the Subscriber Channel to the e-mail system. While this 
protects the e-mail system from receiving incorrect e-mail addresses, the 
eDirectory tree still contains an incorrect e-mail address. 

Prior to Channel Write-Back, there was little you could do to correct this situation. 
With Channel Write-Back, you can easily correct the e-mail address in eDirectory 
if you can determine what the correct address should be. This is where queries 
come in. If you can query the e-mail system to determine what the correct e-mail 
address is, you can use Channel Write-Back to correct the e-mail address in 
eDirectory. Let’s build a stylesheet that performs this functionality. 

First, you must decide where to place this stylesheet. Since you only want to 
match on Modifications, not Adds or Synthesized Adds, the best place would be 
in the Command Transformation stylesheet on the Subscriber Channel. In 
addition, unlike the traditional methods of Data Authority, this method requires 
that the filters allow modifications to flow through so that your stylesheet can 
detect and act upon those modifications.  The stylesheet will never pass the 
modifications to the e-mail system, but simply write the modification back to the 
original datastore with the correct data and ensure data integrity.

The first changes you need to make to your stylesheet (or add to a new stylesheet 
if one does not already exist) are to declare the Command Name Space, the Query 
Name Spaces, and four parameters.

Typically, the <xsl:stylesheet> element will look something like this:

<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"  xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">

To use Channel Write-Back and queries in a stylesheet, the <xsl:stylesheet> 
element’s start tag should look like this:

<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"  exclude-result-prefixes="query cmd"
xmlns:cmd="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/com.novell.nds.dirxml.driver.

XdsCommandProcessor" 
xmlns:query="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/com.novell.nds.dirxml.driver.

XdsQueryProcessor" 
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">

The following “stylesheet parameter” declarations should also be added:

<xsl:param name="srcCommandProcessor"/>
<xsl:param name="destCommandProcessor"/>
<xsl:param name="srcQueryProcessor"/>
<xsl:param name="destQueryProcessor"/>
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Once these changes are in place, you can construct your <xsl:template>. Since 
you want to write back every time an e-mail address is modified, start your 
<xsl:template> with the following line:

<xsl:template match="modify-attr[@attr-name='Internet Email Address']">

Once you’ve detected that Email Address was modified, you will generate a query 
to read the correct value from the e-mail system (the destQueryProcessor is used):

<xsl:variable name="query"> 
<query class-name="User" scope="entry">

<association><xsl:value-of select="../association"/></association>
<read-attr attr-name="Internet Email Address"/>

</query>
</xsl:variable>

<!-- Execute the Query and store the results in a variable called $result -->
<xsl:variable name="result" select="query:query($destQueryProcessor,$query)"/>

After the query is executed and the results are stored in the <xsl:variable> 
$result, select the first instance that was found (in case multiple instances were 
found) and store the first instance in an <xsl:variable> named $instance:

<xsl:variable name="instance" select="$result//instance[1]"/>

Once you have the correct value(s), generate the XDS Fragment that will correct 
the attribute in eDirectory:

<xsl:variable name="cmd-update">
<modify class-name="User">

<association><xsl:value-of select="../association"/></association>
<modify-attr attr-name="Internet Email Address">

<remove-all-values/>
<add-value>

<!-- Copy the value elements returned in the query. 
If the attribute is multi-valued, all values will be copied -->
<xsl:copy-of select="$instance//value"/>

</add-value>
</modify-attr>

</modify>
</xsl:variable>

Lastly, you must send the XDS Fragment to eDirectory (srcCommandProcessor is 
used):

<xsl:variable name="results" select="cmd:execute($srcCommandProcessor, 
$cmd-update)"/>

You’ll notice that there is no <xsl:copy>or <xsl:apply-templates> in this 
template, so the modification made in eDirectory is never copied to the e-mail 
system. It is dropped from the Subscriber Channel and corrected in eDirectory 
using Channel Write-Back.

Here is the stylesheet in its entirety.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<xsl:stylesheet version="1.0"  exclude-result-prefixes="query cmd"
xmlns:cmd="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/com.novell.nds.dirxml.driver.XdsCommandProcessor" 
xmlns:query="http://www.novell.com/nxsl/java/com.novell.nds.dirxml.driver.XdsQueryProcessor" 
xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">

<xsl:strip-space elements="*"/>
<xsl:preserve-space elements="association add-association remove-association value component 

password check-password"/>
<xsl:output indent="yes" method="xml"/>

<xsl:param name="srcCommandProcessor"/>
<xsl:param name="destCommandProcessor"/>
<xsl:param name="srcQueryProcessor"/>
<xsl:param name="destQueryProcessor"/>

<!-- identity transform for everything we don't want to mess with -->
<xsl:template match="node()|@*">

<xsl:copy>
<xsl:apply-templates select="@*|node()"/>

</xsl:copy>
</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="modify-attr[@attr-name='Internet Email Address']">
<!-- Query the destination directory for the origional value-->
<xsl:variable name="query"> 

<query class-name="User" scope="entry">
<association><xsl:value-of select="../association"/></association>
<read-attr attr-name="Internet Email Address"/>

</query>
</xsl:variable>

<!-- Execute the Query and store the results in a variable called $result -->
<xsl:variable name="result" select="query:query($destQueryProcessor,$query)"/>

<!-- Store the first instance in a variable called instance -->
<xsl:variable name="instance" select="$result//instance[1]"/>

<!-- Generate the XDS fragment that will correct the changed value with the original value -->
<xsl:variable name="cmd-update">

<modify class-name="User">
<association><xsl:value-of select="../association"/></association>
<modify-attr attr-name="Internet Email Address">

<remove-all-values/>
<add-value>

<!-- Copy the value elements returned in the query. 
If the attribute is multi-valued, all values will be copied -->
<xsl:copy-of select="$instance//value"/>

</add-value>
</modify-attr>

</modify>
</xsl:variable>
<!-- Send the XDS fragment generated above to the Src Directory  -->
<xsl:variable name="results" select="cmd:execute($srcCommandProcessor, $cmd-update)"/>

</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>
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Conclusion

Hopefully, this AppNote has provided some insight into how Channel Write-Back 
can be used inside DirXML 1.1 stylesheets and how to leverage queries together 
with Channel Write-Back.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
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This AppNote is the fourth in a series that outlines a platform and methodology 
for Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) application development on 
NetWare using a service-oriented architecture. In this AppNote we further explore 
the business tier and introduce how our services interact with a platform kernel. 
We also introduce how the Java Management Extensions (JMX) provide a 
powerful foundation on which to build a kernel.
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• Conclusion

Topics Java application development, J2EE, Java Management 
Extensions (JMX)
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Level intermediate
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Operating System n/a
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Introduction

This is the fourth in a series of AppNotes outlining a platform and method-
ology for Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) application develop-
ment on NetWare using a service-oriented architecture.

In the previous AppNote we discussed how our platform uses XML-configurable 
components and services to allow maximum flexibility and extensibility. We 
introduced our service-oriented business tier and discussed the technologies used 
to communicate from the Web tier to the business tier.

In this AppNote, we will further explore the business tier and introduce how our 
services interact with a platform kernel. We will also introduce how JMX 
provides a powerful foundation on which to build our kernel.

Charging into Battle with the Kernel

Distributed enterprise platforms, such as J2EE, are complex beasts, consisting of 
many different kinds of resources that are constantly changing. These resources 
are often instantiated dynamically, distributed across network hosts, modified in 
real-time, clustered in real-time, and uneventfully destroyed. This unpredictably 
dynamic personality presents an immediate demand for a powerful and 
manageable foundation for these resources. We will call this foundation “the 
kernel.”

The kernel is the focal point of the platform, especially as far as the business tier 
and services are concerned. The kernel provides mechanisms for services to be 
dynamically added and removed, and also manages relations and communications 
between services. This ensures that each service interacts with other services 
securely and efficiently within a managed domain.

We will use the Java Management Extensions as the primary technology to build 
the kernel for our platform.

JMX and the Kernel

The Java Management Extensions (JMX) specification defines an architecture, a 
set of patterns and APIs for instrumenting and managing resources (components, 
services, configuration files, applications, and so on) in Java. JMX standardizes 
the management of these resources, known as managed beans or MBeans, by 
unifying them within an open and extensible architecture. Because it is based on a 
model that separates management interfaces from implementation details, JMX 
promotes efficient object-oriented practices.
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Some notable benefits that JMX provides are:

• Transparent handling of remote communications between clients and servers

• Management of application and platform resources are handled proactively

• Real-time monitoring and resource reloading

• Hot-deployment of resources

• Use of generic administration tools to manage components at runtime

• Elimination of the need for manual administration of multiple configuration 
files and property files

Our kernel uses JMX for management of all components. Each component 
registered with our kernel automatically becomes manageable by any JMX-aware 
management tool. We will make extensive use of this relationship between 
components and the kernel to provide a registry and lifecycle manager for our 
services.

The kernel will provide mechanisms for services to be dynamically added, 
dynamically removed, and dynamically updated. The kernel will also provide a 
mechanism to create inter-service relationships. Our kernel provides a “sandbox” 
that each service plays in, ensuring that they behave in a well-defined, secure, and 
efficient manner.

The Three Layers of JMX

JMX is designed as three layers: instrumentation, agent, and distributed services. 
The instrumentation layer concerns itself with exposing resources as MBeans. An 
MBean can be defined as anything that can be represented as a Java object. The 
agent layer concerns itself with managing the communications, storage, and 
lifecycle of the MBeans. The distributed services layer concerns itself with how 
remote clients connect to agents. This remote communication mechanism 
involves entities such as protocol adapters and connectors.

Instrumentation Layer and MBeans. Managed resources, according to the JMX 
specification, are called managed beans or MBeans. MBeans are ordinary Java 
classes that are instrumented with a common management interface and are 
exposed by agents to interested applications, tools, and services. MBeans can 
instrument their management interface either statically or dynamically. Statically 
instrumented MBeans are called Standard MBeans. Standard MBeans expose 
their management interface by implementing an interface that follows the pattern 
of “classnameMBean.java”. In other words, if you have a class myclass.java that 
you want to instrument to be manageable, you must provide an interface named 
myclassMBean.java that exposes the attributes and operations that you want 
managed.
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The following code snippet shows a Java class named User and its accompanying 
MBean interface:

public class User implements UserMBean
{

private String name = "";
private String password = "";
private String address = "";
private String city = "";
private String state = "";
private String zip = "";
private String[] phoneNumbers = null;

public String getName()
{

return name;
}

public void setName(String newValue)
{

name = newValue;
}

public void setPassword(String initialValue)
throws Exception

{
if (password.length() > 0)
{

throw new Exception("Password exists. "
+"Use changePassword method to modify it.");

}

password = initialValue;
}

public String getAddress()
{

return address;
}

public void setAddress(String newValue)
{

address = newValue;
}

public String getCity()
{

return city;
}

public void setCity(String newValue)
{

city = newValue;
}

public String getState()
{

return state;
}
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public void setState(String newValue)
{

state = newValue;
}

public String getZip()
{

return zip;
}

public void setZip(String newValue)
{

zip = newValue;
}

public String[] getPhoneNumbers()
{

return phoneNumbers;
}

public void setPhoneNumbers(String[] newValue)
{

phoneNumbers = newValue;
}

public boolean changePassword(String name,
String oldPassword,
String newPassword)

{
if (this.name.equals(name) == false)
{

return false;
}
if (this.password.equals(oldPassword) == false)
{

return false;
}
if (oldPassword.equals(newPassword) == false)
{

return false;
}
password = newPassword;
return true;

}
}

public class User implements UserMBean
{

public String getName();
public void setName(String newValue);
public void setPassword(String initialValue)
throws Exception;
public String getAddress();
public void setAddress(String newValue);
public String getCity();
public void setCity(String newValue);
public String getState();
public void setState(String newValue);
public String getZip();
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public void setZip(String newValue);
public String[] getPhoneNumbers();
public void setPhoneNumbers(String[] newValue);
public boolean changePassword(String name,

String oldPassword,
String newPassword);

}

As you can see by the implementation of our User class, we have a number of 
read/write attributes (accessor methods prefixed with get or set), one operation 
(changePassword), and one read-only attribute: password. The password is 
read-only because we do not expose a setter method to alter its value.

Agent Layer. The agent layer provides access to all of the MBeans that are 
registered with each individual agent. The agent layer provides additional 
standard services that are also registered as MBeans. These standard services 
include dynamic loading, timers, relations, and monitoring. The primary 
component of the agent layer is the MBean server, which provides the services for 
storing and manipulating MBeans.

Agents handle all communications between clients and MBeans. Agents are 
software components that control MBeans by storing aliases to them in the 
MBean server registry. This third-party interaction between clients and MBeans 
creates an abstraction layer between the two which allows MBeans to be modified 
or replaced at runtime without interrupting the application environment.

The following is an example of a simple agent that registers three objects as 
MBeans and exposes one method that returns a list of the names for these 
MBeans:

import javax.management.ObjectName;
import javax.management.MBeanServer;
import javax.management.MBeanServerFactory;
import java.util.Set;
import java.util.Iterator;

public class MyCompanyAgent
{

public void initialize()
throws Exception

{
MBeanServer server = MBeanServerFactory.createMBeanServer();

// Typically these are dynamically discovered from a
// configuration source or added programmatically by external

// clients

server.registerMBean(new User(),
new ObjectName("MyCompanyDomain:name=user"));

server.registerMBean(new Accounts(),
new ObjectName("MyCompanyDomain:name=accounts"));

server.registerMBean(new Portfolio(),
new ObjectName("MyCompanyDomain:name=portfolio"));
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}

public Iterator getMBeanNames()
{

// passing null as args to the queryNames method retrieves all names
Set names = server.queryNames(null, null);
return names.iterator();

}
}

Distributed Services and the Kernel. Services form the core of any enterprise 
application. They are software entities exposing a public interface that defines a 
group of common operations. Services don’t maintain request-specific 
information, but they do support dynamic lookup and discovery and have the 
ability to be invoked by any client.  The set of functionality provided by the 
service is represented in methods/operations. These methods can take input 
parameters and generally return responses. Services may have global properties, 
but should not provide getters or setters for modifying these properties.

The kernel is responsible for managing the services. Services can be dynamically 
added or removed from the kernel. Service developers can focus on developing 
the logic for their services, without concerning themselves with manageability 
issues. The kernel manages the lifecycle of all services, providing a completely 
dynamic architecture for services. As a service is added to the kernel, it 
immediately becomes available to the application.

Horizontal Domain Services

JMX defines standard services that handle tasks such as event scheduling, 
dynamically loading components and services, monitoring components and 
services, and creating relationships between components and services. We will 
eventually exploit these services to form the remaining infrastructure for our 
platform.

In addition to the JMX-provided services, our platform supports domain-neutral 
services. A domain-neutral service is one that can be shared across multiple 
vertical domains; thus we refer to them as horizontal domain services. Some 
examples of these types of services include scheduling, alerts, user/group 
management, logging, business rules, and others.

Installing JMX on NetWare

Installing JMX simply involves downloading an implementation of the 
specification and adding a startup file that places the appropriate .jar files in 
NetWare's classpath and then runs the main class for the implementation. For 
example, the following is an NCF file that runs most JBoss 2.x implementations:
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envset JBOSS_HOME=sys:/jboss-2.2.2
envset cwd=$JBOSS_HOME/bin
envset JBOSS_CLASSPATH=$JBOSS_HOME/bin/run.jar
envset JBOSS_CLASSPATH=$JBOSS_CLASSPATH;$JBOSS_HOME/lib/crimson.jar

java –verbose
-Djavax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory=org.apache.crimson.jaxp.DocumentBuild
erFactoryImpl
-Djavax.xml.parsers.SAXParserFactory=org.apache.crimson.jaxp.SAXParserFactoryImp
l –classpath $JBOSS_CLASSPATH org.jboss.Main %1 %2 %3 %4 %5

Implementations that run on NetWare can be found at JBoss.org and on Sun’s 
Web site. You can download the reference implementation binaries (.jar files) and 
source code files from the links to the JBoss implementation and Sun’s reference 
implementation, given at the end of this AppNote.

Conclusion

This AppNote has explored the business tier in more depth and introduced how 
our services interact with the kernel. We also introduced how JMX provides a 
powerful foundation for our kernel to build on. 

The next AppNote in this series will further explore the kernel and some of the 
other services that JMX offers to empower our platform.

For Additional Information

For more information about the technologies discussed in this AppNote, refer to 
the following resources.

• For general information about the J2EE development platform, see 
http://java.sun.com/products/JavaManagement/index.html.

• For Novell-specific Java programming information, see 
http://developer.novell.com/ndk.

• For information about JBoss and its open source, standards-compliant 
application server, visit http://www.jboss.org.

• For information about Zareus and its products for building enterprise 
applications for the J2EE, Web Services, and xInternet environments, visit 
http://www.zareus.com.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted 
in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 
including photocopying and recording, for any purpose 
without the express written permission of Novell.

All product names mentioned are trademarks of 
their respective companies or distributors.
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How-To Article
NOVELL APPNOTES

How to Write Start-up Code 
for NLMs

Russell Batemen
Senior Software Engineer
Server-library Development
rbateman@novell.com

This AppNote covers the writing of NLM start-up code of all sorts, describing 
how it has been done in the past—with or without CLib and LibC—for drivers, 
libraries, applications, and other kinds of NLM programs. It also discusses 
NetWare Loader flags and other link options. It culminates in suggestions for how 
best to write NLM start-up code for NetWare 5.1 and higher.

Contents:

• Introduction

• Let’s Talk History

• What Is Start-up Code?

• Specifying Code Entry Points to the Linker

• CLib Start-up Code

• LibC Start-up Code and Data Instancing

• Writing Start-up Code in the 21st Century

• Coding the Application main

• Conclusion

Topics NLM development, server applications, kernel develop-
ment, driver development, library development

Products LibC, NetWare 5, NetWare 6

Audience developers

Level intermediate

Prerequisite Skills familiarity with C and NLM programming

Operating System all versions of NetWare

Tools none

Sample Code yes
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Introduction

If you know anything about writing NetWare Loadable Module (NLM) 
programs, you know that it is different from the usual user-level program-
ming environments of UNIX and Windows NT. Making it less different 
might make it slightly less exciting for engineers, but more appealing to 
marketers and management who are mostly interested in delivering solu-
tions—the end of the road rather than the journey. Over the last couple of 
years, LibC development has increasingly pointed to a day in which the 
NLM programmer’s craft no longer resembles black magic. One of LibC’s 
principal goals has been to minimize the differences with user-level envi-
ronments and become a more transparent host to Open Source ports and all 
other kinds of programming.

However, writing NLMs is still kernel-level programming. Even if the “mystical” 
elements are fewer than they might have been in NetWare 3, they are still there 
because some bugaboos remain. When I say bugaboos, I am talking about the 
following preoccupations that NetWare kernel programmers (a bit redundant 
because almost all NetWare programming is done in the kernel) must know about 
in order to do it right:

• Start-up code

• Data instancing

As I say, LibC’s goal has been to eliminate these bugaboos. The purpose of this 
AppNote on how to write start-up code is basically to describe the magic wand in 
such detail as to demystify it. It not only presents the history of writing NLM 
start-up code, but also helps you understand what to do on current and future 
NetWare platforms.

Before going on, let me say that while I admit that NLM programming is often 
(and usually) kernel programming, I am not deprecating the protected address 
space model available since NetWare 5. Having applications run in their own 
address space is a very good goal.

This AppNote was written as much for developers who are new to these issues as 
for those who have already written start-up code. The objective is to provide in 
one place a lot of information that can’t otherwise be found together and to make 
it accessible to developers no matter what their level of experience is. Thus I hope 
to help you avoid the frustration of playing 20 Questions in the Novell 
newsgroups with the experienced developers who answer questions in the NLM 
forums, at least on the issue of start-up code.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Let’s Talk History

NetWare 2 had virtually no way for third parties to add any services. Novell 
offered some “extras” via the value-added process (VAP), but VAPs were hard to 
write and nigh-on impossible to debug. Few were ever written other than by 
Novell engineers. About the only third-party VAPs that come to mind are a set 
written cooperatively by Dayna Communications and Novell for NetWare 2.15 to 
host the Macintosh client directly from NetWare. But even that was a 
collaborative effort with Novell engineers.

Now jump ahead to 1989 and the early days of NetWare 3. For engineers, a new 
era was about to begin with NetWare Loadable Modules. The NLM model 
allowed NetWare to directly support simple-to-write extensions to its kernel, with 
no need to relink and no need for a lot of internal information. Compared to 
VAPs, NLMs were exceedingly easy to write!

With the advent of NLM programming, engineers quickly saw the utility of 
creating a C library; thus CLib was born. However, CLib was not gestated 
overnight–it took months just to get a standard C library with basic functionality 
up and running as an NLM. Architectural assumptions had to be made for the 
hosting of other NLMs calling into it because NetWare itself was not an operating 
kernel. It was an extensible file server with the ability to track transactions. It 
hosted the fastest protocol support around, had a modest scheduler, and provided 
numerous useful but disparate services such as queue management, a primitive 
object directory (called the Bindery), and some generic advisory synchronization. 
But it was not a complete operating kernel, and that is what CLib needed and 
therefore had to provide for itself.

Eventually, there began to be two ways to write NLMs: with CLib or without.  
Typically, applications wrote to CLib; everything else—including drivers, 
libraries and other “system” software— wrote without it. The salient 
characteristic of a CLib NLM was that it was linked with prelude.obj, an object 
compiled from CLib’s idea of how NLM start-up code should be written. Thus 
CLib NLMs do not write their own start-up code because that code is in 
prelude.obj which they link (more about this later).
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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What Is Start-up Code?

Start-up code is what each NLM must have in order to allocate necessary 
resources and perform its initializations before it can successfully run.

Operating systems have to be boot-strapped so that when the computer is turned 
on, something will happen to get the necessary software loaded into memory and 
start it executing. You veteran programmers may remember back to your early 
school years and how the inner workings of a computer seemed like black magic 
at first. Similarly, when you wrote your first main program in C, you probably 
wondered what was going on inside the computer to get main called with its 
arguments. 

In my own first UNIX system experience in the early 1980s with SunOS (not 
Solaris), Ultrix, BSD and Xenix, I discovered by using dbx and adb that main 
itself was called from something called _cstart_ which I immediately realized I 
hadn’t written. So, years later when I came to Novell and NetWare, I learned what 
our equivalent of _cstart_ was because I had to write it. Having written a couple 
of print drivers for the Macintosh before then, I knew there was nothing special 
about the names _cstart_ and main. 

So it is with NLM start-up code: there is nothing special about main—it is just 
another entry point among several you can choose from as the starting point of an 
NLM. It so happens that when code objects are linked together to create an NLM, 
a file is written in a special format. The first few bytes of this file are precisely 
known and when read by the NetWare Loader, it notes the offset of three 
functions of crucial importance: the start function, the stop or exit function and, 
optionally, the check-unload function. Along with all the other offsets in the file, 
these get fixed up to be memory addresses. The Loader then calls the start 
function and passes it a number of arguments that might be useful to it (as 
illustrated in the prototype code below):

int Start( void *loaddefinitionstructure,
void *errorscreen,
const char *commandline,
const char *directorypath,
size_t uninitializeddatalength,
void *nlmfilehandle,

int (*readfunction)(
int conn,
void *filehandle,
size_t offset,
size_t nbytes,
size_t *bytesread,
void *buffer ),

size_t customdataoffset,
size_t customdatasize,
int messagecount,
const char **messages );
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Later on, when the Loader is made aware that the NLM should be stopped from 
executing (we call this “unload”), the stop (or exit or shutdown) function is called 
after a successful call to the check-unload function:

void Exit( void );
int CheckUnload( void );

All of this is included in our present topic: we consider exit and check-unload 
code to be part of “start-up and shut-down.”

In the thirteen years of NetWare 3 and its successors, the arguments to these 
functions have not changed. Though few of the arguments are ever really used by 
many NLMs as they start up, we’ll discuss them in detail here. (It might be helpful 
to refer to the preceding prototype for Start as you go through the explanation of 
the arguments.)

• loaddefinitionstructure. The load-definition structure is an internal NetWare 
structure maintained by the Loader discretely for each NLM. It contains 
myriad essential pieces of information such as the name and type of the NLM, 
what address space it is in, where its code and data are in memory, and so on. 
As an internal structure, it must never be accessed even for read operations as 
its definition must be free to change. In general, you examine this structure in 
the NetWare System Debugger using the .m command.

• errorscreen.  If an NLM were to write out any messages about problems it 
encounters loading up, this would be the screen to do it on. One way to do this 
would be:

OutputToScreen(errorscreen, “NLM start-up error: %d\n”, err);

OutputToScreen is prototyped in LibC’s screen.h. This is almost always the 
System Console screen prior to NetWare 6 when the active system console 
screen became the Console Logger. errorscreen is usually the same handle you 
get by calling LibC’s getconsolehandle. In NetWare 6 it is no longer possible 
to write to the System Console screen, but only to the Logger.

• commandline.  This is exactly what the NLM was loaded with and remains 
constant throughout the NLM’s existence in memory. It is a mere string, as 
opposed to an argument list such as main’s argv, which is manufactured by 
CLib or LibC on behalf of the starting NLM.

• directorypath.  This is the path to the directory containing the NLM that is 
being loaded. In an NLM linked with LibC’s prelude, which we will be 
discussing later, this is used to set up the initial current working directory. For 
CLib NLMs, this is ignored and the first current working directory is sys:. 
You can get this live in an NLM by calling LibC’s getnlmloadpath.
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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• uninitializeddatalength.  Uninitialized data is that data which is static (or 
global) to your NLM, but the starting value of which you do not explicitly 
specify to the compiler. This specifies its length. Unfortunately, without 
internal knowledge of the load-definition structure, you cannot discover the 
offset (address) of where this data starts if you want to zero it out. However, 
all environments (CodeWarrior, Watcom, and so on) have documented global 
variable(s) to deal with this situation. In addition, some linkers (such as later 
versions of Watcom’s wlink.exe) zero out the data by default; others have a 
switch to cause it to be zeroed out (CodeWarrior’s mwldnlm.exe uses 
-zerobss). If you link LibC’s libcpre.o, this is done for you anyway (but not 
for re-entrant NLMs, as their uninitialized data may already have become the 
object of assigned values that should not be changed). This field is rarely used 
by any NLM start-up code.

• nlmfilehandle.  This is the NetWare OS’s file handle on which the NLM 
binary is open. It’s what is passed to the read function if that argument is ever 
used. This handle is not compatible with the descriptor argument to LibC’s or 
CLib’s POSIX functions like read, fcntl, and so on. Neither is it a stream such 
as would be passed to fread or fseek.

• readfunction.  This is the function that the Loader suggests an NLM should 
use to read any data directly out of its binary. CLib and LibC use this 
function, along with the nlmfilehandle, to read NLM information such as the 
description, stack size, thread name, screen name, and other information 
placed in the NLM at link time so that it can respect these parameters in 
creating the NLM. For example, both libraries create for the consuming NLM 
a screen with the name it was linked with. So the following link commands 
determine the name of the screen as it will appear at the console when the Alt 
key is held down, and in the screen list:

SCREENAME “MyNLM” [Metrowerks CodeWarrior Linker]
OPTION SCREENAME ‘MyNLM’ [Watcom Linker]

• customdataoffset and customdatasize.  These are mostly unused and will not 
be discussed here. Custom data of any sort can be placed inside an NLM 
binary for consumption by the NLM itself or anything else in any way it 
wants. For example, some NWSNUT-based NLMs (the C-Worthy interface 
MONITOR.NLM uses) put interface information such as strings in here.

• messagecount and messages.  These will not be discussed because NLMs 
typically get their messages by calling ReturnMessageInformation, a 
NetWare Loader call, rather than through these arguments. CLib returns this 
information using LoadLanguageMessageTable and LibC via the uname 
interface.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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With this information, you can now write basic NLM start-up code that will run 
on any version of NetWare. As an example, we’ll use a simplified version of 
LibC’s start-up code in an effort to be realistic and give an idea of just what sorts 
of things are accomplished at start-up. This is not the advised way of doing 
start-up. The point behind this code isn’t to educate you as to exactly what LibC 
does, but familiarize you with the sorts of things that are done at start-up. Feel free 
to review this code before going on with the next topic.

LibC Start-up Code

int _LibCStart
(

T_LoadDefStruct *NLMHandle,
T_ScreenStruct *screenID,
const char *cmdLineP

)
{

int loadedProtected, *debugLibraryP;
char *p, locale[MAX_LOCNAME_LEN];
void **preferredModule;

// clear our zero-initialized data (how we do it in CodeWarrior)...
memset(&__NLM_BSS_Start, 0, &__NLM_BSS_End - &__NLM_BSS_Start);

loadedProtected = FALSE;

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** The result of this function governs how LibC and CLib do their
** initializations and perform many other functions! Global SyntheticVersion
** is exported for use by both libraries.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

CalculateSyntheticVersion(NLMHandle);

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Check for flags on command line (for now, only one switch):
**
** Load LibC.NLM -d --create debug screen for tracing
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

for (p = (char *) cmdLineP; *p; p++)
{

if (*p == '-')
{

char curr, next;

curr = *++p;

switch (curr)
{

case 'd' : // create a debug screen and turn on debugging...
next = *(p+1);
if (next == ' ' || next == '\0')

debug = TRUE;
break;

default :
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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break;
}

}
}

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Hop into the NetWare System Debugger if the symbol is defined and set.
** Also, if available, set the preferred module handle to LibC so that we see
** LibC symbols in the debugger by default rather than CLib's or someone
** else's.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

debugLibraryP = ImportPublicObject(NLMHandle, “DebugLibrary”);
preferredModule = ImportPublicObject(NLMHandle, “preferredModule”);

if (debugLibraryP && *debugLibraryP)
EnterDebugger();

if (preferredModule)
*preferredModule = NLMHandle;

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Gather up some NetWare OS interfaces that aren't the same from version to
** version.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

InitOSInterfaces(NLMHandle);

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Load message strings in appropriate language. This function calls Return-
** MessageInformation, but upon failure, gives us a pointer to all our strings
** in English by default. These defaults are embedded inside us. In theory,
** this cannot fail.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

if (LoadMessages(NLMHandle, screenID))
return -1;

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Initialize the library's global data structure so it can be filled in not
** only here, but by more initializations all along this function.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

memset(&LibCGlobals, 0, sizeof(LibCGlobals_t));

LibCGlobals.signature = ‘LibC’;
LibCGlobals.handle = NLMHandle;
LibCGlobals.console = screenID;
LibCGlobals.CleanupLibCResources = CleanupLibCResources;

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Now do some version-specific initializations. Set flags describing the
** platform underneath us. This used to be more important when we spanned
** more than NetWare 5 and 6 because MP, VM and protected memory were absent.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

if (InitMPKInterfaces(NLMHandle))
{

OutputToScreen(screenID, MPK_KERNEL_ERR);
return -1;
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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}

LibCGlobals.flags |= kRunningMoab;
LibCGlobals.flags |= kMultiprocessing;
LibCGlobals.flags |= kVirtualMemory;
LibCGlobals.flags |= kProtectedMemory;

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Determine whether we're loading in a protected address space (ring 3) or in
** the kernel (ring 0). This will make a difference for whether we marshal
** interfaces or not. We are our own ring 0 nub in support of instances of us
** loaded in ring 3.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

if (loadedProtected=nxIsLoadedProtected())
{

LibCGlobals.flags |= kLoadedProtected;
loadedProtected = TRUE;

}

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** These resource tag allocations must be done before we can perform our init-
** ializations, especially allocation of any memory. There are other resource
** tag allocations, e.g., for our marshalling code.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

LibCGlobals.allocRTag = (rtag_t) AllocateResourceTag(NLMHandle,
"Private Memory Allocations", AllocSignature);

if (!LibCGlobals.allocRTag)
{

OutputToScreen(screenID, ALLOCRTAG_ERR);
return -1;

}

if (debug)
{

LibCGlobals.scrRTag = (rtag_t) AllocateResourceTag(NLMHandle,
"LibC Debugger Screen", ScreenSignature);

if (!scrRTag)
{

OutputToScreen(screenID, SCRRTAG_WARN);
goto NoScreenRTag;

}

OpenScreen("LibC Debug Trace", LibCGlobals.scrRTag,
(void **) &LibCGlobals.debugScr);

NoScreenRTag :
;

}

LibCGlobals.workRTag = (rtag_t) AllocateResourceTag(NLMHandle,
"Work", WorkCallBackSignature);

if (!LibCGlobals.workRTag)
{

OutputToScreen(screenID, WORKRTAG_ERR);
return -1;

}

LibCGlobals.eventRTag = (rtag_t) AllocateResourceTag(NLMHandle,
"Private Events", EventSignature);

if (!LibCGlobals.eventRTag)
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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{
OutputToScreen(screenID, EVENTRTAG_ERR);
return -1;

}

// when available, NetWare Remote Management Portal is supported...
if (!loadedProtected && !InitPortalInterfaces(NLMHandle))

LibCGlobals.flags |= kHTTPStackUsed;

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Interface initializations must be done by here in order that the stubs may
** be set up to lower the cost of calling external interfaces through function
** pointers. Once these are implemented, they can be used. Nota bene: These
** may not consume LFS or NSS interfaces as those aren't even present when we
** make up the stubs as the system volume won’t be mounted at this point when
** we load on NetWare 6. (On NetWare 5, the system volume usually has been
** mounted by the time we load.)
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

if (ImplementStubCalls(NLMHandle, loadedProtected))
{

// our ring 0 nub not loaded! This is basically impossible, but...
OutputToScreen(screenID, RING3_LOAD_ERR);
return -1;

}

InitializeDebugger();

if (!(LibCGlobals.flags & kLoadedProtected))
InitRing0Globals(NLMHandle);

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Link this address space and LibC globals into the list.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

LibCGlobals.addrSpaceEntry = _create_address_space_entry(&LibCGlobals);

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Register to find out as soon as the system volume loads. There are things
** we need to do then including import legacy (traditional) file system
** interfaces and create LibC's own file and directory I/O context.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

LibCGlobals.sysVolMountID = RegisterForEventNotification(
LibCGlobals.eventRTag,
EVENT_VOL_SYS_MOUNT, EVENT_PRIORITY_OS,
(void *) NULL, ReportSysVolMount, NLMHandle);

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Bring in the NetWare legacy file system functions. If these aren't present,
** we're being loaded before the system volume mounts and will need to set up
** on the system volume-mount call-back when the functions become available.
**
** Now, on NetWare v5.1, the system volume is probably already mounted. We can
** determine this on the basis of the legacy file system interfaces being
** present, which they will be if the volume has already mounted. We'll just
** call the report function to do the work and unregister for the event
** notification as if we had been notified. Though present in NetWare 5, NSS
** doesn’t provide an API set--we just call it through the legacy file system.
**
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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** In ring 3 this will have been futile since the system volume would
** obviously be up already, but it's well behaved for both NetWare 5 and 6 and
** we just clear the registration.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

if (InitLFSInterfaces(NLMHandle))
return -1;

ReportSysVolMount((void *) NULL, NLMHandle);

InitNSSInterfaces();
InitClusterInterfaces();

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** If on NetWare 5 or later OS and loaded in ring 0 (kernel), set up the
** marshalling layer and also export explicitly those functions that only work
** from ring 0 and aren't implicitly exported via link statement.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

if (!loadedProtected)
MarshalAndExportInterfaces(NLMHandle);

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Now perform trivial initializations and allocations for library components.
** Failure of these should be harmless, denying functionality rather leading
** to catastrophe.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

EstablishPageSize();

LibCGlobals.minorTicksPerSec = _minor_ticks_per_second();

_get_load_handle(RunningProcess, &LibCGlobals.system_handle);

InitReqFunc();
InitializeStandardConsoles();
InitWinSockInterfaces();
InitBSDInterfaces();

if (InitUniLibGlobals(NLMHandle)) // no table files in...
{ // ...C:\NWSERVER\NLS?

OutputToScreen(screenID, UNITAB_INIT_ERR);
return -1;

}

if (InitEnvironmentVariables(NLMHandle)) // mandatory
{

OutputToScreen(screenID, ENVVAR_INIT_ERR);
return -1;

}

AllocateLibCGlobalLocks();
AllocateFloatingStringLock();
AllocateTZSetLock();
SetTZDefaults();
InitMathConstants();

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Register for notification of change of locale. We will empty our double-
** byte character table, our upper-case table and our collation table all
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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** based on the local code page. Then we will reload these plus re-derive the
** lower-case table. We will also change the language of our messages (to the
** extent that any of our messages are actually translated or otherwise
** localized).
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

InitHostLocale(NLMHandle);

gHostLocaleChangeID = RegisterForEventNotification(LibCGlobals.eventRTag,
EVENT_LOCALE_FILE_CHANGED,
EVENT_PRIORITY_OS, (void *) NULL,
(void (*)(void*,void*)) LoadHostLocale,
NLMHandle);

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Register to clean up resources at certain points.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

if (!(LibCGlobals.flags & kLoadedProtected))
{

LibCGlobals.cleanupEventID = RegisterForEventNotification(
LibCGlobals.eventRTag,
EVENT_MODULE_UNLOAD_POST_EXIT_ROUTINE

|EVENT_CONSUMER_MT_SAFE,
EVENT_PRIORITY_APPLICATION, NULL,
(void (*)(void*,void*)) CleanupLibCResources, NLMHandle);

if( !LibCGlobals.cleanupEventID )
{

// NetWare 5 does not implement EVENT_CONSUMER_MT_SAFE correctly
LibCGlobals.cleanupEventID = RegisterForEventNotification(

LibCGlobals.eventRTag,
EVENT_MODULE_UNLOAD_POST_EXIT_ROUTINE,
EVENT_PRIORITY_APPLICATION, NULL,
(void (*)(void*,void*)) CleanupLibCResources, NLMHandle);

}
}

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Initialize offsets used for swapping context in NXThreadSwapContext. This
** is good for everybody using this and the offsets can be calculated ahead of
** time. Also, we can do some work ahead of time for clients that are going to
** wrapper functions they export with code thunks that will ensure correct
** resource attribution.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/

gOffsetOf_ctx_mctx = offsetof(ctx_t, ctx_mctx);
gOffsetOf_ctx_current = offsetof(ctx_t, ctx_current);
gOffsetOf_ctx_lock = offsetof(ctx_t, ctx_lock);
gOffsetOf_ctx_stackInfo = offsetof(ctx_t, ctx_stackInfo);
gOffsetOf_thr_stackInfo = offsetof(thr_t, thr_stackInfo);
gOffsetOf_thr_ctx = offsetof(thr_t, ctx);

InitThunkOffsets();

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------
** Set up the library's notion of what the host locale is. Each client started
** up (each that has a main) will be endowed with the C locale per ANSI.
**----------------------------------------------------------------------------
*/
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derivelocale(NULL, NULL, locale);

if (strcmp(locale, "C") || ReadLocale(locale, &g_default_locale))
g_default_locale = g_C_locale;

return 0;
}

Specifying Code Entry Points to the Linker

The start-up function is specified to the linker thus (we’re still using the code from 
LibC listed above as our example):

START _LibCStart [Metrowerks CodeWarrior Linker]
OPTION START _LibCStart [Watcom Linker]

It will come as no surprise that shut-down (or exit) basically reverses all that 
start-up does. Consequently, I am not offering LibC’s shut-down sequence. It is 
important on NetWare to deallocate almost all resources before shutting down; 
otherwise, the NLM either crashes (is unloaded without freeing all its semphores), 
is subject to a hand-slapping or console “nastygram” about unfreed resources 
(such as memory), or places a permanent drain on kernel resources. This is 
because NetWare does not have a formal process model. Unloading an NLM is 
really a dynamic detach of a kernel extension. It is not simply a matter of tossing a 
process’ pages in the trash as some other operating systems do.

The exit function is specified to the linker thus:

EXIT _LibCExit [Metrowerks CodeWarrior Linker]
OPTION EXIT _LibCExit [Watcom Linker]

The final member of our NetWare start-up/shut-down troika is the check-unload 
function. Although most NLMs don’t have one, it is fairly common nevertheless. 
The Loader calls the check-unload function whenever it is asked to unload an 
NLM. By providing this function, the NLM is basically saying, “I probably know 
better than the one trying to unload me whether it is wise to do so or not.” 
Obviously, this could lead to a sort of program arrogance and the pitfalls are to be 
avoided: an NLM must be able to be taken down with only a small number of 
reasonable expectations. 

The check-unload function is specified to the linker thus:

CHECK CheckUnload [Metrowerks CodeWarrior Linker]
OPTION CHECK CheckUnload [Watcom Linker]
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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The check-unload function needs merely return 0 if it is okay to unload the NLM. 
Returning anything else is a signal to the Loader that there would be danger in 
unloading presently. The Loader issues a warning to the console to this effect; it is 
not usually necessary for the NLM check-unload function to do this. Neither CLib 
nor LibC have a check-unload procedure, for example. Note that since NetWare 5, 
it has been virtually impossible to get CLib down and leave something meaningful 
executing on the server. With LibC, it is completely impossible. So there is no 
reason for these libraries to be particularly cautious about going down themselves 
since it can only happen at server shutdown.

Here are some peculiarities of the check-unload function:

• The function should execute without blocking. Operations that block include 
allocating memory with AllocSleepOK, malloc (try Alloc), acquiring a mutex 
and opening files or performing other I/O on them.

• The function must not call any complex CLib functions because it does not 
have context to do so even if the NLM is a so-called CLib NLM. Functions 
such as strcpy and memset are obviously alright because they operate on data 
passed in. Complex functions tend to block anyway.

• LibC functions may be called if the check-unload function is a LibC NLM. 
However, care must be taken not to block; this still rules out many library 
functions and knowing which ones block and which do not is not always 
completely obvious.

• Messages from a check-unload function can be printed to the NetWare 
Console (Logger) screen using OutputToScreen or consoleprintf. CLib’s 
ConsolePrintf is also consumable.

• Check-unload functions do not work properly with a code offset of zero. The 
start and exist function offsets in the NLM format can be at offset 0, but since 
the check-unload function is optional, having it at offset zero is ambiguous 
with not having one at all. To avoid this problem, don’t code this function at 
the top of the source compiled into the first object to be linked. If you are like 
most, your short NLM with few files will find your main coded in the first file 
specified to the linker and it will be somewhat natural to put your 
check-unload at the top of that file. Don’t do this.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Below is a table that illustrates different types of code in NLMs and what sort of 
start-up entry points are most likely.

CLib Start-up Code

In this section, I’m not talking about CLib’s own start-up code, but rather the code 
it creates for an application to consume by linking prelude.obj (or nwpre.obj). The 
point I was going to make about using Clib is that using it takes the problem of 
writing start-up code out of the developer’s hands.

There are two reasons for doing this. The first is that it makes the CLib 
programming environment more like programming on other platforms such as 
UNIX and Windows NT where you don’t do this for yourself. The second, more 
important, reason is that CLib is in a sense an “operating kernel” running on 
NetWare and so it needs to provide all of this to its consumers who want to behave 
just as applications do on other operating systems. CLib needs to carefully create 
a complex web of data structures that endow an application with all it expects 
from an environment with a standard C library. When Clib was created back in 
1989, calling it was not something that could be done lightly. Standard C 
functions require data instancing to work, and the NetWare kernel provided no 
solution for this.

Type of Code Start Exit Check

Application main atexit-registered functions 
and the like

any or _NonAppCheckUnload 
if guaranteed context 
wanted

Library DllMain DllMain _NonAppCheckUnload

Driver (disk, LAN, etc.) _NonAppStart _NonAppStop _NonAppCheckUnload

Other (protocol stack, 
namespace, etc.)

_NonAppStart _NonAppStop _NonAppCheckUnload
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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LibC Start-up Code and Data Instancing

LibC is the same in that it can provide everything an application needs in the way 
of instance data to run and consume a standard C library. Let’s talk for a while 
about the data instancing both LibC and CLib do for the consuming application.

First, let’s imagine an application calling read. This POSIX function takes a file 
descriptor as its first argument. The descriptor came from open, but how is the 
value of that simple, numeric descriptor chosen? Each NLM, just like each UNIX 
process, has its own descriptor table. Each and every NLM gets descriptor values 
0, 1 and 2 wired up to indicate standard input, -output and -error. Therefore, there 
has to be something NLM-specific about descriptors if the 1 in every NLM that 
has one indicates a different screen than every other.

Each NLM receives a descriptor table that is unique and that is maintained for it 
by the library (whether CLib or LibC). The descriptor table is part of its NLM or 
application-specific instance data, or basically what we call its global variables. 
Other pieces of global data include the current working directory, its current 
locale, the signals it has registered to handle, one or more functions to be called 
upon exit, and so on. Add to that list a myriad of things that the library puts in that 
aren’t even part of standard C, such as a pointer to the translation table to help get 
from the local code page to Unicode or UTF-8, or a pointer to an error handler to 
be called when math functions fail so that the application can handle such errors in 
its private way. There are many other obscure pieces and types of data maintained 
thus, just for the library’s convenience.

Thread data is instanced as well. The most obvious is probably the “global” 
variable errno that is maintained separately for each thread. Others include (but 
are not limited to because there are yet many more):

• Where the call to strtok left off (the third argument to strtok_r).

• Ibid for unitok.

• The current random seed and value in use for srand.

• The results of the last calls to localtime, gmtime, and asctime.

• A semaphore for use in implementing delay.

• The last error to occur in dlfcn.h interfaces.

• h_errno. as set by the likes of gethostbyaddr, gethostbyname, etc.

• Storage for the last time tmpnam was called with none offered by the caller.

The standard C interfaces as documented by ISO/IEC 9899:1999 (ANSI) expect 
this sort of behavior. POSIX does not back each contextual case with reentrant 
interfaces, such as strtok_r, that would remove the problem.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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While the details of start-up code executed on behalf of the library consumer are 
very complicated, it might be useful to reduce them to a simple set of steps. This is 
done in the code listing below with LibC’s prelude code—the code LibC executes 
on behalf of NLMs that let it start them up. This comes with a disclaimer: this is 
not all the code there is, nor is it to be used to write start-up code for a LibC 
application. Despite this, LibC overcomes the problem that CLib created of 
disallowing an NLM’s own start-up code.

Start-up Code by LibC on Behalf of Other NLMs

/*
** This is the NLM information structure that contains prelude version and
** flavor, the width of long doubles and wchars as well as some other stuff.
** Its principal use is to help identify when the NLM was linked which may
** determine some behavior in the library. For example, DllMain only became
** an option in Consolidated Service Pack 8 (NetWare 6 SP2, NetWare 5 SP5).
*/
NLMInfo kLibCNLMInfo =
{

NLM_INFO_SIGNATURE, // signature
LIBC_FLAVOR, // flavor
LATEST_VERSION, // version
sizeof(long double), // sizeof_long_double
sizeof(wchar_t), // sizeof_char
0, // argc
NULL, // argv
NULL, // env
FALSE, // callMain
FALSE, // callStart
FALSE, // callStop
FALSE, // callCheck
NULL, // vm
FALSE // callDllMain (new for Nakoma or just before)

};

/*
** This is the reentrant flag. The first time loaded, it will be normal. It is
** set to true immediately and thereafter remains true even though an NLM,
** when linked with the REENTRANT flag, may be reinitialized over and over
** again. This flag is checked to avoid re-zeroing out the uninitialized data
** some of which may have been usefully initialized by the second load.
*/
#define TYPE_NORMAL 1 // just an application
#define TYPE_REENTRANT 2 // means don't reinitialize stuff...
#define TYPE_MULTILOAD 3 // (actually undetectable at this point)

static int sNLMType = TYPE_NORMAL;
static void *sNLMHandle = (void *) NULL;// save load-definition structure...
static void *sDllHandle = (void *) NULL;// for DllMain() operation...

int _cstart_( void )
{

return (*main)(kLibCNLMInfo.argc, kLibCNLMInfo.argv, kLibCNLMInfo.env);
}

int _LibCPrelude
(

void *NLMHandle,
void *errorScreen,
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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const char *commandLine,
const char *loadDirectoryPath,
size_t uninitializedDataLength,
void *NLMFileHandle,
int (*readRoutineP)(),
size_t customDataOffset,
size_t customDataSize,
size_t messageCount,
const char **messages

)
{

int err;
T_SaveData saveCtx;

err = 0;
sNLMHandle = NLMHandle;

if (sNLMType == TYPE_NORMAL)
{

#if defined(__MWERKS__)
extern unsigned char __NLM_BSS_Start, __NLM_BSS_End;

(void) memset(&__NLM_BSS_Start, 0, &__NLM_BSS_End - &__NLM_BSS_Start);
#elif defined(__WATCOMC__) || defined(__GNUC__)

extern unsigned char _edata, _end;

memset(&_edata, 0, &_end - &_edata);
#else

;
#endif

// Tool Maker Specification (Addendum) start-up initialization hook...
if ((err = __init_environment(NULL)))

return err;

sNLMType = TYPE_REENTRANT; // (in case OS Loader sends us through
again)

}

// some environments insist on "(CLIB_OPT)" for redirection which isn't LibC
Delete_CLIB_OPT_FromCommandLine((char *) commandLine);

// if pre-start fails we are finished, this NLM will not load...
if (LibCPreStart(NLMHandle, errorScreen, main, _NonAppStart, _NonAppStop,

_NonAppCheckUnload, &kLibCNLMInfo, &saveCtx,
DllMain))

{
return -1;

}

// this happens if the caller codes its own start-up code (a driver)...
if (kLibCNLMInfo.callStart)
{

err = _NonAppStart(NLMHandle, errorScreen, commandLine,
loadDirectoryPath, uninitializedDataLength, NLMFileHandle,
readRoutineP, customDataOffset, customDataSize,
messageCount, messages);

}

// this happens if the caller has linked a DllMain() (a library)...
if (kLibCNLMInfo.callDllMain)
{

sDllHandle = (void *) register_library(NULL);
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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err = (!DllMain(sDllHandle, DLL_PROCESS_ATTACH, NLMHandle));
}

// this happens if the caller has linked a main() (most applications)...
if (kLibCNLMInfo.callMain)
{

err = StartNLMInNKS(NLMHandle, errorScreen, commandLine,
loadDirectoryPath, uninitializedDataLength, NLMFileHandle,
readRoutineP, customDataOffset, customDataSize,
&kLibCNLMInfo, _cstart_);

}

// pass error for clean-up in case of non-start...
LibCPostStart(&kLibCNLMInfo, &saveCtx, err);

return err;
}

void _LibCPostlude( void )
{

void *saveVM;

(void) TerminateNLMFromNKS((void *) kLibCNLMInfo.vm);

if (kLibCNLMInfo.callDllMain)
{

(void) DllMain(sDllHandle, DLL_PROCESS_DETACH, sNLMHandle);
(void) unregister_library((int) sDllHandle);

}

if (kLibCNLMInfo.callStop)
{

saveVM = _set_vm_context(kLibCNLMInfo.vm);
_NonAppStop();
(void) _set_vm_context(saveVM);

}

// Tool Maker Specification (Addendum) shut-down initialization hook...
(void) __deinit_environment(NULL);

}

int _LibCCheckUnload( void )
{

int err = 0;
void *saveVM;

if (kLibCNLMInfo.callCheck)
{

saveVM = _set_vm_context(kLibCNLMInfo.vm);
err = _NonAppCheckUnload();

(void) _set_vm_context(saveVM);
}

return err;
}
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Writing Start-up Code in the 21st Century

With NetWare 6, it became possible for NLMs to have their own start-up code in 
place of or in addition to coding main, which was all CLib-based NLMs could do. 
This was done to open LibC to writing drivers and other low-level code like 
protocol stacks and libraries. Previously, driver writers were afraid to consume 
interfaces from CLib, even simple ones like memcpy, for two reasons:

• CLib wasn’t usually available as early in the load process as it would need to 
be to support drivers.

• Code might be brought in from CLib that would cause a server Abend for lack 
of context. 

Because of the first problem, drivers simply didn’t link with CLib’s prelude 
object. Another reason for this, in addition to the second problem, was a 
perception (not altogether erroneous) that CLib brought with it 
performance-crushing baggage that drivers preferred not to risk enduring.

With the advent of LibC, this all changed. For one thing, LibC loads before almost 
any other NLMs that aren’t also linked into the server itself. For another, LibC 
creates, maintains, and disposes of context (another name for the underlying 
structures of data instancing) in a much lighter way than Clib did. These 
lower-level services can now link with libcpre.o and still write their own start-up 
code, even though varying amounts of LibC’s will run as well. In this way, they 
have full access to LibC’s complex interfaces (such as printf or fopen) if they want 
them. Of course, just because LibC is there doesn’t mean all functionality will be 
available immediately. For example, if no NetWare volumes have been mounted 
yet, it will not be possible to perform file I/O.

In the second code listing above, the bold-faced functions are those that a 
developer would code if desired. If the NLM is to be an application, perhaps only 
main will be coded just as for a CLib NLM. If the NLM is to be a driver, perhaps 
only _NonAppStart, _NonAppStop and, optionally, _NonAppCheckUnload. No 
main need be coded.

If the NLM is to be a library, perhaps DllMain, just as for Windows NT, will be 
the only of all these functions to be coded. Writing libraries is a topic for a 
separate article, so I will not go into it here. DllMain handles start-up and 
shut-down for the library itself as well as process-attach, process-detach, and 
thread-detach for its “clients.” Thread-attach is handled manually because help for 
accomplishing this is absent from NetWare kernels.
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Because I’m not going to get into library technology, I’ll just mention the simple 
fact that _NonAppStart is written identically in every way to any start-up code that 
might ever have been written by an NLM anytime between NetWare 3 and 
NetWare 6. The only constraint is that the start-up, shut-down, and check-unload 
functions receive the names, _NonAppStart, _NonAppStop, and 
_NonAppCheckUnload. Everything else can be done identically to how it was 
done before, which makes it very easy to move such code to LibC, presumably in 
search of modern synchronization and threading primitives unavailable before. 
This imposition is made because LibC has no other way of knowing the name of 
the start-up code.

The Cost of CLib or LibC Start-up Code

Some mention of the cost of all this “extra help” from CLib or LibC has been 
made. The point need not be belabored, but LibC only allocates resources for an 
NLM incrementally as needed. Callers to LibC do not need context in order to 
function, reversing the situation in CLib. In the worst case, only a few thousand 
bytes are incurred by consumers of LibC. LibC consumers that don’t have a main 
consume less than those that do need a main.

Coding the Application main

The most common type of NLM codes main. Such an NLM is referred to as an 
application. Nevertheless, many have written libraries that code a main in which 
the active thread is used to accomplish library data-structure initialization before 
being parked either on a semaphore or by calling

ExitThread(TSR_THREAD, status);

While this was overkill, it did permit the library itself to be coded to CLib and to 
consume well-known functions such as malloc for memory allocation. To do it in 
a lighter way (without CLib), less well-known functions such as AllocSleepOK 
had to be used. LibC eliminates the gulf between itself and non-applications like 
libraries and drivers by making it always possible to code to malloc except under 
specific circumstances (again, a topic for a separate discussion).

So, what does it really mean to code main? Whether any of the other possible 
NLM entry points is present or not, this means that the NLM will:

• Have an initial thread that runs until it terminates. Once this thread runs off 
the last right brace of main, the NLM will be terminated. To avoid terminating 
in this manner, link the NLM with the TSR flag. Other threads created and run 
to termination in the NLM will not bring it down; the initial thread is special 
in this way.

• Get called with arguments parsed.
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• Get standard consoles (input-, output- and error) set up, including any 
redirection that might have been specified on the command line such as 
wiring standard output to a file instead of a screen by default.

• Get environment variables set up.

• Have many other full environment capabilities.

Not having a main is essentially programming a lite NLM. It’s what drivers, 
protocol stacks and libraries do.

Conclusion

The purpose of this AppNote has been to discuss the history of start-up/shut-down 
code in NLMs, discuss the effect of using the standard programming environment 
(CLib and now LibC) on this code, and to urge all developers strongly to consider 
linking LibC’s libcpre.o. This takes nothing away from their ability to code their 
own start-up and shut-down sequences; in fact, it adds greater clarity and freedom 
in doing it.

Copyright © 2002 by Novell, Inc. All rights reserved. 
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ConsoleOne: Organizing 
Objects into Containers

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes Magazine

Continuing with our discussion about how to use 
ConsoleOne, this month we will look at how to effec-
tively organize objects into containers. Once you have 
an eDirectory tree, you can make it more organized by 
creating various types of containers and placing objects 
inside them.

Note: Objects in a container are automatically security 
equivalent to the container, so make sure you manage 
the container’s rights accordingly.

ConsoleOne gives you the flexibility to access a single 
object from multiple containers. This is referred to as 
“aliasing” the object. The remainder of this column 
provides examples on how to create common container 
types and aliases.

Creating an Organization Object
The steps to create an Organization (O) object are as 
follows:

1. Right-click the tree, county, locality, or domain 
object that you want to create the organization 
object in. In my case, I selected DNU_TREE. 
Click New, followed by the Object Class you 
want to create. The New Object window is now 
displayed, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: ConsoleOne’s New Object Window.

2. In the Class window, select Organization. Then 
click OK.

3. In the New Organization window, enter a name up 
to 64 characters long in the Name entry box. For 
my example, the Organization name is 
ACME_CORP (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: New Organization window.

Note: Make sure you follow the proper naming conven-
tions for eDirectory. For more information, see your 
eDirectory documentation or see the online version at
http://documentation.novell.com.

4. If you want to assign additional property values as 
part of the creation process for the container, 
select Define Additional Properties as seen in 
Figure 2. For example, you might want to create a 
login script or set up intruder detection for the 
container. The option Create another 
Organizational Unit allows you to create another 
Organizational Unit in the same context without 
starting this creation process all over again.

5. Click OK to create the container.

Creating an Organizational Unit Object
Organizational Unit (OU) objects are typically used for 
departments in a company, whereas the Organization 
object generally denotes the name of the company 
itself. To create an Organizational Unit:

1. Right-click the Organization, Organizational Unit, 
Locality, or Domain object in which you want to 
create the new Organizational Unit object. (In my 
case, I have selected the ACME_CORP 
Organization container that I just created.) Click 
New and then Object, followed by the 
Organizational Unit entry that is found in the 
Class window (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3: The Class Type Selection Window.

2. In the Name entry of the New Organizational Unit 
window, enter a name up to 64 characters long. In 
my case, I used Engineering.

Note: Again, be sure to follow the proper naming 
conventions for eDirectory.

3. If you want to assign additional property values as 
part of the creation process for the container, 
select the Define Additional Properties box. For 
example, you might want to create a login script 
or set up intruder detection for the container. 
Clicking the Create Another Organizational Unit 
box allows you to create another Organizational 
Unit in the same context without starting this 
process all over again.

4. Click OK to create the container.

Creating a Locality Object
The Locality container usually denotes the location of 
a specific company division. For example, for 
ACME_CORP’s Engineering department, there may 
be a site in Georgia and one in California. To create a 
Locality container:

1. Right-click on the Country, Locality, Domain, 
Organization, or Organizational Unit object in 
which you want to create the Locality object. In 
my example, I clicked on the Engineering 
Organizational Unit. Click New followed by 
Object.

2. In the Class screen, select Locality. Then click 
OK.

3. Once selected, fill in the Name and the Named By 
fields that you see in the New Locality window 
(see Figure 4). The Name field can be up to 128 
characters long. It will become part of the 
Distinguished Name of all objects that you place 
in the container.

The Named By field specifies whether the name 
corresponds to a general locality or to a specific 
state or province. If you select Locality, the object 
must be referred to by L=name in typeful name 
specifications. If you select State or Province, the 
object must be referred to by S=name in the type-
ful name specifications. Otherwise, you selection 
makes no difference.

There are two optional checkboxes that you may 
want to consider:

 • The Define Additional Properties checkbox 
allows you to assign additional property values 
as part of the creation process for this locality. 
For example, you might want to provide a 
more descriptive name for the locality.

 • The Create Another Locality box allows you to 
create another locality in this immediate 
container as soon as you are done creating this 
one. (In my case, I choose Georgia as one state 
for ACME_CORP’s Engineering group. I also 
selected State or Province, since Georgia is a 
state.)

Figure 4: Creating the New Locality.

4. Click OK to create the container.

Creating a Country Object
Follow these steps to create a Country object:

1. Right-click a Tree or Domain object. Click New 
followed by Object.

2. Under the Class screen in the New Object 
window, select Country. Click OK.

3. You will see the New Country dialog box, as 
shown in Figure 5. In the Name entry, enter an 
ISO country code. (Click the Help button to see a 
built-in list of country codes.) In my case, I 
selected US as the country.

The country code will become a part of the distin-
guished name of all of the objects that you place in 
the new container.

Check the Define Additional Properties box to 
assign additional property values as part of the 
creation process for this object. For example, you 
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When you rename a
container, you have the
option of creating an
alias in the former con-
tainer’s place that
points to the new name. 
might want a to provide a more descriptive name 
for this country. Check the Create Another Coun-
try box if you want to make another country object 
as soon as you are finished creating this one.

Figure 5: Selecting a New Country.

4. Click OK to create the object.

Creating an Alias to an Object
You can create an Alias object that points to another 
object in the eDirectory tree. Alias objects are most 
commonly used to give users a local name for an object 
that lies outside their normal working container.

When you rename a container, you have the option of 
creating an alias in the former container’s place that 
points to the new name. By doing this, workstations 
and login script commands that reference objects in the 
container can still access the objects without having the 
container name updated.

An Alias object represents another object, which can 
be a Container object, a User object, or any other 
object in the tree. An Alias object does not carry 
trustee rights of its own. Any trustee authority you 
grant to the Alias object applies to the object it repre-
sents. The Alias can be a target of a trustee assignment, 
though.

Create an Alias object to make name resolution easier. 
Since object naming is simplest for objects in the 
current context, you should create Alias objects there 
that point to any resources outside the current context. 
Follow these steps to create an Alias object:

1. Right-click the container in which you want to 
create the Alias object. In my case, I selected the 
ACME_CORP container. Click New followed by 
Object.

2. Under Class screen in the New Object window, 
select Alias. Then click OK. This brings up the 
New Alias window (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: The New Alias window.

3. Enter a name in the Name field for the new Alias 
object. For example, I used SalesVolumeAlias. 
The name can be up to 64 characters long and 
should follow eDirectory object naming 
conventions.

4. The Object field specifies the object that this Alias 
represents. Enter a distinguished name, or click 
the browse button next to the field to navigate to 
the object you want the Alias to represent. (In my 
case I have selected Horace in VerySmall- 
Company) See Figure 7. The object name is stored 
in the Aliased Object Name property of the new 
alias.

Figure 7: Selecting an object to alias.

5. Check the Define Additional Properties box if you 
want to assign additional property values as part 
of the creation process for this alias. For example, 
you might want to assign trustees of the alias. 
Check the Create Another Alias box if you want to 
create another alias in this container as soon as 
you are finished creating this one.

6. Click OK to create the Alias. Users can use the 
Alias as though it were the actual object that it 
represents.

Conclusion
This month we have discussed how to create and 
manage container objects in ConsoleOne. ConsoleOne 
makes these type of operations simple and straight- 
forward. Next month, we’ll continue our discussion of 
ConsoleOne.
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eDirectory Process Requests

Kevin Burnett
Senior Research Engineer
Novell AppNotes Magazine

Novell eDirectory is a very easy-to-use Directory plus 
database. However, the inner-workings of eDirectory, 
which are made up of the Novell Directory Services 
(NDS) engine, are quite complex. As they run, the 
NDS processes make requests for low-level functions. 
These low-level functions communicate directly with 
the heart of the NDS engine.

This month’s column explains the operation of the 
most common NDS Process Requests. It will also 
reference eDirectory’s utility, DSTRACE, which 
allows the monitoring of NDS activity. For informa-
tion on how to use DSTrace, see the following 
AppNotes: http://developer.novell.com/research/ 
sections/netmanage/dirprimer/2001/august/ spv.htm
http://developer.novell.com/research/sections/
netmanage/dirprimer/2001/september/spv.htm

NDS Ping
This is a basic request to discover information about 
NDS on a network. The primary purpose of the NDS 
Ping Request is to retrieve the following information 
from a target server:

• The target server’s [Root]-most replica depth

• The replica type of the target server’s [Root]-most 
replica

• The major NDS version used by the target server

• The minor NDS version used by the target server

• The name of the source server’s Directory tree

To view DSTrace messages associated with NDS Ping, 
you should run DSTrace on the target server, with the 
following DSTRACE flags set:

• Inbound

• DSA

• Miscellaneous

• DSA Buffers

In addition, if the source server is using the WAN 
Traffic Manager, it is recommended that the 
WANMAN flag be set.

NDS Start Update Replica
The primary purpose of the NDS Start Update Replica 
Request is to request that a synchronization lock be 
placed on the server’s replica of the partition that is 
being synchronized. Another primary purpose is to 
retrieve the Transitive Vector attribute values for the 
partition root object of the partition that is being 
synchronized.

To view DSTrace messages that are associated with the 
NDS Start Update Replica request, you should use 
DSTrace on the target server (the server that received 
the request) with the following DSTrace flags set:

• Inbound

• Replica Synchronization

• Inbound Replica Synchronization

• DSA

• Miscellaneous

• DSA Buffers

• Bindery Emulation

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN 
Traffic Manager, it is recommended that the 
WANMAN flag also be set.

NDS Update Replica
The primary purpose of the NDS Update Replica 
Request is to submit all updates to a specified object. 
To view DSTrace messages associated with the NDS 
Update Replica request, you should use DSTrace on 
the server that received the request with the following 
DSTrace flags set:

• Inbound

• Replica Synchronization

• Inbound Replica Synchronization

• DSA

• Miscellaneous

• DSA Buffers

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN 
Traffic Manager, it is recommended the WANMAN 
flag also be set.

NDS End Update Replica
The primary purpose of the NDS End Update Replica 
Request is to request the synchronization lock to be 
released on the server’s replica of the partition that is 
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The primary purposes of
the NDS Start Update
Schema Request are to
request a synchroniza-
tion lock be placed on
the source server’s
schema and to retrieve
the Synchronized Up To
attribute values for the
source server’s schema.
being synchronized. Another primary purpose is to 
provide the target server with the Transitive Vector 
attribute values for the partition root object of the parti-
tion that is being synchronized.

To view DSTrace messages that is associated with the 
NDS End Update Replica request, you should use 
DSTrace on the server that received the request along 
with the following DSTrace flags set.

• Inbound

• Replica Synchronization

• Inbound Replica Synchronization

• DSA

• Miscellaneous

• DSA Buffers

• Bindery Emulation

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN 
Traffic Manager, it is recommended that the 
WANMAN flag be set as well.

NDS Start Update Schema
The primary purposes of the NDS Start Update 
Schema Request are to request a synchronization lock 
be placed on the source server’s schema and to retrieve 
the Synchronized Up To attribute values for the source 
server’s schema. To view DSTrace messages that are 
associated with the NDS Start Update Schema request, 
you should run DSTrace on the server that received the 
request along with the following DSTrace flags:

• Inbound

• Schema Synchronization

• Inbound Synchronization

• DSA

• Miscellaneous

• DSA Buffers

• Bindery Emulation

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN 
Traffic Manager, it is recommended that the 
WANMAN flag also be set.

NDS Update Schema
The primary purpose of the NDS Update Schema 
Request is to update the following definitions:

• Deleted schema class definitions

• Deleted schema attribute definitions

• New or modified schema attribute definitions

• New or modified schema class definitions

To view DSTrace messages that are associated with the 
NDS Update Schema request, you should use DSTrace 
on the server that received the request, along with the 
following DSTrace flags:

• Inbound

• Schema Synchronization

• Inbound Synchronization

• DSA

• Miscellaneous

• DSA Buffers

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN 
Traffic Manager, it is recommended that the 
WANMAN flag also be set.

NDS End Update Schema
The primary purposes of the NDS End Update Schema 
Request are to:

• Notify the source server that the requesting server 
is concluding the NDS Schema Synchronization 
background process with this server.

• Provide the source server with the requesting 
server’s Synchronized Up To attribute values.

• Inform the source server that the synchronization 
lock on the source server’s schema is no longer 
needed.

To view DSTrace messages that are associated with the 
NDS End Update Schema request, you should use 
DSTrace on the server that received the request, with 
the following DSTrace flags:

• Schema Synchronization

• Inbound Synchronization

• DSA

• DSA Buffers

• Bindery Emulation

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN 
Traffic Manager, it is recommended that the 
WANMAN flag also be set.

Conclusion
We have introduced several eDirectory process 
requests this month. This overview will get you ready 
for next month’s column, where we will actually go 
into DSTrace and look at the health of these processes.
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In NetWare 5 and 6, you
can create public access
printers using the NDPS
Manager on the server
console. 
Setting the Target Server’s 
Gate Parameter to Its Default 
Router IP Address

Paul Thompson
Novell, Inc.

For a NetWare 4 Target Server
For a NetWare 4 target server, perform these steps:

1. At the server console, enter

LOAD INSTALL

2. Select NCF Files Options and the Edit 
AUTOEXEC.NCF File option.

3. In the AUTOEXEC.NCF file, add the line:

LOAD TCP/IP 

4. Add a command that loads the network board and 
specifies the slot, frame, and name of the network 
board (the AUTOEXEC.NCF file should list this 
information).

For example, if you had a NE2000TM network 
board located in slot 3 with an Ethernet_II frame, 
you would add a command similar to this:

LOAD NE2000 Slot=3 Frame=ethernet_II
Name=NE2000

5. Add a command that will load the network board 
and its IP address, mask address, and gate 
parameter (set this to the default router IP address 
of the target server).

For example, for the NE2000 network board with 
a default router IP address of 137.33.172.1, the 
command would be similar to the following:

LOAD NE2000 addr=137.65.178.1
mask=255.255.255.0 gate=137.33.172.1

6. Add a command to bind IP to the network board, 
using the following format:

BIND IP network_board_name

7. Next, add the IP address, mask address, and gate 
parameter for the target server to the BIND IP 
command line.

For a NetWare 5 Target Server
For a NetWare 5 target server, perform these steps:

1. At the server console, enter 

NWCONFIG

2. Select NCF Files Option, then the Edit 
AUTOEXEC.NCF File.

3. At the BIND IP command line, after the mask 
address, set the gate parameter to the default 
router IP address for the target server.

For example, if your default router IP address was 
137.65.178.1, at the BIND IP command line you 
would enter the following after the mask address:

gate=137.65.178.1

Making a Public Access Printer 
in NDPS

Mike Spong
Novell, Inc.

In NetWare 5 and 6, you can create public access 
printers using the NDPS Manager on the server 
console. To do this, bring up the NDPS Manager by 
loading NDPSM. Then go to the Printer Agent List 
window and press <Insert>. Enter a name for the 
Printer Agent that represents the printer. Go down to 
the Configuration Utilities field and press <Enter> to 
view a list of gateways. Pick the appropriate gateway.

If you are sure that your printer has a gateway, but it is 
not on the list and the gateway .NLM is in the 
SYS:SYSTEM directory, do the following:

• Create a controlled access printer using 
NWAdmin or iManager, and select the 
appropriate gateway.

• Configure the Printer Agent as desired, then delete 
it from the tree.

The Printer Agent will now become a public access 
printer.
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Response File Information

Paul Thompson
Novell, Inc.

Entering a Response File at the Command 
Line
To enter a response file at the command line, perform 
the following steps:

1. Copy the response file to a diskette, to a hard disk, 
or to a network directory that is accessible by the 
server upon which you are installing NetWare.

2. Start the server installation from the CD, hard 
disk, or network directory by entering:

INSTALL /RF=response_file_DOS_path\filename

Replace the response file DOS path with the path 
for the response file, and filename with the name 
of the response file. For example, if you are 
installing NetWare from a CD and the response 
file is on a diskette, you could enter:

D:\INSTALL /RF=A:\RESPONSE.TXT

Using a Response File During a Server 
Installation
To use a response file during a server installation, 
perform the following steps:

1. Copy the response file to a diskette, to a hard disk, 
or to a network directory that is accessible to the 
server upon which you are installing NetWare.

2. Enter INSTALL to start the server installation.

3. On the Install Options screen (the first screen after 
the language section), press <F3> for the 
Response File window.

4. Enter the path for the response file, and then press 
<Enter>.

5. Continue with the rest of the server installation.

Editing a Response File from a Previous 
Server Installation
You can generate a response file from a server installa-
tion or upgrade and then use that file as input for addi-
tional server installations or upgrades. Using the 
response file from another server installation works 
best when both servers have the same hardware config-
urations. The steps are:

1. Perform the first server installation, and then 
reboot the server by clicking Yes on the closing 
screen of the installation.

2. Log in to the new server after it has been rebooted.

3. Copy the RESPONSE.NI file from the 
SYS:NI\DATA directory to either a diskette or to 
the new server.

4. Modify the file by adjusting the parameters and 
removing unwanted sections.

ODI Checksum Offload Tests

A Kaul
kaul@ureach.com

The setup that is shown in the LANTEST documenta-
tion could result in selective communication problems 
and thus can prevent updates on the test console or 
other such similar problems.

For instance, an issue observed with the past and 
current LAN tests causes LANTEST to disable the 
checksum offload while trying to communicate with 
the testcon on the same NIC. With checksum disabled, 
you will receive invalid packets which would be 
rejected by the protocol stack, thereby causing commu-
nication problems.

If you are testing the TCP/IP checksum offload feature 
of a NIC/driver, be sure that in the test setup, the 
(Windows) console can communicate with the test 
server on a different network (other than the network 
used by the test NIC).

iMonitor Information

Paul Thompson and
Jesse Pretorious
Novell, Inc.

Accessing iMonitor
To access iMonitor, perform the following steps:

1. First ensure that the iMonitor executable is 
running on the eDirectory server.

2. Open your Web browser.

3. In the address (URL) field, enter:

http://server’s_TCPIP_address:httpstack_port/nds

For example:

http://137.65.135.150:8008/nds

DNS (Domain Name Services) names can be used 
anywhere a server’s IP or IPX address or distinguished 
name could be used in iMonitor. For example, when 
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you have configured DNS, then the following state-
ment:

http://prv-gromit.provo.novell.com/nds?server=prv-igloo
.provo.novell.com

is equivalent to this statement:

http://prv-gromit.provo.novell.com/nds?server=IP_or_IP
X address

or to this statement:

http://prv-gromit.provo.novell.com/nds?server=/cn=prv-i
gloo,ou=ds,ou=dev,o=novell,t=novell_inc

4. To have access to all of the features, click Login. 
Log in as Administrator with the fully 
distinguished name or administrator equivalent.

Platforms That iMonitor Can Run On
The iMonitor 1.5 utility runs on the following plat-
forms:

• NetWare 5 Support Pack 4 or later (for SSL, 
NetWare 5.1 or later) 

Novell iMonitor is placed in AUTOEXEC.NCF.

• Windows NT/2000 (no SSL) 

• Linux

• Solaris

For Windows NT/2000, Linux, and Solaris, iMon-
itor loads automatically when eDirectory runs.

Novell iMonitor System Requirements
To use iMonitor 1.5, you need:

• Any HTML 3 browser that supports Cascading 
Stylesheets, such as Netscape 4.06 or later, or 
Internet Explorer 4 or later

• Novell eDirectory 8.5 or later 

No More Conflicts for iMonitor and Your 
Web Server
With the default installation of eDirectory on Windows 
2000, the iMonitor utility (eDirectory’s Web-based 
monitoring and troubleshooting tool) uses port 80.

This could be a problem if you plan to use a Web 
server on the same machine. If your Web server starts 
up fast enough, iMonitor will change its port to 8008, 
but generally it’s a smaller process than your Web 
server and thus starts up a lot faster.

To change the default port, be sure to go into your 
C:\Novell\NDS directory and edit the NDSIMON.INI 
file.The file is flagged as read-only, so you must 
change the attribute to read-write before you can edit 
it. Look for the section [HttpPort] and change the 
default port there.

More information is available at: 
http://www.novell.com/documentation/lg/ndsedir86/
taoenu/data/a5hgofu.html#acavbzl

iMonitor: eDirectory Versions That Can Be 
Monitored
You can use iMonitor to monitor the following 
versions of NDS and eDirectory:

• All versions of NDS and eDirectory for NetWare 
4.11 or later 

• All versions of NDS and eDirectory for Windows 
NT/2000 

• All versions of NDS and eDirectory for Linux, 
Solaris 

Converting NetWare Time 
Stamps in Visual Basic

Wolfgang Schreiber
Novell, Inc.

NetWare time stamps may use different formats, and in 
many NDS time stamps you’ll see a LongInt repre-
senting the number of seconds since 1-1-1970.

To get this NetWare TimeStamp into VB format, you 
may simply call the VB function “DateAdd,” such as:

vbDate = DateAdd("s", nwTime, "01-01-1970")

vbDateStr = FormatDateTime(DateAdd("s", nwTime, 
"01-01-1970"))
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Walking the Stack with the 
NetWare Internal Debugger: 
The Example

Tom Buckley
Senior Software Engineer
Novell, Inc.

In my first article explaining the intricatecies of the 
NetWare internal debugger, we went through the 
debugger terminology. Now let’s walk through an 
actual server Abend and show what to look for in an 
abended server’s registers with the debugger.

First run ABEND.NLM and choose Abend #1. This 
will abend the server and you’ll see the screen shown 
in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Running the ABEND module abends the 
server and displays this message.

To help you determine the problem, use the question 
mark (?) to see what function the server is currently in. 
In this case, you see in Figure 2 that an address in the 
LIBC.NLM module is at fault, at the starting point in 
its code at +00066863h (hexidecimal).

Figure 2: Use the question mark (?) to help you find 
out which module is at fault.

You next use the “r” command to look at the registers, 
which you can also see in Figure 2. The r command 
shows that in this instance, the server is abending 
because register ESI shows 0x00000000h, which is a 
null pointer. (Null pointers point to memory that 
doesn’t exist and therefore will abend the server.)

You then use the unassemble command (u) along with 
the function command from the top of the function to 
show more information about register ESI. In this case, 
the function is memcpy, which you can see from the 
question mark command.

The u command shows you that register ESI received 
its value from a MOVE instruction from the line that 
says:

MOV ESI, [ESP+10]

From this information, you know it was a passed-in 
parameter, since ESP (Extended Stack Pointer) is used 
to access the parameters. From here you need to walk 
the stack to determine who passed in the offending 
parameter. We’ll start this process by dumping a 
manageable portion of the stack, as shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, the command “dd esp 40” dumps the first 
four paragraphs, or forty words, of the ESP stack. This 
should allow you to see what has gone on before.

Figure 3: The dd command tells the debugger to display the values to which the Extended Stack Pointer 
(ESP) is pointing.
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The -5 1 portion of the
U command backs us up
one opcode to make cer-
tain we know from
where the Call was
made.
The D06E44A4 is the first stack value and is the same 
as ESP, since ESP points to the beginning of the stack 
by default. And 0x00000000 is placed on the stack by 
the PUSH ESI from memcpy. (Remember, the stack is 
a snapshot of what has already happened, so you need 
to go backwards to take items off until you find the 
offending parameters).The next value, 0xD3B05480, is 
from PUSH EDI in memcpy. This shows the preserved 
values in this function.

The next address, D3ACD17C, is the return value from 
the call to memcpy(). From this return value, you can 
see which application called the memcpy function. 
You verify this by unassembling it and then by using 
the ? command to determine what NLM was calling 
memcpy. This is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The question mark command followed by the 
return value points to the module that abended the 
server. The -5 1 portion of the U command backs us up 
one opcode to make certain we know from where the 
Call was made.

Now you know that ABEND.NLM called memcpy and 
passed in bad parameters, which led to the abend. At 
this point, system administrators can take this informa-
tion back to the manufacturer of the offending software 
and see if this problem has been reported and if there 
are any patches or updates. 

If you are a developer, you’ll want to go a little further. 
Developers will want to unassemble ABEND.NLM a 
bit to take a look at things before ABEND calls the 
memcpy function. You do this by again using the u 

command, stating the return address, minus 30 bytes, 
as seen in Figure 5. This will bring you 30 bytes ahead 
of ABEND.NLM’s call to memcpy.

Figure 5: The -30 on the u command brings you 30 
bytes ahead of ABEND.NLM’s call to the memcpy 
function.

So you know the bad parameter that memcpy took off 
the stack at ESP+10, which ABEND.NLM PUSHed on 
that stack. The second parameter to memcpy came 
from [EBP-14, a local variable containing an invalid 
memory location and the cause of the abend.

From this information, you know the problem is not 
the fault of LIBC.NLM, but needs to be fixed by the 
writer of the ABEND.NLM software.

Conclusion
Feel free to work through the other three coredumps on 
ABEND.NLM. (You can find the ABEND.NLM 
utility at http://developer.novell.com/research/
downloads/dl_links.htm, under the ABEN-
DEMO.NLM: Server ABEND Testing Utility 
heading.) They were chosen to get more difficult as 
they go and should provide several examples of abends 
that require walking through the stack. However, be 
sure to do this on a non-production server; otherwise 
you will wreak havoc on an unsuspecting public.
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For those of you who
are already running
eDirectory 8.6.2, there
is a Support Pack now
available and TID
#2962444 has it for you.
TIDs of the Month

The Technical Information Documents (TIDs) are 
brought to you by Novell’s Support Connection site, 
which you can find at http://support.novell.com. We’ll 
be looking at a selection of TIDs from several 
categories, giving you a brief summary of the issue the 
TID addresses, along with its TID number and 
corresponding URL for your quick perusal. 

The categories for this month include Novell Directory 
Services (NDS) or eDirectory, Novell Small Business 
Suite 6, NetWare 5, NetWare 6, Novell iChain, 
ZENworks for Servers, Novell Client for Windows 
2000/XP, GroupWise 6, Novell BorderManager 
3.x.Novell Directory Services (NDS) or eDirectory.

Novell Directory Services (NDS) or 
eDirectory
For those of you who are already running eDirectory 
8.6.2, there is a Support Pack now available and TID 
#2962444 has it for you. Entitled “eDirectory 8.6.2 
SP1 for NetWare and NT,” this TID contains the 
extractable file edir862sp1.exe, which contains the 
following updated files along with their NetWare 
version numbers:

• DS.NLM (10320.29 5/22/2002)

• DSREPAIR.NLM (10210.29 5/16/2002)

• NLDAP.NLM (10320.03 4/29/2002)

• DSMERGE.NLM (10210.19)

• LDAP.JAR

The edir862sp1.exe file also contains a new dsloader. 
The language in this Support Pack should help you 
determine if you need to install this file. The TID 
states:

“This Support Pack is only for a server currently 
running eDirectory 8.6.2.This Support Pack requires 
that eDirectory 8.6.2 already be installed on the server.

If the server is running an earlier version of eDirectory 
you must upgrade that server’s version of eDirectory to 
8.6.2 before applying this patch. The full 8.6.2 product 
can be found at http://downloads.novell.com. 

(edir_862_full_xx.exe). Then this patch may be 
applied.” 

To pick up edir862sp1.exe and apply Support Pack 1 to 
your eDirectory 8.6.2 version, see http://support.
novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/2962444.htm

Novell Small Business Suite 6
You are a small business and you recently purchased 
the Novell Small Business Suite 6. You have a number 
of printers attached to Windows NT and 2000 clients 
and you want to make better use of them for everyone 
in the office. So how do you get NDPS (Novell 
Distributed Print Services) to use these local printers?

If you find yourself in such a boat, take a look at TID 
#10060125, which addresses the following points:

• How can NDPS use a printer locally attached to a 
Windows NT or Windows 2000 workstation using 
LPR? 

• What can I use in an IP-only environment instead 
of NPRINTER on Windows NT or Windows 
2000?

Although this TID has particular pertinence to small 
business solutions, it contains information regarding 
the following products and situations:

• Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS) 2.0

• Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS) 2.1.1

• Novell Enterprise Print Services (NEPS) 2.1

• Microsoft Windows NT 4.0

• Microsoft Windows 2000

• Microsoft Windows Millennium Edition

• Microsoft Windows 98

• Microsoft Windows 95

• Windows NT workstation that have a locally 
installed printer which an administrator would like 
to share through NDPS

So if you prefer an IP-only solution, or a solution 
which does not involve NPRINTER (as NPRINTER 
requires IPX or an IPX compatibility mode, and does 
not work from an IP-only workstation), take at look at 
TID #10060125. See http://support.novell.com/
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10060125.htm

NetWare 5
The Novell Distributed Print Services (NDPS) can 
have multiple brokers on the network for redundancy 
and fault tolerance. But what should you keep in mind 
when setting up such redundancy?
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If you are clueless, take a look at TIDs #10060072 and 
10058092. Entitled “Considerations when Using 
Multiple Brokers for Redundancy or Load Balancing” 
and “Controlling which NDPS Broker Service the 
NDPS Manager Connects To,” these TIDs cover the 
information necessary to make multiple brokers 
possible.

To go directly to TIDs #10060072 and #10058092 
respectively, see http://support.novell.com/
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10060072.htm and 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.
cgi?/10058092.htm

NetWare 6
For some reason you took off the Web Manager on 
your NetWare 6 server and now you reinstall it. The 
steps for such a procedure are covered in TID 
#10071784. 

Entitled “How To Reinstall the Web Manager on 
NetWare 6,” this TID gives the steps that are necessary 
only for NetWare 6 servers. The whole installation is 
covered in three steps:

1. Understanding the directories and products that 
are affected by the reinstallation of the NetWare 
Web Manager.

2. The options for reinstalling the Web Manager.

3. The procedure to access the installation of the 
NetWare 6 products.

To go to TID #10071784 and begin your re-installation 
of the Web Manager, see http://support.novell.com/
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/10071784.htm

Novell iChain
You have become an expert in BorderManager 
Authentication Services (BMAS). But do you know 
how to configure BMAS to work with ActivCard and 
iChain? If such a thing is something you need to know, 
take a look at TID #10071029.
Entitled “Configuring BMAS To Work with ActivCard 
& iChain,” the information in TID #10071029 works 
with the following configuration:

• iChain 2.0 

• iChain 2.1 

• BMAS 

• ActivCard 

Here all of the steps needed to make such a configura-
tion work are present. To quickly access TID 

#10071029, go to http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/
search/searchtid.cgi?/10071029.htm

ZENworks for Desktops 3.2
You have installed ZENworks for Desktops v3.2. Now 
you have the following questions that need answering:

• Which Novell ZENworks Application Service 
(NALNTSRV.EXE) should be installed with the 
Novell 4.81 client in a ZFD 3.0 environment?

• Which Novell ZENworks Application Service 
(NALNTSRV.EXE) should be installed with 
newer clients than what shipped with the 
ZENworks version?

That is the subject of TID #10066849. Entitled “Which 
Novell ZENworks Application Service 
(NALNTSRV.EXE) Should Be Installed,” this TID 
applies to the following desktops and clients:

• Novell ZENworks for Desktops 2 

• Novell ZENworks for Desktops 3.0. 

• Novell Application Launcher (NAL) 3.1 

• NALNTSRV.EXE 3.0. 

• NALNTSRV.EXE 3.1. 

• NALNTSRV.EXE 3.2. 

• Novell Client 4.6 for Windows NT. 

• Novell Client 4.7 for Windows NT/2000. 

• Novell Client 4.71 for Windows NT/2000. 

• Novell Client 4.8 for Windows NT/2000. 

• Novell Client 4.81 for Microsoft Windows 
NT/2000

The rest of the TID explains which launcher to use 
with which Novell client. To go directly to TID 
#10066849, see http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/
search/searchtid.cgi?/10066849.htm

Novell Client for Windows 2000/XP
Your Windows 2000 workstation is causing the 
NetWare server to reach 100% utilization because of 
the following requests:

• NCP: C Get vol VOL1: mount number

• NCP: R Illegal volume

• NCP: C Scan bindery for VOL1:

• NCP: R No such object

These packets are continually sent to the server over 
and over again, and closing the workstation’s Explorer 
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Never Reply to SPAM.
Never visit their unsub-
scribe links. 
does not eliminate the problem. Only a reboot of the 
workstation will cause the transmission of packets to 
be stopped. When shutting down the workstation, you 
receive an error indicating that the Explorer.exe is no 
longer responding. 

Got such problems? Then what you need is an update 
to the NOVNPNT.DLL and NOVNPNT.INF files and 
TID #2962770 can get you there. Entitled “Windows 
2000 Causing High Server Utilization,” this TID 
comes with the 299628.EXE self-extracting file 
containing the fix you need.

To go directly to TID #2962770 and get the 
299628.EXE file, click on http://support.novell.com/
cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi?/2962770.htm

GroupWise 6
I used to think that SPAM was a rather nasty-tasting, 
regurgitated-looking meat pack. But any more, we get 
truckloads of SPAM over our email software everyday. 
You have GroupWise 6—what can you do to get 
around this?

Take a look at TID #10068341. Entitled “Reading 
E-mail Headers To Fight SPAM,” this TID begins 
with:

“Unwanted e-mail, or SPAM, is very hard to avoid 
completely. It can help to complain though. As a 
general rule: Never Reply to SPAM. Never visit their 
unsubscribe links. Instead find out where they origi-
nated and complain there. 

“To know where to complain you need to look at the 
header. Sites like SpamCop (http://spamcop.net/) offer 
free, automated decoding of headers.”

To read up on TID #10068341, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/
searchtid.cgi?/10068341.htm. Also check out 
www.spamcop.net.

Novell BorderManager 3.5
You’re running BorderManager 3.5 and you are having 
problems on specific URLs, and sometimes the display 
is not complete, or it has missing links, or missing 
graphics. Other times the contents of frames appear on 
the main screen. However, a direct connection to the 
web site seems to work fine.

You call Support and they ask for a Sniffer trace to see 
if they can get to the bottom of your troubles. Do you 
know how to create a Sniffer trace to analyze HTTP 
proxy problems? If you don’t, take a look at TID 
#10056617. This TID walks you through the steps you 
need to get the Sniffer software running with the 
BorderManager public interface.

To go to TID #10056617, see 
http://support.novell.com/cgi-bin/search/searchtid.cgi
?/10056617.htm

You Want Some More?
If you want to find more TIDs in these several 
categories or on any other Novell products, perform 
the following steps from your browser at 
http://support.novell.com.

In the list of Support Links that appear either along the 
left-hand side or in the middle of the screen, click on 
the “Product-Specific Support” link. 

From the resulting list of Novell products, select the 
product of your choice.

Under the “What’s New” category, click on “Last 7 
days” to see the technical documents that were created 
or have been updated in the last 7 days for the product 
you selected. You can also look at documents that have 
been created in the last 14 or 30 days (14 days may be 
the new default--only time will tell).

Choose the TIDs that apply to your circumstances.
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How can I move my
Certificate Authority to
another server in the
same tree, without los-
ing and recreating my
certificates?
Norton AntiVirus v7.6 and NetWare 6
Dear Ab-end: My NetWare 6 server abends every 
time any user accesses files on it. Why is this and what 
can be done?
—Filing in Flushing

Dear Filing: It is likely you are running Norton’s Anti-
Virus 7.6. This Symantec product is not supported on 
NetWare 6. You must wait for the release of Norton 
AntiVirus 8.0.

Moving Certificate Authority to Another 
Server
Dear Ab-end: How can I move my Certificate Author-
ity to another server in the same tree, without losing 
and recreating my certificates?
—Certifiable in Canterville

Dear Certifiable: This is now possible with Certifi-
cate Server 2.21 and greater. See TID #10071751 (enti-
tled “Backing up and Moving the Tree Certificate 
Authority”) for details on the procedure.

Faulty TIMESYNC.NLM in NW6SP1
Dear Ab-end: Ever since I applied NetWare 6 Support 
Pack 1 (NW6SP1.EXE), the time on my NetWare 6 
server is incorrect; it does not perform daylight savings 
time properly and has other time-related symptoms. 
What do I do?
—Having a Bad Time in Banbridge

Dear Having: The TIMESYNC.NLM in Support Pack 
1 is at fault. Revert to the TIMESYNC.NLM from your 
original NetWare 6 CD until SP2 releases.

Memory Leak in NWASPI.CDM v3.22
Dear Ab-end: Since applying NetWare 5.1 Support 
Pack 4 (NW51SP4) or NetWare 6 Support Pack 1 
(NW6SP1), my server is running low on memory and I 
receive Short Term Alloc Memory errors on the con-

sole. My servers also abend, run slow, or they have 
high utilization after being up for a period of time. Any 
reasons as to why this is happening?
—Losing Memory in Liege

Dear Losing: The 3.22 version of NWASPI.CDM in 
these Support Packs has a severe memory leak. Revert 
to your previous version; if you are running ArcServe, 
you can use the CANWPA.CDM file instead. If you 
are running Backup Exec, be sure to use the -b switch 
to the BE load line to avoid using the NWASPI.CDM 
file. Please see TID #10069351 (entitled “Memory 
Leak in NWPA.NLM After Applying 
NW51SP4.EXE”) for more details on this subject.

BroadCom Driver Losing IP Connections
Dear Ab-end: My server has a BroadCom-based 
Gigabit Ethernet adapter that is using B57.LAN for a 
driver, and I keep losing IP connections.
—Broadening Connections in Blackburn

Dear Broadening: Update the B57.LAN driver to 
v2.23 that is dated January 22, 2002. This information 
comes from TID #10070483, entitled “IP Connection 
to Server Drops During Data Transfer.”

Secondary Domain Upgrade to GW6
Dear Ab-end: I’m attempting to upgrade a secondary 
domain to GroupWise 6, but it refuses to upgrade when 
I load the GroupWise 6 MTA (Message Transfer 
Agent).
—Upping the Ante in El Cajon

Dear Upping: Two things must be in order for a 
secondary domain to upgrade: 

1. The proper dictionary files (.DC files) must be 
present in the secondary domain directory.

2. The secondary domain must “know” that the 
primary has been upgraded first.

Otherwise, the GroupWise 6 MTA will not be able to 
perform the database recovery and upgrade. 

To remedy this problem perform the following: 

1. Copy the .DC files from the primary domain 
directory or the GroupWise 6 CD to the secondary 
domain directory.

2. Rebuild the secondary domain from within 
ConsoleOne.
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Importing NW6 Schema into Existing 
NetWare 5.x or 4.x Networks
Dear Ab-end: When I am importing schema from a 
NetWare 6 server into an existing network that has 
existing NetWare 5.0/5.1 and/or NetWare 4.11/4.2 
servers, I receive a -699 error. What can I do to get the 
NetWare 6 schema work?
—Schema Matching in Senlis

Dear Matching: The problem is caused by a differ-
ence in the schema SYNTAX between the current 
production tree and the NetWare 6 tree. Such 
importing generally fails on a schema attribute called 
“photo.” But other attributes such as “pager” and 
“rbsPageMembership” may be affected as well. For 
more information, please refer to TID #10066345, enti-
tled “-699 Error When Importing Schema from a 
NetWare 6 Server.”

Page Fault Abend in UNICODE.NLM
Dear Ab-end: I am getting the error message “Abend: 
Page Fault abend in UNICODE.NLM.” The server 
stack information always includes UNICODE.NLM | 
MonoCase and UNICODE.NLM | uniicmp. The 
DS.NLM is not loaded at the time the server abends. 
Help!
—Abending in Alabama

Dear Abending: This Abend is caused by a timing 
error between eDirectory (DS 8.0 or higher) and NICI 
version prior to 1.5.7. Novell has only seen the Abend 
on non-English servers. The Abend will also occur if 
the NICI (any version) is not able to initialize for some 
reason (for example, corruption). On English servers, 
the main symptom is that DS.NLM will fail to load.

The reason the server was abending in UNICODE is 
because of the following chain of events during the 
server boot process:

1. Volume SYS mounts and DS.NLM attempts to 
load.

2. NICI is sometimes not completely initialized 
(timing or corruption) and Directory Services fails 
to load.

3. As Directory Services backs out of its load 
process, it unloads UNICODE Rule tables.

4. SLP attempts to translate a string using 
UNICODE and when it accesses an entry that was 
zeroed out because of Directory Services 
unloading, the server page fault abends.

NICI version 1.5.7 or later prevents the timing 
problem. Make sure to install the same encryption 
level (56 bit or 128 bit) that is already on the server.

The way to determine if you are dealing with a timing 
error or corruption is quite simple. If the server abends 
every time you bring it up, there is a problem with 
NICI and you will need to call Novell Technical 
Support to resolve the problem. If the server only 
abends some of the time when it comes up, you are 
experiencing the timing issue and you may just need to 
upgrade the NICI to version 1.5.7 or later.

The fix is to update NICI to 1.5.7 (or later) or, if 1.5.7 
is already installed and the server still abends every 
time it attempts to come up, call Novell Support to 
resolve NICI corruption. Be sure to not downgrade the 
encryption level of NICI that is installed on the server.

If you cannot obtain NICI 1.5.7, you can implement a 
workaround by creating a text file in C:\NWSERVER 
called INSTAUTO.NCF. The NCF file should contain 
the following statements:

load c:\nwserver\dsloader
load c:\nwserver\ccs.xlm
set Command Line Prompt Time Out = 10
?set Command Line Prompt Default Choice=ON

These statements move the loading of DSLOADER 
and CCS from the beginning of load stage 3 to the end 
of load stage 2 and cause a delay of 10 seconds before 
load stage 3 continues. In all of our testing, this delay 
has been sufficient to allow NICI to fully initialize 
before Directory Services begins to load. You can 
increase the delay by changing the 10 to 15 (or any 
number of seconds). The ? at the beginning of the 
fourth statement is necessary to implement the delay.

(Information for this answer was taken from TID # 
10059830)

How to Set Up ASP on NetWare
Dear Ab-end: We are using NetWare 5.1 servers. 
We are planning to use Active Server Pages (ASP) to 
create new Web sites, but we don’t have our own Web 
server, as our current HTML Web pages are hosted out 
of house. I would still like to know how to set up an 
ASP development environment on a NetWare system.
—Webbing on the Waikato

Dear Webbing: Rather than use ASP, which is pretty 
much tied to the Windows platform, use Java Server 
Pages (JSP) which is very fast on NetWare and has the 
added advantage of being portable. Or, wait for the 
upcoming PHP: Hypertext Processor for Apache. PHP 
is a widely-used Open Source, general-purpose 
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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How can I ensure the
security of my VPN and
innernet?
scripting language that is especially suited for Web 
development and can be embedded into HTML. Its 
syntax draws upon C, Java, and Perl, and it is easy to 
learn. The main goal of the language is to allow Web 
developers to write dynamically-generated Web pages 
quickly, but you can do much more with PHP.

Authentication Issues During 
Synchronization
Dear Ab-end: While preparing for our eDirectory 
upgrade next month, I have been tracking down stuck 
obituaries on various servers. On one NetWare v5.0, 
SP6a, NDS7.51 server, I performed an unattended full 
repair and immediately saw NDS synchronization 
errors between this server and all other servers in its 
replica rings. This server holds a Read-Write replica of 
the [Root] partition and subordinate references to the 
three branch partitions of our tree.

The DSRepair synchronization check errors are:

• -632 Remote from remote RW replicas to this 
server

• -669 Remote from this server's replica to remote 
RW replica servers

• -no errors to servers holding subordinate 
references

I have performed the following steps:
-Advanced Options/Repair Local Database/Check 
Local References Only
      0 errors
-Advanced Options/Servers Known to this 
Server/Select a server/Repair all Network Addresses
      0 errors
-Unattended Full Repair
      2 errors found in stream syntax files
In the repairing replica ring phase, the message

“ERROR: - Could not Authenticate, error: -669” 

displays for each server holding a Read/Write of the 
partition. The message

“OK  - Authenticated to server” 

displays for each server holding a subordinate refer-
ence of the partition. My questions are:

1. Do you recognize this scenario and do you have a 
suggestion on how I can restore authentication to 
the server?

2. If not, what is the best method for removing a 
dead server cleanly?

—Not Authenticating in Amman

Dear Not Authenticating: From my familiarity with 
this type of situation, it appears that it is a corruption in 
the encryption key on the server and that the only 
recourse is to remove the server and reinstall NDS. 
Make sure you bring down the affected server and 
remove it from your NDS tree via NDSManager. I 
suspect that this will work for you.

BorderManager Version Woes
Dear Ab-end: I have the following clients in my orga-
nization: Windows 98, 2000, ME,   98 and NT 4.0. I 
am also running BorderManager Clients v3.5 and v3.6. 
How can I ensure the security of my VPN and Internet?
—Slightly Secured in San Juan Capistrano

Dear Slightly: The Novell BorderManager VPN client 
software allows a Windows XP, Windows ME, 
Windows 2000, Windows 98 or NT 4.0 workstation to 
communicate securely to a network protected by a 
Novell VPN server over the Internet. Even though this 
client will work with BorderManager 3.5 and Border-
Manager 3.6, the Novell VPN server should be running 
Novell BorderManager 3.7 for full support. Refer to 
the Virtual Private Network Configuration and 
Management guide at http://www.novell.com/
documentation/ for details on installing and config-
uring your VPN server and VPN client software.

BorderManager Port Numbers
Dear Ab-end: For firewall purposes, what port(s) is 
the iFolder client using to synchronize files?
—Off the Port in Polynesia

Dear Off: It uses the port that you specify to connect 
to the iFolder server. Most likely you are just putting in 
a DNS name, so it's using Port 80. 

To expand on this, iFolder will typically use ports 80 
and 443. However, keep in mind that if you are running 
iFolder on a NetWare 6 server and you have elected to 
install NetWare 6 using a single IP address (versus 
adding secondary IP addresses for each Web service), 
and you have installed all of the NetWare 6 Web prod-
ucts (including NetWare Enterprise Web Server, 
Apache Web Server and iFolder), the NetWare 6 port 
resolver has likely configured iFolder to use ports 
52080 and 52443.

In other words, if it’s not using ports 80 and 443, try 
ports 52080/52443 and 51080/51443. (Port 443 is used 
for secure SSL transactions, and port 80 is used for 
DNS.)
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Shortcuts with Novell Portal Services
Dear Ab-end: I am trying to configure some shortcuts 
in Novell Portal Services (NPS) where the shortcut 
calls URLs that are Web applications are accelerated 
by iChain. The portal server is also being accessed via 
the same iChain server (another accelerator).
When I try to access the shortcuts from NPS, I get the 
iChain login screen. How can I SSO-enable these 
shortcuts?
—Shorted with Shakhty

Dear Shorted: Once you authenticate to iChain, a 
cookie is set on the browser that is linked to the 
domain that you have access to. If you access another 
accelerated site through iChain that has a different 
domain than the one to which you have initially 
authenticated, you will be asked to log in again.

iChain v2.0 doesn’t have many ways of getting around 
this; however, iChain v2.1 does. If you have v2.1, you 
can take advantage of the domain-based multi-homing 
capabilities when renaming the newly named URLs, or 
you can enable the cross domain authentication feature 
that allows you to authenticate once to all accelerators 
defined in a domain.

Clustering Load Balancing
Dear Ab-end: The premise of the Virtual Server Load 
Balancing access to data volumes which are only 
mounted on one of the Cluster Servers does not seem 
possible. However, I am not all-knowing and therefore 
want confirmation from those who know much more 
than I.
From a customer... The question really boils down to 
this. Does the Cluster-Virtual Server dynamically load 
balance requests to the Cluster-Enabled Volumes when 
the volumes are configured in a single or a large pool 
scenario?
Novell’s claim is that in a single pool configuration, 
the Virtual Server dynamically handles the distribution 
of volume load across all cluster nodes. From every-
thing I have seen, it does not seem possible to distrib-
ute volume load/requests to a node that does not have 
the pool active and the volume(s) mounted. The only 
way for a particular cluster node to even access a pool 
and its volume(s) is for that node to have the pool 
active and the volumes mounted, which, as we know, 
only happens when the pool fails on that server.

I can envision the Virtual Server balancing the load of 
other Cluster Resources and Services, such as 
server-based applications, but not the volumes of a sin-
gle pool that are active and mounted on a single server. 
So far, the only cure that I have heard for avoiding 
what I will term the “domino affect” (rampant applica-
tion downing all cluster nodes) is to create multiple 
pools with associated volumes and not allow those 
individual pools to fail to all other nodes in the cluster. 
Is this correct?
—Clustering Tom in Chancyville

Dear Tom: You are correct. Novell’s clustering solu-
tion is designed for high availability, not load 
balancing. Any resource (volume or application) is 
only active on one node at any time. 

The “domino effect” analysis is also correct. If there is 
a problem with a resource that abends each node it get 
loaded on, all nodes will eventually fail. The work- 
around, as mentioned, is to not assign all resources to 
all nodes.

DirXML Parsing Issue
Dear Ab-end: When the DirXML v1.1 engine is pars-
ing my stylesheet, in line 16:
<xsl:variable name="domain-name" 
select="ad.ref.pemex.com"/>

it shows the following error:
DirXML Log Event -------------------

Driver = 
\WORKFORCE_TREE\refinacion\DriverSet\ADDriver

Channel = subscriber
Status = error
Message 

=vnd.nds.stream://WORKFORCE_TREE/refinacion/Driv
erSet/ADDriver/ADSubscriber/SubCreateRule#XmlData 
(16): <xsl:variable>: 'select' expression error: extra 
tokens were found after the expression

Do you know what the problem is here?
—Writing XML in Waltham

Dear Writing: Try wrapping your string in single 
quotes:

<xsl:variable name="domain-name" 
select="'ad.ref.pemex.com'"/> 

I’ve seen this fix such errors.
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Novell to Acquire 
SilverStream Software

Novell has entered into a definitive agreement to 
acquire SilverStream Software as part of Novell’s plan 
to be a leading force in the commercialization of new 
Web services. The acquisition will significantly 
expand Novell’s ability to deliver on its one Net 
vision of the Internet by enabling customers to quickly 
develop business applications that exploit the latest 
Web technologies while leveraging existing IT 
investments.

With SilverStream, Novell’s offerings will be broad-
ened to include the capabilities that are required to 
serve enterprises seeking to deploy advanced Web 
applications, such as business solutions, Web services 
application development and reliable, secure network 
infrastructure. The acquisition of SilverStream will 
provide customers with a compelling new alternative 
as they look to the power of the Web to improve busi-
ness efficiency and drive new revenue.

The acquisition has been approved unanimously by the 
boards of directors of each company and is subject to 
customary conditions, including regulatory and other 
standard approvals.

“Novell is now well positioned to be a leader in the 
emerging and fast-growing market for Web services 
solutions,” said Jack Messman, chairman, president 
and chief executive officer of Novell. “With Novell 
and SilverStream technologies, we will provide 
customers an ideal architecture to build out their 
next-generation systems, helping them deploy new 
technologies at low cost while getting the full value 
from prior IT investments.

“We promised we’d move aggressively into the Web 
Services space. With the acquisition of SilverStream, 
we will have not only achieved that goal, we will have 
jumped ahead of the competition,” he continued. “By 
providing the next generation of Web Services solu-
tions to our customers, we move Novell further along 
the path toward growth and profitability.”

Novell’s one Net vision delivers industry-leading solu-
tions for planning, implementing and managing 
today’s advanced business applications. It’s also the 
only solution that is standards-based and interoperates 
with all market leading platforms without bias. The 

Novell one Net platform is comprised of three primary 
components:

• Strategy and Delivery: Novell’s Cambridge 
Technology Partners provides innovative, 
technology-enabled strategy and solutions using 
proven methodologies to solve complex business 
challenges.

• SilverStream provides a highly productive visual 
environment for quickly building dynamic, 
interactive applications that integrate existing 
information assets.

• Cross-platform Infrastructure: Novell’s Net 
services include world-class security and directory 
technologies, reliable high-performance network 
services and comprehensive management 
capabilities. 

Increasingly, enterprises face IT challenges that 
require new answers. Organizations need to support 
any users on any device from any location with appli-
cations that must be both managed and secure. They 
face business processes that cut across customer, 
employee and supplier boundaries, but that were origi-
nally designed to support discrete, departmental func-
tions. Information is locked up in silos, which are 
usually tightly tied to specific platforms and vendors. 
As a result, enterprises are prevented from leveraging 
their existing technology assets in new applications 
that meet evolving business requirements.

With the acquisition of SilverStream, Novell will be in 
the position to help enterprises meet these challenges 
by providing a “services oriented architecture.” This is 
a loosely-coupled, standards-based, process-driven, 
directory-enabled, network-aware architecture that 
facilitates the development of Web services-based 
applications. It enables organizations to get maximum 
value from the systems, users, devices, business 
processes and information resources that comprise 
their corporate assets.

Novell has been active in delivering network services 
across the Web for more than two years, and its one 
Net vision clearly recognized the shift from 
client-server to basic Web-based network solutions. 
Today Novell is a leader in networking and storage 
management services, file and print services, web 
access, content delivery, portal services, messaging, 
authentication, access and security services. 

As new standards are evolving, the combination of 
SilverStream’s strength in Web services application 
development, coupled with Novell’s leadership in 
networking services—the key to securing, simplifying, 
and accelerating Web services—will provide a 
compelling option for companies wanting to take full 
advantage of this next stage of Web services.
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Novell anticipates that SilverStream will be additive to 
earnings in 2004. With a closing of the acquisition 
expected in July, during Novell’s third fiscal quarter, 
the company anticipates that SilverStream will not 
materially impact revenue and ongoing expenses in 
that quarter. For fiscal 2002, SilverStream has the 
potential of contributing approximately one percent to 
total Novell revenue. In fiscal year 2003, SilverStream 
is projected to be slightly dilutive to Novell earnings. 

Subsequent to closing, SilverStream’s eXtend product 
line will be re-branded under the Novell name. Silver-
Stream’s David Litwack will become a Senior Vice 
President of Novell and will join Novell’s Worldwide 
Management Committee. SilverStream’s offices will 
remain in Billerica, MA.

Novell Portal Services 1.5 
Support Pack 1 
Novell has released the first support pack for Novell 
Portal Services (NPS) v1.5. Go to http://support. 
novell.com/servlet/tidfinder/2962857 to download 
the patch.

Novell Portal Services (NPS) 1.5 Support Pack 1 
contains the following enhancements:

• Theme, Page, Gadget, Community Navigation

• Persistent Gadget State

• Page Preview

• Dynamic Group Test Wizard

• Language Code List

• Tear Away 

• Installation Instructions

Here are some installation notes:

1. Download the patch NPS15SP1.exe.

2. Extract the contents the Portal Server where the 
patch will be applied.

3. The patch MUST be installed from the portal 
server that is being patched.

• If you are using the version of eDirectory that 
ships with NetWare 6 (8.6.0), you need to upgrade 
it to 8.6.1 or 8.6.2 before installing Novell Portal 
Services 1.5.

• After you install Novell Portal Services 1.5, do not 
install an earlier version. Novell Portal Services 
does not support downgrading.

• The installation process creates a file called 
NPS.PDT. This file contains a history of 
installation locations. The NPS.PDT file is located 
at the root drive containing the installation files 

(Windows= C:\NPS.PDT, Linux or Solaris= /usr/, 
NetWare= SYS:\SYSTEM\).

• If you move the WEBAPPS\NPS folder after you 
install it, the NPS.PDT file does not recognize that 
it has been moved. You must either install the file 
to the correct location or fix the NPS.PDT file 
after the installation is complete.

• When installing on NetWare 6, three specific 
warning messages appear at the top of the final 
installation screen. If only these messages appear, 
you can disregard them. To view the warning 
messages, see the Novell Portal Services 
Installation Guide at http://www.novell.com/
documentation. 

Novell’s Guide to DirXML
A relatively new offering is available through Novell 
Press. Entitled Novell’s Guide to DirXML, this is the 
definitive guide to setting up, managing, and trouble-
shooting a DirXML implementation, including 
in-depth coverage of components, commands, drivers, 
and how eDirectory fits into the DirXML solution.

The book is the most comprehensive guide to DirXML 
currently available. DirXML combines the power of 
Novell eDirectory with the flexibility of XML to 
enable data sharing and standardization throughout a 
network and beyond its barriers. In this definitive 
reference, expert Novell author Peter Kuo gives you 
in-depth background and step-by-step instructions for 
implementing DirXML within your enterprise’s 
existing network infrastructure to enable instant 
updates and synchronization of all your data reposito-
ries. Time-saving tips for installing, configuring, and 
troubleshooting will help you get DirXML up and 
running fast. 

Inside, you’ll find complete coverage of DirXML, 
including:

• Become fluent in the basic terms and concepts 
used in DirXML

• Follow step-by-step instructions for creating, 
installing, and testing DirXML on various 
platforms

• Get up to speed on XML topics like DTD and 
XSLT as they relate to DirXML and eDirectory

• Find out how to install and configure commonly 
used DirXML drivers

• Discover troubleshooting tips and workarounds 
for DirXML implementation and deployment 
issues

• Write your own custom DirXML driver

• Master ongoing DirXML enterprise directory 
management
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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SilverStream Software
recently announced the
availability of the first
commercial implemen-
tation of JAX-RPC with
the release of jBroker
Web 2.0, the Web ser-
vices engine for Silver-
Stream eXtend, the
company’s award-win-
ning Visual Integrated
Services Environment
(ISE). 
The table of contents for the book includes:

• Preface

• Acknowledgments

Part I: Using DirXML

• Chapter 1: Introducing DirXML

• Chapter 2: Installing DirXML

Part II: Working with XML and DirXML

• Chapter 3: XML Primer

• Chapter 4: Document Type Definitions

• Chapter 5: XML Style Sheets

• Chapter 6: Understanding DirXML Components

Part III: Implementing Drivers for DirXML

• Chapter 7: Installing the eDirectory DirXML 
Driver

• Chapter 8: Configuring the eDirectory DirXML 
Driver

• Chapter 9: Installing the LDAP DirXML Driver

• Chapter 10: Configuring the LDAP DirXML 
Driver

• Chapter 11: Installing the Active Directory 
DirXML Driver

• Chapter 12: Configuring the Active Directory 
DirXML Driver

• Chapter 13: Installing the Lotus Notes DirXML 
Driver

• Chapter 14: Configuring the Lotus Notes DirXML 
Driver

Part IV: Deploying DirXML

• Chapter 15: Designing and Implementing a Basic 
DirXML Solution

• Chapter 16: DirXML Driver Development

Appendixes

• Appendix A: Troubleshooting the DirXML 
Installation

• Appendix B: DirXML Drivers Reference Tables

• Appendix C: Troubleshooting the eDirectory 
Driver

• Appendix D: Troubleshooting the LDAP Driver

• Appendix E: Troubleshooting the Active 
Directory Driver

• Appendix F: Troubleshooting the Lotus Notes 
Driver

For more information on this book or any of the other 
Novell Press titles, see the following: 
http://www.wiley.com/cda/product/0,,0764549197,00.
html (this DirXML title), http://developer.novell.
com/promo/index.html#press (discount offering), and 
http://www.wiley.com/remsearch.cgi?query=Novell&f
ield=keyword (for all Novell Press titles).

SilverStream Bolsters Web 
Services Technology 
Leadership
SilverStream Software recently announced the avail-
ability of the first commercial implementation of 
JAX-RPC with the release of jBroker Web 2.0, the 
Web services engine for SilverStream eXtend, the 
company’s award-winning Visual Integrated Services 
Environment (ISE). Approved earlier this month by the 
Java Community Process (JCP), JAX-RPC 1.0 defines 
standard Java APIs that enable developers to build, run 
and invoke Web services using Java with SOAP as the 
messaging protocol. JAX-RPC delivers Java’s porta-
bility and ease of development to Web services, and 
ensures interoperability based on the latest industry 
standards and protocols. 

JAX-RPC makes it possible to write an application in 
Java that uses XML to make a remote procedure call 
(RPC), allowing a program on one computer to execute 
procedures on other systems. Based on XML, 
JAX-RPC is designed specifically for Web services 
and enables developers to implement clients and 
services described by WSDL.

As an active participant in the JCP, SilverStream 
served as a member of the Java Specification Request 
(JSR) 101 Expert Group of vendors and developers 
that designed the JAX-RPC specification v1.0. Addi-
tionally, jBroker Web 1.0, released in August of 2001, 
was a generation ahead of Apache SOAP, the then 
de-facto Java-based SOAP engine. One of the first 
commercially available SOAP implementations at the 
time, jBroker Web provided the same basic architec-
tural model as JAX-RPC a full ten months before 
JAX-RPC 1.0 was finalized. JAX-RPC is expected to 
be incorporated in J2EE 1.4, currently scheduled for 
release in early 2003.

UDDI and LDAP: A Perfect Fit?
By Richard Karpinski
Internetweek.com

As rapidly as some Web services protocols, such as 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), have taken 
hold, others, such as Universal Description, Discovery 
and Integration (UDDI), have met with less success.
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Novell is also playing a
role in the creation of
the Directory Services
Markup Language
(DSML) v2 standard,
which will enable
access to a directory
through XML protocols
like SOAP.
Most experts still believe that UDDI will ultimately 
play a key role in the adoption of Web services. It’s 
best described by its own white pages/yellow pages 
metaphors. At its core, it provides a place for busi-
nesses to describe and register—and for other compa-
nies to discover—the Web services interfaces they are 
making available to the world. 

UDDI has been anything but a slam-dunk thus far. The 
technology hasn’t been as flexible as many developers 
would like. And participation in public UDDI regis-
tries as been low. But it’s still early in the game. Many 
early UDDI server implementations were solely for 
proof-of-concept. Also, many early servers were public 
deployments, while much of the early work with Web 
services turned out not to be over the public Internet 
but behind corporate firewalls. 

In the end, UDDI isn’t strictly necessary to do 
SOAP-based Web services. But if such architectures 
are to scale, developers need a place to register their 
services so they can be easily found and consumed. 
Ultimately, criticizing early UDDI specifications and 
deployment efforts was beside the point—the tech-
nology won’t really be needed until Web services take 
firm hold on the enterprise landscape. 

Despite its early flaws, UDDI is making progress. The 
current, 2.0 version of the specification, by most 
accounts, was a major step forward from the initial 
standard, adding support for so-called multiple entities 
that made it much easier for businesses to actually map 
their organizations and workflows to the repository. 
Market-watchers expect additional steps forward this 
summer with the release of version 3.0 of UDDI. 

Yet even more significantly, vendors are beginning to 
bring UDDI more into the enterprise mainstream. For 
instance, the past few weeks have seen growing 
amounts of activity around mapping UDDI repositories 
into Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) 
directories, which in their own right have emerged as a 
key enabling e-business technology. 

Key vendors including Sun Microsystems, Novell, and 
BEA Systems are readying UDDI-on-LDAP solutions, 
and enterprise research firms such as the Burton Group 
are calling the convergence an important next step for 
next generation Web services architectures.

Why the Intersection of LDAP and UDDI 
Today?
“My personal opinion is that the people who developed 
UDDI were really focused on providing a way to share 
this information and simply found it easier to imple-
ment the early prototypes just sitting on top of a rela-
tional database [rather than a directory],” said Winston 
Bumpus, director of standards for Novell. “We think 
UDDI is just a perfect application for directories. 

Directories are really designed for the scalability, reli-
ability and security needed for this kind of activity.”

Not everyone agrees. Major implementations of UDDI 
today from IBM and Microsoft both run on top of 
those companies’ respective relational databases. Web 
services vendor Systinet also delivers a UDDI server; 
its platform will work with most commercial database 
platforms.

“I don’t understand why someone would make LDAP 
into a transactional system just to store UDDI data,” 
said Anne Thomas Manes, CTO of Systinet. “LDAP is 
very good at hierarchical data. The UDDI spec is based 
on a relational data model; that sort of data fits more 
easily into a database than into an LDAP directory.”

Instead of integrating LDAP and UDDI, Systinet is 
mapping the security capabilities of its WASP Web 
services platform to LDAP so that companies can 
“specify security information in LDAP and use that to 
secure a UDDI registry.”

Integrating LDAP and UDDI beyond that is overkill, 
she says. “It strikes me as being: ‘I’ve got a hammer so 
everything looks like a nail,’” she said.

Despite such misgivings, there’s plenty of effort 
underway to bring LDAP and UDDI together. Novell, 
for instance, has been ramping up its activity in this 
area. Earlier this month, it formally joined the UDDI 
Advisory Group, while in late May it made a submis-
sion to the Internet Engineering Task Force outlining 
how to represent UDDI data in an LDAP directory. 
Novell’s submission is titled “LDAP Schema for 
UDDI,” and was authored by Novell engineers Kent 
Boogert and Bruce Bergeson.

Novell is also playing a role in the creation of the 
Directory Services Markup Language (DSML) v2 
standard, which will enable access to a directory 
through XML protocols like SOAP.

On the product front, Novell recently outlined plans to 
deliver a UDDI interface to its eDirectory platform, an 
integration that should appear later this year, Bumpus 
said.

“The characteristics of UDDI lend it to a solution 
where you write it a few times and read it many times 
and you need to have it be reliable, scalable, and 
secure,” Bumpus said. “UDDI is the perfection appli-
cation for the directory technology we have.”

This week, as part of its Sun One Application Server 
announcement, Sun Microsystems also detailed plans 
for an LDAP-based UDDI server—dubbed the Sun 
One Registry Server—slated to be released later this 
year.

“We believe LDAP is a very scalable approach to 
implementing a UDDI repository,” said Patrick 
Dorsey, Sun’s group product manager for Web and 
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“We found a lot of
developers interested in
Web services and the
promise they have to
offer,” said Adam Wal-
lace, vice president of
research and develop-
ment for Flashline. “But
they also realize if they
are going to move for-
ward with a large num-
ber of Web services,
they need a registry.”
application servers. “What you get with UDDI ulti-
mately is a whole bunch of reads that happen very 
rapidly. LDAP is very scalable to handle that.”

Meanwhile, BEA Systems has adopted a 
UDDIv2-on-LDAP solution from partners OctetString 
and Acument Technologies and integrated it into 
WebLogic Server 7.0.

“I think the main point is that by basing UDDI imple-
mentations on LDAP and directory services, we’re 
going to see quicker implementation by enterprises 
able to make use of their existing strengths in terms of 
staff and resources in the directory area,” said Nathan 
Owen, director of business development for Octet-
String. “That’s where the skill set is today. There’s 
already a lot of security and processes around LDAP. 
Companies don’t want to build entirely new reposito-
ries using an entirely new technology.”

Security is already emerging as a key stumbling block 
for Web services deployments; existing LDAP-based 
authorization and access schemes can help jump-start 
those efforts, Owen said. “We’re going to see a lot 
more discussion about UDDI security in version three 
of the spec,” he said, adding that enterprises experience 
in replicating LDAP directories would work well with 
UDDI repositories as well. “There are already existing 
and mature replication technology approaches to 
globally replicating UDDI data using LDAP in ways 
that are not yet covered in the spec today. Everyone is 
starting to look at leveraging technology we already 
have to support Web services.”

Such progress should be comforting to enterprises, 
which are watching the evolution of Web services stan-
dards very closely. Despite the early hurdles UDDI has 
faced, developers still believe in the technology, 
according to a study released this week. According to a 
poll of developers by Flashline, a provider of software 
reuse solutions, 55 percent of respondents are currently 
evaluating internal or external UDDI registries, while 
11 percent are already using a UDDI registry to orga-
nize access to Web services. 

“We found a lot of developers interested in Web 
services and the promise they have to offer,” said 
Adam Wallace, vice president of research and develop-
ment for Flashline. “But they also realize if they are 
going to move forward with a large number of Web 
services, they need a registry. UDDI is a good choice; 
it’s an open standard that’s been widely-accepted.”

Couple UDDI’s strengths—widely accepted and stan-
dards-based—with LDAP’s advantages—broad enter-
prise deployment and proven security and scalability 
features—and Web services may have the repository 
architecture required to make a major impact on the 
enterprise. 

PHP Debuts on NetWare
This open source, cross-platform, HTML-embedded, 
general purpose, server-side scripting language to 
create dynamic Web pages now runs natively on 
NetWare. PHP is similar to ASP by allowing 
embedded scripts into HTML. PHP comes with a wide 
range of extensions for XML, LDAP and various data-
bases and is typically used in combination with the 
Apache Web server.

To download this component, look for it on the Novell 
Developer Kit, Leading Edge # 169. For more informa-
tion on PHP, visit: http://www.php.net.

Novell BorderManager Solicits 
Feedback in SDK Creation
Novell is currently gathering feedback to define and 
deliver programmatic access to the BorderManager 
product. If you are using Novell BorderManager and 
you would like to: 

• Read or write to URL or content data
• Write to product logfiles through a standard API
• Access NBM eDirectory settings to create custom 

management tools

• Other ideas

Here’s your chance to get your needs on the road map 
of the future BorderManager SDK. We are not 
announcing any delivery at this time for an SDK; 
however, your feedback is critical to defining the SDK 
requirements and to help us deliver the interfaces and 
accesses that you need. Check out the following URL 
to submit your feedback to the BorderManager Product 
Management team: http://developer.novell.com/
feedback/border.htm.

Make sure you give a detailed description of the func-
tionality to the development interfaces that you would 
like to see delivered in a Novell BorderManager SDK. 
Also give any other general requirements that you have 
for developing to the Novell BorderManager tech-
nology. Include your contact information if you would 
like to receive periodic updates on the status of a 
Novell BorderManager SDK. 
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Q. I’m trying to write a GroupWise (GW) Custom 
Third-party Object (C3PO) which is called right 
before a message is sent out. I was able to get the 
skeleton code to work, such as getting error messages 
when saving a document. But my C3PO is not being 
called when I press the send button in the New Mail 
dialog.

We are using GroupWise 5.5. What version do I need 
for this feature to work and what do I have to change 
to be able to receive eGW_CMDID_SEND messages 
from GroupWise?

A. The capability to capture the ‘send an event’ in a 
C3PO was implemented in September of 2001 and has 
been propagated into the latest support packs of all 
three major GroupWise versions. It is now in 
GroupWise 555 (SP5), GroupWise 55EP SP4, and 
GroupWise 6.0.1. The latest C3PO Wizard should 
allow you to put this feature directly into your C3PO. 
If you are using a version of GroupWise 5.5 prior to 
Support Pack 5, you will need to upgrade before this 
feature will work.

Q. Is it me or does the C3PO customer tracking 
example not work correctly (GroupWise C3PO SDK). I 
had the idea of learning C3PO by customizing code 
samples and I soon found out that it wouldn’t compile 
correctly. I did get it to compile by adding a 
startup.bas module, which allowed the 3CPOform to 
be visible. So now I can build it, but it never gets to the 
CommandFactory Init for some reason. Can anyone 
think of what I may be doing wrong?

Let me add to this by saying when GroupWise starts 
up, I get the C3PO form with the following:

Init
Get CommandFactory
Get CommandFactory
Get CommandFactory
Get CommandFactory
Get EventMonitor

So it seems like something may be wrong with the 
Command Factory, but I have not even changed the 
Command Factory class. I have scoured the code but I 
don’t see anything wrong. Did I register it wrong? Any 
help would be appreciated.

A. I haven’t tried the tracking example in a long 
time. Since your ultimate goal, however, is to learn 
how a C3PO works, and not necessarily to see what is 
wrong with this example, I would advise that instead of 
using this example, you get the latest C3PO Wizard 
from the C3PO download and create one of your own 
C3POs from scratch. The wizard can create the 
framework you need for “most” tasks, and is very 
simple to understand. It can add menu items and 
capture commands and events without you doing 
anything outside the wizard.

There are even instructions on how to use it if you get 
lost. Then, when you bring up the C3PO that the 
wizard created, put a few breakpoints into the code and 
run the C3PO and see where it goes.

Q. With Apache Web Server 2.0, there seems to be a 
bug in rotate logs with v1.3.24 in that the log does not 
increase. Also I cannot open the file because it states 
the file is in use.

Is there another way to monitor Apache usage on 
NetWare 5.1? Actually, my main reason for asking this 
question is that each time I make a change to the 
HTTPD.CONF file, I need to unload apache and 
reload it.

A. That’s true of Apache v1.x, but Apache v2.x has 
a “RESTART” parameter which causes Apache to 
reload HTTPD.CONF without unloading all of the 
NLMs.

Q. I am using the Novell Java Beans SDK. Does 
addFieldValue() actually append the previous value 
with the new one? Also, does setFieldValue() replace 
the previous value with the new one? These () are from 
NWEntry class.

A. You are right, as the addFieldValue() appends 
the value passed to the existing values and 
setFieldValue() replaces the previous values with new 
ones supplied.
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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Is there any way to
change the TimeStamp
for an NDS object on a
specific server in a rep-
lica ring?
Q. Please address the following problems I am 
facing while fetching certain information. I am using 
the CLIB SDK. 

1. I need to obtain the following information for any 
given directory, such as SYS:SYSTEM:

Current Size (in Kbytes)
Number of files
Number of Sub-Directories

I have tried using the call NWGetDirSpaceInfo 
and although it gives the correct size for 
volume-wide information, it does not give it for a 
specific directory in the volume.

2. I also need to obtain the size of a specified file— 
for example, SYS:SYTEM\SNMP.NLM. I tried 
using NWIntScanFileInformation(with filepath 
parameter containing the entire path) but I always 
get a VOLUME_DOES_NOT_EXIST error. What 
functions can I use to obtain the desired 
information?

3. Another problem I am facing is when using the 
NWGetDefaulConnRef function. I get a linker 
Error “Undefined Reference,” even though I am 
importing the calnlm32.imp file.

4. I want a list of NLMs loaded on the server. 
NWGetNLMLoadedList and NWGetNLMInfo 
provide all desired information except NLMID. 
For obtaining NLMID I used FindNLMHandle 
and GetNLMIDFromNLMHandle functions. 

Any pointers or answers to these questions will be 
greatly appreciated!

A. For the first question, I’d do this with 
opendir()/readdir()/closedir().

Regarding your second question, this function is 
neither defined in the import files nor exported by the 
Operating System. I think it is not available for NLMs 
at all, only for Win32 applications. This seems logical 
because Windows typically has a default connection 
(you log in to the network before running your 
programs), but NetWare does not have it (because you 
don’t have to log in to access the console). Maybe 
NWDSLoginAsServer() can replace that function for 
you. The CLIB documentation probably should be 
updated to indicate this.

For your third question, NLM IDs should be unique, 
but NLM names are not if you load the same NLM 
more than once into different protected address spaces. 
FindNLMHandle() will not give you all the IDs in this 
case.

Q. Is there a way to change the time stamp for an 
NDS object on a specific server in a replica ring?

A. That seems like something you would rather not 
want to do, as time is so crucial to eDirectory’s 
operation. But I suppose it would make sense in a case 
where the sync-up-to vector differs from the time 
stamp you are thinking of changing. At any rate, if you 
really want to do this, you can do all sorts of magic 
with the DSRepair utility.

Load DRSRepair with “-a” and select: Advanced 
options | Replica and partition ops | Repair time stamps 
and Declare a new epoc.

Or you can use the single object repair feature. You’ll 
need the local object/entry ID, but you can get that 
from DSBrowse.

Q. I am having trouble using NWDSVerifyObject- 
Password( ). As long as there are no “special” 
characters in the password, everything works 
perfectly. For example, this works fine, with “toto” as 
the valid password:

NWDSVerifyObjectPassword(ctx, 0, 
m_pCharNamOperateur, _T(“toto”) );

But with the following:

NWDSVerifyObjectPassword(ctx, 0, 
m_pCharNamOperateur, _T(“é”) );

I get the error: ERR_FAILED_AUTHENTICATION 
(-669) (“é” is the valid password).

Other special characters such as &,è,à,~,and ' in the 
password give me the same error. However, I can still 
log in to Novell Directory Services with such 
passwords. This is quite frustrating. I suspect I am 
having a problem with the character tables, but I 
cannot figure out what it is. I tried to deactivate 
UNICODE, but I get the same errors.

NWDSVerifyObjectPassword(ctx, 0, 
m_pCharNamOperateur, “é”) fails.
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How can I get rid of a
file or folder’s inherited
rights and filter in net-
work? I am using Del-
phi 6 as my development
platform.
I have also used NWInitUnicodeTables, with no luck. I 
am using Visual C++ 6.0, NetWare 5.1, and Windows 
2000. Any ideas?

A. You need to convert the password with the 
Win32 API CharToOEM() before passing it to 
NWDSVerifyObjectPassword( ). This should solve 
your problems. You have to do the same with any 
pathnames, etc., that you pass to NetWare functions if 
they contain characters from the upper character set. 
And the Euro character is in a class all of its own - 
CharToOEM doesn’t cope with it at all.

Q. How can I get rid of a file or folder’s inherited 
rights and filter in network? I am using Delphi 6 as my 
development platform.

A. You can do this with the API NWIntScanDir- 
EntryInfo found in the Novell Delphi libraries (see 
NDK downloads, http://developer.novell.com).

There is a Delphi 3 sample (D3IRM) to read/set (Inher-
ited Rights Masks) IRMs, there are more samples 
located at: http://developer.novell.com/support/
sample.htm, and an article series (February 2001 – 
February 2002) on NetWare programming with Delphi 
in the Novell AppNotes. See http://developer.
novell.com/research/.

Q. I’m retrieving a group of objects from 
eDirectory using the SearchLdapEntries bean and the 
SortControl and VirtualListViewControl controls. 
Some attributes have the ‘Time’ syntax and I’m trying 
to format them using DateFormat, but it is not 
working. When I read the attribute from ConsoleOne I 
can read the date as “Fri Jun 1417:01:37 EDT 2002” 
but the attribute in my Java code has the value 
“20020614210137Z.”Any ideas?

A. Below is some code that should help:

/**
* CompareTime() parses UTCTime into locale Date, and then
* compare it with system Date.
* @param UTCTime as stored in Server
* @return boolean True if UTCTime is after system time.
* @throws ParseException - when errors occur.

*/
public static boolean CompareTime( String UTCTime )
{
Date date = null, currentDate = new Date();
// setup x.208 generalized time formatter
DateFormat formatter = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyyMMddHHmmss'Z'");
//DateFormat fm = DateFormat.getDateInstance(Locale.GMT);
// all time in UTC - must set formatter
TimeZone tz = TimeZone.getTimeZone("UTC");
formatter.setTimeZone(tz);

try

{
// parse into Date - converted to locale time zone
date = formatter.parse( UTCTime );

}
catch(ParseException pe)
{
System.out.println( "\n [CompareTime] Error: " + pe.toString() );
}
return date.after(currentDate);

}

A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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It’s time for businesses
to improve their pro-
cesses and spend money
on new technology ser-
vices and solutions that
make this possible. 
4

So, It Wasn’t Just the 
Dot-Coms!

Gamal B. Herbon
Editor-in-Chief
Novell AppNotes

Over the past several months we’ve heard a lot about 
somewhat shady goings-on in the corporate world. It is 
now apparent that it wasn’t just the dot-coms a few 
years ago that were burning through cash and not 
having anything to show for it. With the likes of Enron, 
WorldCom, and others having to “fess up” that they’ve 
been cooking the books, those who lost money on the 
dot-coms don’t look quite so foolish.

It’s definitely bad news when seemingly solid compa-
nies such as these end up on the skids. Worse still is 
that those in the upper echelons of such companies are 
coming away with lots of money, houses, cars, bene-
fits, etc., while the employees and investors are left 
holding the (empty) bag. There are no excuses for this 
type of mis-management, and it is hard to believe that 
nobody knew what was going on, from the CEOs and 
CFOs on down to the independent auditors.

What’s more, this whole fiasco comes at a time when 
Wall Street is being scrutinized for having analysts 
who are really just pushing stocks to make money 
(often through “churning”) for their parent companies. 
While this is a sad state of affairs, it is good that these 
misdeeds and others are finally coming to light. 

Now, I’ll bet you’re wondering why I’m spouting off 
about all this in a magazine about Net Business Solu-
tions. After all, these news items don’t have anything 
to do with technology—or do they?

Technology Is Part of It
If you’ll bear with me, I’d like to explain why I believe 
these things have quite a bit to do with technology. 
There’s a reason these companies are trying to mislead 
investors and employees alike about how they are 
doing. Everyone wants to make money, one way or 
another. If you can’t do it by winning in the market-
place, you have to find some other way to keep your 
carefully-built house of cards from crashing down.

However, with the advances of new technologies and 
the need to do business in more efficient ways, many 
companies still cannot seem to grasp that there really 
are better ways of doing business. And guess what? 
Sometimes you need a business consultant as well as 
technology consultants to help you figure out how 
technology can best work for you.

Yes, consultants cost money (as do new technologies), 
but businesses need to re-evaluate how they do busi-
ness, as wellas how they should go about improving 
their business models and processes. This is not a pain-
less process, but it is absolutely necessary for all busi-
nesses today. Those who figure this out will still be in 
business and thriving years from now, while those who 
don’t will soon be forgotten.

Solutions for Growing Businesses
It’s time for businesses to improve their processes and 
spend money on new technology services and solutions 
that make this possible. Many viable solutions are 
currently available. For example, there’s a lot of buzz 
about Net Business Solutions, both from Novell and 
other vendors. It is vital that people find out more 
about these solutions and see how they can benefit in 
terms of Total Cost of Ownership and Return On 
Investment, so they can not only stay in business but 
also grow their businesses.

Recently I had a chance to spend two days in a class 
about Novell Small Business Suite 6. I was duly 
impressed with everything this suite provides. It 
contains just about everything you would need to run a 
small business, all integrated into one slick solution! In 
fact, I was so impressed with the Small Business Suite 
that I’ve decided to purchase it for my home network.

I remember when Novell owned the small-business 
network market with a product called NetWare ELS II. 
Novell’s latest small business offering is light years 
ahead of what ELS II ever hoped to be. Although 
Novell Small Business Suite 6 is for up to 50 concur-
rent users, there are many businesses that this product 
would be perfect for.

For the larger businesses, Novell has many solution 
packages like ZENworks and eCommerce that can be 
customized for specific needs. It is time for businesses 
to update and upgrade their technologies so their busi-
ness can thrive and make money, rather than having to 
“cook the books” to appear profitable.

The time is now. I urge you to check into what technol-
ogies and solutions can help your company grow and 
prosper, and then do whatever it takes to put these 
solutions to work for you.

I’d love to hear your thoughts on this and other 
subjects. Until next time, I’ll just keep rambling. . . .
n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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No matter what kind of
computer disk you have,
it’ll be readable by any
system you put it into.
All application soft-
ware is usable by all
computer platforms.
Interesting Things You Learn 
About Computers from the 
Movies . . .

Those of us who work with (or is that in spite of?) 
computers every day tend to find their Hollywood 
portrayals quite amusing. Here are some examples.

1. Word processors never display a cursor.

2. You never have to use the spacebar when typing 
long sentences.

3. All monitors display 2-inch high letters.

4. High-tech computers, such as those used by 
NASA, the CIA, and other governmental 
agencies, have easy-to-understand graphical 
interfaces.

5. Those that don’t have incredibly powerful text- 
based command shells that can correctly 
understand and execute commands typed in plain 
English.

6. Corollary: You can gain access to any information 
you want by simply typing “Access all of the 
secret files” on any keyboard.

7. You can infect a computer with a destructive virus 
by simply typing “Upload Virus”.

8. All computers are connected. You can access the 
information on the villain’s desktop computer, 
even if it’s turned off.

9. Powerful computers beep whenever you press a 
key or whenever the screen changes. Some 
computers also slow down the output on the 
screen so that it doesn’t go faster than you can 
read. The really advanced ones emulate the sound 
of a dot-matrix printer as the characters display 
across the screen.

10. All computer panels have thousands of volts and 
flash pots just underneath the surface. 
Malfunctions are indicated by a bright flash, a 
puff of smoke, a shower of sparks, and an 
explosion that forces you backward.

11. After typing away for several minutes on a 
computer, people will simply turn it off without 
saving the data.

12. A hacker can get into the most sensitive computer 
in the world before intermission and guess the 
secret password in two tries.

13. Any “Permission Denied” feature has an override 
function.

14. Complex calculations and loading of huge 
amounts of data are accomplished in under three 
seconds. In the movies, modems transmit data at a 
speed of two gigabytes per second.

15. When the power plant/missile site/whatever 
overheats, all the control panels explode, as does 
the entire building.

16. If you display a file on the screen and someone 
deletes the file, it also disappears from the screen. 
There is no way to copy a backup file, and there 
are no undelete utilities.

17. If a disk has encrypted files, you are automatically 
asked for a password when you try to access it.

18. No matter what kind of computer disk you have, 
it’ll be readable by any system you put it into. All 
application software is usable by all computer 
platforms.

19. Most computers, no matter how small, have 
reality-defying three-dimensional, real-time, 
photo-realistic animated graphics capability.

20. The more high-tech the equipment, the more 
buttons it has. However, everyone must have been 
highly trained, because the buttons aren’t labelled.

21. Laptops, for some strange reason, always seem to 
have amazing real-time video phone capabilities 
and the performance of a CRAY Supercomputer.

22. Whenever a character looks at a monitor, the 
image is so bright that it projects itself onto his/her 
face.

23. Computers never crash during key, high-intensity 
activities. Humans operating computers never 
make mistakes under stress.

Error Message of the Month

Disclaimer: Lightweight Access brings you humorous 
observations and refreshing diversions to give you a 
break from the daily grind. Opinions expressed here 
do not reflect Novell’s official position on anything.
A u g u s t  2 0 0 2
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Novell Education PEP/ATT Training

Novell Education’s PEP/ATT courses assume experience with the subject matter. These courses are 
delivered on an engineering level. Topics covered include support issues, in-depth architectural reviews, 
and advanced enterprise solutions. Advanced Technical Training is fast-paced, highly technical training that 
consists of both lecture and hands-on labs. For the most recent list of courses and to register for a course, 
visit the PEP/ATT registration Web site at http://www.novell.com/education/pep/register.html.

Course and Dates Location Cost

Advanced DirXML - PEP/ATT 
August 6-9, 2002
August 13-16
August 20-23, 2002
August 27-30, 2002
August 27-30, 2002
September 17-20, 2002
September 24-27, 2002
October 8-11, 2002

Boston, MA
Toronto, ON Canada
Irvine, CA
Dallas, TX
Chicago, IL
Chicago, IL 
Irvine, CA
Provo, UT 

$3500 
$3500
$3500
$3500
$3500
$3500 
$3500 
$3300

ZENworks for Desktops 3.1 + iFolder OnDemand - PEP/ATT 
August 26-30, 2002 Atlanta, GA $2495

ZENworks for Desktops 4 - PEP/ATT 
October 1-3, 2002
October 8-10, 2002
October 15-17, 2002
October 22-24, 2002
October 29-31, 2002

Chicago, IL
Waukesha, WI
Detroit, MI
Houston, TX 
New York City, NY

$1595
$1595
$1595 
$1595
$1595 

Advanced NetWare 6 Services and Troubleshooting - PEP/ATT
August 6-8, 2002 
August 13-15, 2002 
August 13-15, 2002 
August 13-15, 2002
August 20-22, 2002
August 20-22, 2002
August 27-29, 2002 
August 27-29, 2002
September 4-6, 2002
September 10-12, 2002 
September 10-12, 2002 
September 17-19, 2002 
September 18-20, 2002 
September 24-26, 2002 
September 24-26, 2002
October 1-3, 2002 
October 15-17, 2002 
October 22-24, 2002 
October 29-31, 2002 

Chicago, IL 
St. Louis, MO
Nashville, TN 
Irvine, CA
Toronto, ON Canada 
Dallas, TX
San Antonio, TX
 Boston, MA
Atlanta, GA
Dallas, TX 
Chicago, IL 
Detroit, MI
Vancouver, BC Canada
Boston, MA 
 Herndon, VA
Boston, MA 
Provo, UT
Phoenix, AZ
Irving, CA

$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595 
$1595 
$1595
$1595 
$1595 
$1595
$1595
$1595
$1595 
$1595
$1395 
$1595
$1595

iChain - PEP/ATT
August 13-14, 2002
August 22-23, 2002
August 27-28, 2002 
September 4-5, 2002
September 24-25, 2002

Dallas, TX
Chicago, IL
Irvine, CA
Boston, MA
Vancouver, BC Canada 

$1195
$1195
$1195
$1195
$1195 
w w w . n o v e l l . c o m / a p p n o t e s
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Order Form

Use this form to order subscriptions to Novell AppNotes (now including Novell Developer Notes), and back issues of 
AppNotes and Developer Notes (subject to availability). Please type or print.

Payment   All orders must be prepaid.

 Check or money order enclosed.

 Bill credit card number: Expiration date ________________

 VISA  MasterCard  American Express

Cardholder signature ______________________________________

Cardholder name (printed) _________________________________

Mail or fax this completed form to: or call:

Novell AppNotes Order Desk Fax Number: (800) 395-7135 (U.S. & Canada)
PO Box 14530 (510) 657-1473 (925) 463-7391 (other locations)
Fremont, CA 94539 Please have your order and credit card information ready.

Novell, Inc. • 1800 South Novell Place • Provo, Utah 84606-6194 • 801-861-6000         Pcode=APNOR

Name
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Company

Address

City State Postal Code

Country E-mail Address

Phone Fax

 APPNOTES SUBSCRIPTION
Qty Description Unit Price Total Price

One-year subscription to  Novell AppNotes (now includes Developer Notes) US$99.00*

 BACK ISSUES
Qty Part Number (required) Month/Year or Report Title Unit Price** Total Price

 All prices are subject to change without notice. TOTAL

*Shipping and taxes are included in subscription price.
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1–9 copies US$15.00 each plus shipping & handling

10–49 copies US$ 9.00 each plus shipping & handling

50–99 copies US$ 7.00 each plus shipping & handling
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  Novell AppNotes Feedback Form August 2002

To help us give you the kind of information you need to better design, configure, install, and maintain your network, please 
take a moment to answer a few questions about the Novell AppNotes. Fax the completed form to 801-861-4123. Thanks—we 
value your feedback.

1. How useful is each article in this issue?

2. I would like to see more articles on:

 Network design and optimization  Network management  Other____________________________
 Novell product implementation  NetWare theory and internals
 Third-party product integration  NetWare programming

3. The type of article that is most useful to me is:

 Theory/conceptual  Tutorial  Troubleshooting/support  Technical case study

4. My affiliation with Novell is:

 CNE/ECNE/MCNE  Programmer  Systems Integrator  MIS
 CNI  Reseller  Systems Engineer  Network Supervisor
 CNA  Consultant  Technical Support  Other ____________________________

5. I use the following Novell-related products:

 NetWare 6  ZENworks for Desktops  Novell eDirectory  ManageWise
 NetWare 5  ZENworks for Servers  DirXML  Novell Portal Services
 NetWare 4  GroupWise  NetWare for SAA  iChain
 NetWare 3 or 2  BorderManager  NetWare NFS  Developer Tools
 Other_______________________________________________________________________________________

6. General comments about the Novell AppNotes: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Article Title Indispensable Very useful
Somewhat 

useful Not at all useful

DirXML and the Reporting & Notification Service (RNS)
How to Perform a Health Check of Novell Account 
Management 2.1 for Windows NT
Monitoring Proxy Information on Novell BorderManager
Advanced Features of DirXML, Part 2: Channel Write-Back
How to Build J2EE Applications Using Novell Technologies: 
Part 4
How to Write Start-up Code for NLMs
Net Management (Beyond the Basics, Network Novice, Directory 
Primer, Tips & Tricks)

Net Support (Network Troubleshooter, TIDbits, Dear Ab-end)

Code Break (Developer Scene, Developer Q&A, DeveloperNet News)

Viewpoints (Ramblings, Lightweight Access)



Quick Guide to Novell Information

 

Resource URL

Novell
For the latest news, solutions, and success stories on Novell 
net services software.

http://www.novell.com/

Novell DeveloperNet
Your direct connection to everything you need to deliver 
secure, scalable business-to-business (B2B) and e-commerce 
solutions—or any directory-enabled solution you have in 
mind—quickly and economically. 

http://developer.novell.com

Novell Support
To open an electronic incident, download the latest patches, 
and find additional technical resources.

http://support.novell.com

Novell Cool Solutions
Provides helpful articles, downloads, manuals, programs, 
demos, and answers to your questions.

http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/

Novell Product Documentation 
For documentation about all Novell’s net services software. http://www.novell.com/documentation/

Novell Connection
Published monthly by NetWare Users International (NUI), the 
independent professional society for NetWare user groups 
worldwide.

http://www.novell.com/nwc/

Novell Consulting 
Need help putting it all together? See our Web site for more 
information on bringing in Novell experts to make your 
technology work as one net.

http://www.novell.com/programs/ncs/

Novell Solutions Search
Find Novell and "Yes, Tested and Approved" Partner product 
solutions.

http://developer.novell.com/nss/

Novell Education
Up-to-the-minute training on Novell products in whatever 
format meets your needs: Instructor-led training, computer-
based training, on-line training, Advanced Technical Training, 
and customized training.

http://www.novell.com/education/
http://www.novell.com/education/locator
http://www.novell.com/registernow

Novell PartnerNet
Programs to support Novell’s resellers, OEMs, distributors, 
and partners. Find valuable tools such as Novell 
advertisements, sales presentations, video presentations, 
and other resources.

http://www.novell.com/partners/

Novell Press
Need a little more information or don’t have time for a class? 
See all the hot new Novell Press titles on Shop Novell.

http://www.novell.com/shopnovell

Novell Advantage
This is the place to go for Novell competitive information: 
head-to-head product comparisons, reality checks, and 
positioning of Novell products against those from other 
vendors.

http://www.novell.com/advantage
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